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The study introduces a novel approach to lower the operating pivot point pressure by 
varying the motor speed with the help of variable frequency drive (VFD) in contrast to the 
commonly used fixed speed approach. By varying the speed of motor, the required 
minimum pivot point pressure can be provided at any required flow rate. This was 
investigated through a GIS-assisted simulation on 100 randomly selected pivots located in 
10 Nebraska counties using high resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) datasets. 
Center pivot irrigation systems are usually equipped with corner watering attachments like 
end guns and corner extensions to irrigate additional area at the corners of the field. Two 
different types of corner watering equipment i.e. end gun and corner extension were 
involved in this study. Four different scenarios were taken into consideration 1) standard 
systems with seven towers and no corner watering attachment, 2) end gun attached at the 
end of center pivot system, 3) corner extension attached at end of center pivot system, and 
4) center pivot system equipped with corner extension and end gun. Two different 
approaches were used to operate the center pivot systems 1) at constant motor speed with 
fixed design pivot point pressure, 2) at varying motor speed according to the minimum 
required pivot point pressure. The varying topography as well as the shape of the pump 
performance curve at fixed motor speed were found to play a major role in energy 
conservation. The energy reductions obtained through varying speed approach, along with 
 
 
annual monetary savings were calculated for all the study counties under all the scenarios. 
The major factors contributing to maximum energy savings and annual returns were large 
topographical changes, shape of pump performance curve, long irrigation operating hours, 
and high electricity costs. Cedar County showed the maximum average energy reductions 
by using varying speed approach whereas Hamilton and Butler County expressed minimum 
energy reductions in all the scenarios. Economic analysis was conducted for the potential 
investment in VFDs along with the average payback periods for the cost of VFD in each 
county. 
Overall, the suggested use of the Variable Frequency Drive has proven to provide 
savings in terms of energy conservation from the analysis performed in the study. However, 
there are emerging concerns about the cost-effectiveness of the approach. It is expected 
that the technology will receive high adoption, specifically in irrigation sector, from 
producers, research community and industry, if manufacturers are able to address economic 
concerns of the end user. This study provides a holistic approach in quantifying the energy 
savings over a large study area, which provides the producers, water resource managers, 
planners, and decision and policy makers, a clear picture of the widely variable anticipated 
benefits when aiming at adoption of a VFD. 
Keywords: Energy savings, Pumping, Center pivot irrigation systems, Variable frequency 
drive, End gun, Corner watering attachments. 
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CHAPTER I 
CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND ENERGY USE: 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Irrigation is the artificial application of water to the soil to fulfill the minimum 
amount of water required by crops which leads to improvement in crop production, 
increases agricultural profits, and reduction in yield variability. There are various types of 
irrigation methods such as surface irrigation, sub-surface irrigation, drip irrigation and 
sprinkler irrigation, all of which have their own advantages and disadvantages. The 
selection of the type of irrigation system depends upon the soil properties, topography, the 
crop to be grown, the quality and source of the water supply, initial cost, labor 
requirements, operating costs, land holdings and cost and availability of energy source. 
Larson and Fangmeier (1978) reported that irrigation was the largest component of the total 
energy used on irrigated farms. In the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
2012 Census of Agriculture, the total US energy costs of irrigation in 2012 were $2.7 
billion which was largest in the combined energy expenses ($6.2 billion) category.  
Center pivot sprinkler irrigation systems were developed in mid-20th century and 
have been integral to the development of irrigated agriculture. The center pivot irrigation 
system is considered to be a highly efficient system as compared to the other irrigation 
systems which helps to conserve water, is flexible and easily operable, reduces labor and 
maintenance costs and most importantly can be operated on the unlevelled land surfaces 
resulting in conservation of water, energy, and time. However, in spite of the advantages, 
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these machines have high initial cost and energy requirements for operation. Splinter 
(1979) stated that “History may record the development of the center pivot as one of the 
most significant advances in agriculture in the 20th century, or it may record this 
development as the major disaster in agriculture in the 20th century, depending on what 
happens to the cost of energy relative to the value of the crop under the system.” These 
machines are the most popular systems for irrigating general field crops. Analysis of data 
from the 2012 USDA Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey shows that  center pivots were 
used on nearly 28 million ha of land which corresponds to 63% of total irrigated land and 
80% of total sprinkler irrigated land in the United States. 
Nebraska ranks first in the nation in terms of irrigated area (3.4 million hectares of 
land) which is approximately 15% of the total irrigated land in United States. Center pivots 
cover about 99% of total sprinkler irrigated area in Nebraska (USDA Farm and Ranch 
Irrigation Survey 2012). This high use of center pivots has created an increasing demand 
for both water and energy. This suggests that there is a need for energy conservation 
procedures such as improving the irrigation systems and enhancing the management and 
operation of the system. Gilley and Watts (1977) suggested various changes like improving 
pumping plant efficiency, and water application devices (low pressure nozzles, nozzle size 
and spacing, irrigation intervals, and performed maintenance) can lead to irrigation energy 
reduction on a given farm.  
  Center pivot systems are equipped with pump stations that include irrigation 
pumps, power units (motor or engine) and pump drive or gear head. The individual 
efficiency of these components combine together to provide the overall efficiency of the 
system. Pump station efficiency depends upon the type of pump, type of motor or engine 
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and matching of pump and engine/motor characteristics. Proper adjustment of pumps and 
power units help to conserve energy and improve the efficiency of the pumping plant. 
Schroeder and Fischbach (1983) reported that adjustments of pump impellers within the 
pump bowl assemblies, setting the ignition timing on internal combustion engines to match 
its actual operating speed and load, and other pump and engine/motor adjustments helped 
increase the energy efficiency by 14% and reduced the energy costs in the pumps they 
selected. Scherer and Weigel (1993) claimed that plugged screens or aquifer, worn pump 
impellers, worn sprinkler nozzles, and leaking pipes were some of the major causes of 
inefficiency in 621 pumping stations tested in North Dakota from 1977 to 1993. New 
(1986) expressed wear, improper adjustment or failure to select equipment to match the 
specific pumping conditions as the reasons for low pumping plant efficiency. 
 Different sources of energy are used to power irrigation pumping plants depending 
on the cost and availability of the energy source. Electricity, diesel, gasoline, propane and 
natural gas are some of the energy sources used in pumping irrigation water.  The USDA 
Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey (2012) reported that electricity is the source of energy 
used to irrigate about 53% of irrigated land in Nebraska followed by diesel which covers 
approximately 28% of irrigated area. Of the remaining irrigated land, 12% area is irrigated 
by natural gas, 6% by propane and butane and remaining 0.11% by gasoline and ethanol 
as shown in figure 1.1. With the increase in energy costs over time, more efficient use of 
all energy sources will continue to impact crop and animal productions costs in the future. 
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Figure 1.1. Area irrigated by different energy sources in Nebraska. 
Center pivot irrigation systems require a large amount of energy to develop the 
necessary pressure to support high pressure sprinklers. Center pivots usually operate to 
deliver water necessary for the highest elevation in the field with appropriate pressure and 
flow rate. Standard center pivot systems irrigate land areas in a circular fashion thus leaving 
considerable area unirrigated at the corners of a square field. To irrigate this unirrigated 
area, various additional attachments like endguns and corner extensions are used which 
operate at the end of the pivot lateral to irrigate additional acres. These additional 
attachments require an extra amount of pressure to deliver water to the end of the pipeline 
due to increased friction losses.  
Center pivots can be operated at relatively low pressure but there are management 
problems associated with low pressure systems. Gilley and Mielke (1980) discussed 
potential problems related with reduced pressure center pivot systems like increased runoff 
and soil erosion and non-uniformity of water application. When a center pivot sprinkler 
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system is converted to a reduced pressure, there often is a need to redesign the pumping 
plant in order to match the low pressure center pivot system as mentioned by Beccard and 
Heermann (1981). 
Center pivot irrigation systems require the sufficient pivot point pressure to fulfill 
all the pressure needs at the greatest elevation as well as to the last sprinkler along the 
lateral without leaving any area water deficit. The required system head and flow rate helps 
in selecting the most efficient pump for that particular situation. Usually, the pivot point 
pressure is calculated by determining the maximum friction loss in the system when the 
pivot is at the highest elevation in the field and adding that maximum loss to the minimum 
pressure required at each sprinkler, and then setting the required pressure at the pivot point. 
The maximum loss after the pump is the sum of the pressure loss due to elevation, friction 
in the lateral pipe, pivot riser height and the loss in the pressure regulators. If the system is 
equipped with corner attachments, an additional pressure is added to the required pivot 
point pressure owing to the attachment of endgun or corner extension. This required pivot 
point pressure is used as the operating pressure for the system. In actual scenario, the 
greatest operating pressure can fulfill the needs of the entire field but technically the 
operating pressure at the location of greatest elevation may not represent all locations in 
the field. For example, the pressure requirement is always equal to or less than the pressure 
required at the highest elevation in the field. 
To find the required pressure, designers need to find the elevation in the field at 
various locations. This can be done with instruments like altimeters on a small scale but at 
large scales and for precise measurements, there are Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) 
available. These maps are available at different resolutions by various organizations like 
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United States Geological Survey (USGS) and Nebraska Department of Natural Resources 
(NDNR). The DEMs can be used by Geographic Information System (GIS) based tools to 
estimate the elevation of the area of interest. These maps are available in various grid sizes 
of 2×2 m, 3×3 m, 10×10 m, and 30×30 m. As the resolution becomes finer, the number of 
pixels increases, making the maps more representative. The resolution of the DEMs can 
directly affect the results of the elevation values and the developed models as the data 
available from DEMs are used in algorithms to calculate various derivatives of interest like 
slope, aspect, and other features (Claessens et al. 2005; Sørensen and Seibert 2007; Schoorl 
et al. 2000). 
The pump is selected so that the maximum irrigation system flow rate and head 
conditions are delivered at the greatest efficiency point on the pump performance curve. 
Endgun and corner extensions are the equipment which alter the design conditions 
significantly. Individually, center pivot irrigation systems have variable head and flow 
conditions resulting from endgun or other corner attachment activation (King and Wall 
2000). As reported by Von Bernuth (1983), switching the endgun off can shift the operating 
point of the pump from the greatest efficiency point on the pump curve to a less efficient 
operating point.  This results in a decrease in flow rate and increase of the total dynamic 
head. So, the pump operates over a range of efficiencies as the center pivot system moves 
around the field as the corner attachments turn on and off. 
After determining the operating pressure required at the pivot point, the power 
requirements of motors/engines can be calculated for the irrigation pumping plant.  In most 
cases the pumps are operated at a constant speed.  However, actual operating conditions 
may vary considerably from the design conditions if the pivot moves over variable 
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topography during each rotation. Consequently, designing for the maximum operating 
pressure can lead to unnecessarily high pumping costs. Under these circumstances, varying 
the pump speed could maintain high mechanical efficiency while supplying water flow and 
pressure necessary to meet the specific requirements in the irrigated area. 
It is important to study the topographical variations in the field to understand the 
minimum pressure and energy requirements to operate the center pivot systems. James 
(1982) developed a mathematical model to study the pressure distribution at each sprinkler 
along the pivot lateral at different topographical locations in the field. He also examined 
the energy usage by operating the system at three different pressures and concluded that 
the better performance was obtained with significantly less energy usage at lower operating 
pressure. Unfortunately, it was difficult to control the operating pressure at different 
locations within the field without any controlling device available at the time of study. 
However, a variable or adjustable frequency drive for electric motors can be used to adjust 
the pump speed to meet the flow rate and pressure required at the pivot point at all locations 
on the irrigated area. Variable frequency drive (VFD) increases/decreases the speed of the 
motor by varying the frequency of power delivered to the motor, which in turn alters the 
pump speed, flow rate, and operating pressure. Continuous adjustment of pump speed will 
maximize the energy use efficiency as the center pivot system rotates in a circle. Thus, this 
study builds upon the previous studies by including a VFD on fields with significant 
topographic features so that center pivots equipped with corner attachments will experience 
reductions in overall energy costs. Another aspect that this study attempts to address is the 
role of using fine resolution elevation datasets, in contrast to the much coarser contour lines 
and slopes used by the previous researchers (Edling 1979; James 1982) .  
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Use of a VFD can provide the minimum required pivot point pressure at any 
location in the field, thus leading to the conservation of energy. The overall objectives of 
this research were to quantify the energy savings by varying the electric motor speed with 
the help of a VFD based on high resolution digital elevation models.  The process was 
conducted for center pivot irrigation systems with and without corner watering attachments 
in ten counties of Nebraska.  
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CHAPTER II 
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY USING VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
DRIVE FOR CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATION: STANDARD SYSTEMS 
2.1 ABSTRACT 
Energy use efficiency and energy consumption rates by center pivot irrigation 
systems have always been of utmost importance for the researchers and scientific 
community. Numerous studies have attempted to address different approaches to achieve 
the greatest energy use efficiency, but each encountered various problems due to lack of 
detailed field topographic information. This study introduces a novel approach to lower the 
operating pivot point pressure by varying the motor speed with the help of a variable 
frequency drive (VFD) in contrast to the commonly used fixed speed approach. By varying 
the speed of the motor, the required minimum pivot point pressure can be provided at any 
required flow rate and position in a field. This was investigated through a GIS-assisted 
simulation on 100 randomly selected pivots located in 10 Nebraska counties using high 
resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) datasets. The variable topography within an 
individual field was found to play an important role in determining the required pressure 
at each degree as a pivot rotates. The resulting energy reduction using the variable speed 
approach was calculated for each pivot in each county. On average, Cedar County showed 
maximum energy reductions (11.8%), while also being the county with maximum elevation 
differences with respect to pivot point (13.6 m). Similarly, Hamilton was the county to 
show minimum energy reductions (0.7%) and minimum topographical differences (3.5 m) 
within a field. To compare the savings economically, annual monetary savings was 
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calculated for each county. Custer County showed the maximum annual returns ($391) due 
to relatively large operable irrigation hours whereas Hamilton County showed negligible 
savings due to flat topography as well as low irrigation hours. The county averaged 
payback period for the capital cost of VFD was also calculated, but no county was shown 
to payback the cost of VFD in a period less than the economic life of VFD. 
Keywords: Energy savings, Pumping, Center pivot irrigation systems, Variable frequency 
drive. 
2.2 INTRODUCTION 
Worldwide human populations are projected to increase to over 9 billion by the 
year 2050, making food security a major international concern (Cohen 2003). This food 
crisis due to increasing population can be scaled down with the help of advances in 
agriculture and irrigation practices. Irrigation is not only the practice of applying water to 
crops, but it may be a necessity for the human race to increase yield of food crops to fulfill 
the needs of the growing population.  
Irrigation is the major energy user in on-farm agricultural production requiring an 
estimated average cost of $17,238 per farm for energy to pump water (from both wells and 
surface water) in United States (USDA Farm and Ranch Irrigation Survey 2012). Due to 
increases in energy prices and declining groundwater availability, it is very important to 
apply a precise amount of water to crops with water and energy conservation, and farm 
profits in mind.  
Center pivot irrigation systems were introduced in early 1950’s, and are the most 
significant mechanical innovation in agriculture since the replacement of draft animals by 
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the tractor (Splinter 1976). Center pivot irrigation systems are highly efficient and easily 
operated machines which help in reducing labor requirements, enhancing agricultural 
production, and optimizing the use of water (Martin 2011). Center pivots can fulfill the 
world’s ever-increasing need for efficient, economical, and environmentally sound 
production of food and fiber (LaRue et al. 2010). The advancement in the center pivot 
irrigation systems has resulted in systematically applying the optimum amount of water on 
different types of soil with varying field topography (Martin 2011). In 2013, center pivots 
were used to irrigate approximately 80% of the irrigated farm land as compared to other 
sprinkler systems in the US as shown in figure 2.1 (USDA Farm and Ranch Irrigation 
Survey 2012). 
 
Figure 2.1. Land irrigated by sprinkler systems in US in 2013. 
 
Continuous improvement of farming tools is required and center pivot irrigation 
systems are no exception. Farmers need options which can satisfy their specific crop 
production needs and operational requirements with the least expense possible. Energy cost 
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increases and potential shortages of energy in the future is encouraging the development 
of energy efficient concepts and management strategies in order to reduce energy use 
without reductions in the efficiency of application.  Major areas to achieve these objectives 
are (a) minimizing required operating pressure of center pivot systems to minimize the 
horsepower requirements, and, (b) increase in the number of acres irrigated in the square 
field by the addition of equipment like end guns and corner attachments as stated by LaRue 
et al (2010). Many researchers have focused on the reduced or low pressure systems and 
concluded that converting the irrigation systems from high to low pressure can save a lot 
of energy but can lead to various problems like increased runoff, soil erosion, non-uniform 
application of water, reduced irrigation efficiency and other management issues making 
their use restricted to certain topography, soil types, or tillage and crop management 
systems (Gilley and Mielke 1980; Wilhelm et al. 1985; DeBoer et al. 1992; Gilley 1993). 
So, effort should be focused on development of new techniques which have the potential 
not only to conserve energy, but also do not result in problems discussed above. 
Various pump parameters like improper pump selection, pumps out of adjustment, 
worn-out pumps, improperly sized engines and motors, engines in need of maintenance or 
repair, difference in operating conditions and improperly matched gear heads can lead to 
excessive energy consumption by irrigation systems (Black and Rogers 1993; Chávez et 
al. 2010). These factors, when combined with other improper water application parameters, 
lead to overall inefficiencies of the irrigation systems. Gilley and Watts (1977) suggested 
possible energy saving techniques like increasing the irrigation efficiency, improving 
pumping plant performance, reducing the amount of water pumped, and lowering the 
operating pressure requirement can insure a continued high level of production in periods 
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of energy shortages, increased cost and limited water supply. They showed the combined 
effects of reduced pumping, increase in irrigation efficiency, and increase in performance 
ratings on energy savings. Gilley and Supalla (1982) recommended various economically 
beneficial changes like pressure reduction, pumping plant adjustment, irrigation water 
management, and irrigation application efficiency improvements in center pivot system for 
certain set operating conditions which can lead to the energy saving practices. Schroeder 
and Fischbach (1983); Kranz et al (1992); Chávez et al (2010) suggested that pumping 
plant adjustment can lead to lower pumping costs, contribute to energy savings and provide 
a positive return on investment.  
A major part of the US farm area is ungraded surface with varying slopes across 
the field. To supply all areas of a field with a uniform water application, engineering design 
specifications call for supplying water at a design flow rate and pressure at the point of 
greatest elevation. This is done regardless of how much of the irrigated area requires that 
specific design operating pressure. Consequently, topographic variation may result in 
pumping pressure that is greater than necessary across a major portion of a field.  
Another aspect that has not been specifically addressed in numerous research 
studies was that the pump as well as the field parameters were not studied at the appropriate 
resolution in the field.  This fact is evident by the use of manually prepared contours to 
analyze elevation parameters. But with advances in satellite imagery, DEMs have been 
made available to study these parameters in a more accurate and efficient fashion. In this 
study, care was taken to address these parameters at a sufficient resolution in order to detect 
trends and field differences adequately. Since, field elevations sometimes change very 
sharply even at small distances, energy use parameters were evaluated at one degree of 
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rotation intervals. The study proposes the use of VFD for adjustment of pressures due to 
the varying elevation and aims at the demonstration of its operation at each degree rotation. 
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are the maps used by most of the pivot designers 
to observe the elevation information for any field. DEMs are raster (a grid of certain size 
of squares) or vector based networks which are built by various techniques like land 
surveying, photogrammetry, LiDAR, IfSAR, etc. DEMs are an appropriate tool for 
displaying the continuous changing topographic surface of the earth, and are a widely used 
data source for elevation analysis and other spatial applications (Thompson et al. 2001). 
Digital elevation data available from DEMs can also be used in algorithms to calculate 
various derivatives like slope gradient, slope curvature, upslope length, elevation 
difference, and maximum elevation in particular area, and other variables of interest 
(Thompson et al. 2001). These DEMs can also be used in Geographic Information System 
(GIS) based tools to study and understand the elevation differences occurring in a particular 
field as the center-pivot rotates in a circular fashion. 
Center pivot irrigation systems have a lateral pipeline which is equipped with 
sprinklers to supply water to all the parts of the circular field as pivot rotates. Selection of 
an appropriate sprinkler discharge is of utmost importance for high irrigation uniformity 
and efficient use of energy. The prerequisite for this is an apt knowledge of the head 
distribution along the lateral. There are various energy losses associated with the movement 
of water through the pivot lateral from the pivot point to the far end of the pipe which make 
it important to study and determine these losses to analyze the operating characteristics of 
the system.  
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The total head consists of elevation head, pressure head and velocity head. Kincaid 
and Heermann (1970) studied the pressure distribution and the losses along the pivot lateral 
by summing friction losses in the main line calculated for uniform flow between sprinkler 
heads. Although their recommendations were a good reference for practical situations they 
were limited to a certain lateral length of less than 392 m only (Kincaid and Heermann 
1970). Later, Chu and Moe (1972) provided an analytical solution for the total pressure 
head loss and the distribution of pressure head along the mainline from the energy equation, 
assuming a large number of small sprinklers evenly distributed along the mainline which 
was applicable for any friction head loss equation. Edling (1979) used a mathematical 
model to determine the flow rate variation and pressure distribution along the center pivot 
laterals for 29 pump-center pivot systems with various uniform field slope topographies. 
Till now, the head loss and pressure distribution was studied assuming constant elevation 
or the uniform slope rather than varying topography. 
 James (1982) studied and developed a mathematical model which was a combined 
form of the generalized version presented by Heermann and Hein (1968) for computing 
depth, rate and uniformity of application and the expanded form of Kincaid and Heermann 
(1970) model to determine the pressure distribution at each sprinkler along the pivot lateral. 
This study aimed at evaluating the performance of center pivot systems at 12 different 
positions within the field with varying topography using the tower elevation. Later, James 
(1984) modified his model and studied 108 different combinations of pump type and size, 
9 different terrains and sprinkler types to examine their effect on water applied, energy use, 
uniformity, and adequacy of irrigation of center pivot systems. 
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Many equations like Hazen-Williams, Darcy-Weisbach, and Scobey were used to 
find the friction loss in a closed pipe but center pivot lateral pipelines have a number of 
sprinklers which distribute water continuously which requires an adjustment to find the 
friction loss in the pipe with number of outlets. Chu and Moe (1972) developed a friction 
correction factor assuming continuous outlet discharge for center pivot systems with 
infinite number of sprinklers, applicable for both constant and variable spacing and 
concluded that the pressure head loss is around 54% of the loss when the pivot lateral has 
no outlets. Later, Reddy and Apolayo (1988) derived a modified friction correction factor 
for center pivot laterals for discrete outlets assuming constant spacing but it was almost the 
same as reported by Chu and Moe (1972) for the large number of outlets (>10). 
The velocity head loss is another component which is generally ignored because it 
is insignificant in comparison to elevation and pressure head components. In center pivot 
laterals, the flow rate in the lateral decreases due to the loss of flow at every sprinkler outlet. 
Decreases in flow rate decrease the velocity head and further increases the pressure head. 
Pair et al (1975) stated that the increase in pressure head due to decrease in velocity head 
is balanced by the head losses due to the turbulence at each outlet. Scaloppi and Allen 
(1993) examined the effect of considering and ignoring the velocity head and concluded 
that ignoring the velocity head leads to the maximum standard deviation of less than 1.2% 
and in most situations, the equations ignoring velocity head were adequately accurate. 
The standard practice to design a pump, is to operate the pump most efficiently at 
the maximum flow rate and head conditions at a constant pump speed. When no corner 
equipment is attached and flow rate remains constant all the times under a pressure 
regulated system, and maximum head results at the greatest elevation in the field (King and 
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Wall 2000). This condition is the worst case scenario which may occur only for a small 
fraction of a center pivot revolution and is done to provide sufficient water at every part of 
the field. This greatest head condition is the design condition, however, actual operating 
conditions may vary as the pivot rotates. For example, for the center pivot system operating 
on undulating topography, the design flow rate and output pressure is decided when the 
pivot is at greatest elevation in the field, but as pivot moves to the lowest elevation, the 
required pressure does not remain constant and excess pressure develops in the lateral. 
Usually, the fixed speed of the motor or pump makes it difficult to adjust the pump 
design conditions to the required operating conditions. Pump behavior is governed by its 
performance curve and is unable to change the design pressure without a corresponding 
change in speed. However, maintaining the minimum required system operating pressure 
regardless of operating conditions can achieve optimum efficiency. This optimum 
efficiency can be achieved by employing a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) which can 
vary the frequency of power supplied to the motor. This change in frequency will alter the 
pump speed based on the ratio of adjusted frequency to unadjusted frequency. For example, 
a decrease in frequency from 60 Hz to 50 Hz will reduce the motor speed from 1770 rpm 
to 1475 rpm. A reduction in the speed of the motor will also reduce the pressure delivered 
to the center pivot and horsepower demand of the pump, specifically focusing on the 
opportunity to save energy and therefore reduce operating costs (Hanson et al. 1996). 
A VFD can provide a wide range of speeds to match a particular situation by 
sending a controlled modulating signal into the motor. King and Wall (2000) used a VFD 
to adjust the speed according to the desired field conditions such as undulating topography 
and hydraulic changes, and found that it resulted in energy savings. The pressure in their 
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study was distributed according to the minimum pressure at Tower 6 or Tower 10 of the 
center pivot system. The energy reduction in their study was 7.5% and 12.4% when pivot 
point pressure was reduced comparative to constant design pressure for uniform and 
variable rate water application respectively, although the payback period was 55 years, not 
being economically feasible. 
The VFDs can be programmed to change the speed of the pump according to the 
required parameters which are directly related to the rotational speed of the pump. The 
equations known as Affinity Laws (eq. 1) show the relation of the pump performance 
parameters; flow rate, head, and required brake power with the pump speed. The behavior 
of pump performance curves along with the pump efficiency, as influenced by varying 
impeller speed is shown in figure 2.2.  
 𝑄1
𝑄2
=
𝑟𝑝𝑚1
𝑟𝑝𝑚2
,     
𝐻1
𝐻2
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2
𝑟𝑝𝑚2
2 ,     
𝐵𝐻𝑃1
𝐵𝐻𝑃2
=
𝑟𝑝𝑚1
3
𝑟𝑝𝑚2
3 (1) 
where: 𝑄 = flow rate, 𝐻 = head or pressure, 𝐵𝐻𝑃 = brake horsepower or kilowatt, 𝑟𝑝𝑚 = 
rotational shaft speed (revolutions per minute) 
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Figure 2.2. Pump performance curve with varying shaft speed. 
The factors that need to be considered in installing VFD are motor efficiency, motor 
loading and VFD efficiency. The rule of design to prevent the motor from inefficient 
operation is to operate motor greater than 50% of maximum speed (NRCS-Montana 
Technical Note 2010). The VFD is also not 100% efficient resulting from energy losses 
due to heat and other harmonic losses.  Typical efficiencies of VFD are in the range of 95-
98% (NRCS-Montana Technical Note 2010). The change in pump speed can be set to 
provide the minimum pivot point pressure at specific point in the center pivot lateral to 
compensate the elevation difference effect. 
Capital investment and maintenance cost of VFDs is another facet to be considered. 
Hanson et al. (1996) reported that the cost of the VFD ranges from $2500 for 7.5 kW to 
more than $16,000 for 120 kW VFD. King and Wall (2000) mentioned that VFDs require 
dust free environment and the cooling system to disperse the heat produced by the internal 
circuitry. So, the cooling and maintenance costs also need to be added to the capital cost. 
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Payback period depends on the usage or hours of operation of irrigation system which can 
vary from 500-2500 hours/year depending upon the geographic location and climatic 
conditions. In Nebraska, long term average irrigation system operating times for a field 
size of 396 m radius varies from 500-1000 hours/season based on the net irrigation 
requirement for a maize crop and irrigation water application efficiency of 85% for center 
pivot systems. 
The specific objective of this research was to develop a model to document the 
energy conservation when using a variable frequency drive to alter the operating pressure 
in the field at each angle as the pivot rotates using the elevation data obtained from digital 
elevation model maps. 
2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.3.1 STUDY AREA 
 The study was conducted in 10 counties of Nebraska as shown in figure 2.3. The 
green dots in figure 2.3 represent the center pivot systems with elevation map in the 
background. The counties were selected based on differences in field topography and the 
number of center pivot irrigation systems. The counties included in the study were 
Antelope, Box Butte, Butler, Cedar, Chase, Custer, Hamilton, Keith, Phelps, and Thayer. 
One hundred center pivot systems were randomly selected from each county for analysis 
(1000 from all counties). 
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Figure 2.3. Locations of 10 study counties representing center pivots on Nebraska map. 
2.3.2 DATA 
 In order to select the appropriate resolution of DEM (2 m or 10 m grid sizes), an 
intercomparison among the two resolutions was conducted. It was observed that the 
information extracted from the two datasets was closely related, which was rationale 
behind the selection of 10 m grid sizes for this study in addition to its availability in all the 
study counties. These datasets were obtained from the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) website (http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/). 
The dataset for center pivots in Nebraska was obtained from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln Center for Advanced Land Management Information Technologies 
(CALMIT) 2005 Nebraska Center Pivot Irrigation Systems dataset that is available online. 
The DEMs and center pivot datasets were imported to Geographic Information System 
(GIS) software. The State and County boundary dataset was obtained from the Geospatial 
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Data Gateway provided by the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (https://gdg.sc.egov.usda.gov/). 
2.3.3 FIELD AND PIVOT PARAMETERS 
2.3.3.1 FLOW RATE (Q) 
 Flow rate is an important parameter in pump selection. The required flow rate at 
the pump outlet is decided by adding up all the water flowing out of the sprinklers starting 
from the last sprinkler to the pivot point. The design flow rate determines the type of pump 
which can deliver that designed flow rate at maximum efficiency. The system flow rate for 
this study was assumed to be 0.049 m3s-1 which was the average flow rate in the state of 
Nebraska in 2008 (USDA-NASS). 
2.3.3.2 TOTAL DYNAMIC HEAD (TDH) 
 Total dynamic head is the sum of the discharge head and the lift from the water 
surface in the well bore to the point where discharge pressure is measured. It is the total 
equivalent depth from where the water is pumped, taking column, pipe and other friction 
losses into account. 
 𝑇𝐷𝐻 = 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 + 𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝐻𝑜 (2) 
where: elevation is the maximum height reached by the pipe after the pump, pumping lift 
is the distance between the pumping water level and the center of the pump outlet, friction 
loss is the friction caused by water within the pipe and pivot lateral, and Ho = pressure 
required at each sprinkler including regulator loss. The friction within the pump column 
and the velocity head loss was considered to be negligible in this study.  
Pressure drop by friction loss increases with increase in flow rate as stated in the 
Hazen-Williams equation (eq. 4) being greatest near the pivot point due to high flow rate 
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at the beginning and decreases along the pivot lateral due to discharge of water from the 
sprinklers. In the case of standard systems, friction factor developed by Chu and Moe 
(1972) for calculating the total pressure head loss was used with Hazen-Williams (H-W) 
equation (eq. 4) to calculate friction loss. Chu and Moe (1972)  pressure head loss equation 
(eq. 3) was used to calculate friction loss at each tower of the center pivot irrigation system. 
Friction correction factor used in equation 5 was calculated as 0.548 for H-W equation 
suggested by Chu and Moe (1972). 
 
ℎ𝑓(𝑟) = ℎ𝑓(𝑅) ×
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 𝑥 =
𝑟
𝑅
 (6) 
where: C = H-W pipe roughness coefficient, Q = system flow rate (m3s-1); D = pipe inside 
diameter (m); R = total length of the pivot lateral (m); r = the distance of friction loss 
calculation (m), ℎ𝑓(𝑅) = friction head loss at distance R (m); and ℎ𝑓(𝑟) = friction head loss 
at distance r (m). 
2.3.3.3 WATER POWER (WP) 
The energy leaving the system in the form of water or the energy imparted by the 
pump to the water is called water power. Water power divided by the input fuel per unit 
time represents actual pump performance. Water power is calculated as shown in equation 
7. 
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𝑊𝑃 =
𝑄 × 𝑇𝐷𝐻
𝐾𝑜
 (7) 
where: WP = water power (kWh in metric units and hp in English units); Q = flow rate 
(m3s-1 in metric units and gallons per minute in English units); TDH = total dynamic head 
(meter in metric units and feet in English units); and Ko = 0.102 in metric units and 3960 
in English units. 
2.3.3.4 BRAKE POWER (BP) 
The input power provided by the motor or engine to run the pump is known as brake 
power and was derived using pump efficiency and WP using relationship shown in 
equation 8. 
 
𝐵𝑃 =
𝑊𝑃
𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
 (8) 
2.3.4 ASSUMPTIONS 
In order to represent the majority of center pivot irrigation systems available in 10 
study counties as well as to simplify the computational procedure, a set of assumptions 
were taken into consideration. All the center pivot systems were assumed to be circular in 
shape with the radius lying between 396-405 m with seven towers because majority of the 
pivots lie in this range in the study counties. There was no corner equipment attached to 
the main pivot system. The pivot point was placed at the centroid of the 65 ha field area 
and all the towers were equally spaced with the distance of 57 m between two towers. A 
constant number of sprinklers were assumed between each set of towers equipped with 
pressure regulators of 172 kPa with the regulator requirment of 34 kPa at each sprinkler 
irrigating at uniform application rate. Sprinklers were attached directly to the pivot lateral 
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with no drop tubes. The constant inside diameter of the pipe lateral was assumed to be 16 
centimeters (cm) which is the most commonly used pivot lateral diameter. The riser height 
of the pivot was assumed as 3.4 m. The system flow rate was assumed to be 0.049 m3s-1.  
Since electricity was the most widely used energy source for irrigation, this study 
was conducted only for pumping plants powered by an electric energy source. Pump 
efficiency was assumed to be 83% which was the average pump efficiency of the most 
commonly used pumps in Nebraska. VFD efficiency was assumed to be 96%. All the 
assumptions used in this study are also presented in table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. Assumptions made in the study. 
Radius of field 396 m to 405 m 
Number of towers 7 
Distance between adjacent towers 57 m 
Minimum pressure requirement at each sprinkler 172 kPa 
Pressure regulator loss 34 kPa 
Diameter of pipe lateral 16 cm 
Riser height of the pivot 3.4 m 
System flow rate 0.049 m3s-1 
Static lift 22 m 
Energy source Electricity 
Pump efficiency 83% 
VFD efficiency 96% 
 
2.3.5 PROCEDURE 
Geographical Information System (GIS) based tools, specifically ArcGIS 10.2 was 
used in this study. For all the analysis, the state and county boundary datasets for Nebraska 
and 2005 Nebraska center pivots irrigation system datasets were uploaded into the GIS 
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environment. All the center pivot fields fulfilling the set of conditions were filtered out 
from all the study counties. The two conditions to be met were that no center pivot field 
should be an incomplete circle and that the radius of the center pivots should lie in the 
range of 396-405 m. An algorithm was written in order to make a random selection of 100 
such center pivot fields. The procedure described below was iterated for all the 100 
randomly selected fields. The DEMs of 10 m × 10 m resolution were used to establish the 
elevations of the 7 towers at each degree as the pivot rotated in the field. Elevation 
differences, with respect to the pivot point, were calculated for each tower at each degree 
of rotation as shown in equation 9 and subsequently, equation 3 was used to calculate the 
friction loss at each tower of the pivot. 
 𝐸𝐷1−7 = 𝐸1−7 − 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 (9) 
where: 𝐸𝐷1−7 = Elevation difference between each tower and the pivot point (m), 𝐸1−7 = 
Elevation of each tower (m), 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = Pivot point elevation (m) 
The total head loss was considered to be the sum of losses incurred due to elevation, 
pipeline friction and the riser height as shown in equation 10. 
 𝐻𝑙1−7 = 𝐸𝐷1−7 + ℎ𝑓(𝑟) + 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (10) 
where: 𝐻𝑙1−7 = total head loss at each tower (m), ℎ𝑓(𝑟) = friction loss at each tower (m), 
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = Height of pivot lateral above the ground (m) 
The maximum loss from all the seven towers at each degree was added to the 
minimum regulator pressure (172 kPa) along with a regulator requirement (34 kPa) to 
compute the minimum required pivot point pressure at each degree, which fulfills the 
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minimum pressure requirement at each tower and at each degree interval throughout the 
field as shown in equation 11. 
 𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃1−360 = 𝑅𝑝 + 𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 + (9.8 × 𝑀𝑎𝑥. (𝐻𝑙1−7))  (11) 
where: 𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃1−360 = Required Pivot Point Pressure (kPa), 𝑅𝑝 = minimum regulator 
pressure required (172 kPa), 𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = regulator loss (34 kPa), 𝑀𝑎𝑥. (𝐻𝑙1−7) = maximum 
total head loss (m) from towers 1 to 7. 
The design pivot point pressure was determined by calculating the maximum value 
of required pivot point pressure as shown in equation 12 for the highest elevation condition 
in each field. This design pressure was fixed for the complete pivot movement as the center 
pivot irrigates the whole field. 
 𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥. ( 𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃1−360) (12) 
where: 𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑃 = Design Pivot Point Pressure (kPa) 
Two approaches were considered for this study as shown in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. Graphical comparison between Approach 1 where the pressure supplied to the 
pivot point was held constant and Approach 2 where the VFD was employed to 
supply the exact pressure required to meet the pressure required by all 
sprinklers on the center pivot. The difference in pivot point pressure at each 
angular position was used to calculate energy savings achieved in Approach 2. 
Approach 1: In this approach, it was assumed that the motor speed was fixed and pivot 
point pressure remained constant throughout the pivot rotation. The maximum design pivot 
point pressure (DPPP) was considered as the pivot point pressure to design the pump. The 
total dynamic head (TDH) was calculated using equation 4 and was fixed. Water power 
and brake power were calculated using equation 7 and 8, respectively. 
Approach 2: In this approach, it was assumed that a variable frequency drive (VFD) was 
used to vary the motor speed and pivot point pressure at each angle. The pivot point 
pressure at each angle was different as calculated by RPPP. Water power was calculated 
separately for each degree using the minimum pivot point pressure used in TDH (eq. 7). 
Brake power was also calculated separately for each degree using pump and VFD 
efficiencies as shown in equation 13. 
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An example of representation of fixed (Approach 1) and variable operating points 
(Approach 2) is shown in figure 2.2. The violet dot shows the fixed operating point for the 
pump while green, red and blue dots show the variable operating points at speeds of 1500, 
1300, and 1100 rpm respectively.  
Since pump speed varies continuously in this approach, pump efficiency would 
vary with it and the magnitude of this variation would be highly pump-specific. An attempt 
was made to design pumps for a range of heads in our sample fields, and the best efficiency 
was achieved as 83%. 
 
𝐵𝑃1−360 =
𝑊𝑃1−360
𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 × 𝑉𝐹𝐷 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
 (13) 
where: 𝐵𝑃1−360 = brake power at each degree (kWh), 𝑊𝑃1−360 = water power at each 
degree (kWh). 
The power conservation potential was calculated by subtracting the brake power obtained 
from Approach 2 at each degree from the brake power obtained from Approach 1 as shown 
in equation 14. 
 𝐵𝑃𝑠1−360 = 𝐵𝑃(𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 1) − 𝐵𝑃1−360(𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 2) (14) 
where: 𝐵𝑃𝑠1−360 = Power or energy saved at each degree (kWh) 
An average value of brake power conserved at each degree was calculated using equation 
15. 
 𝐵𝑃𝑐 = 𝑎𝑣𝑔. ( 𝐵𝑃𝑠1−360) (15) 
where: 𝐵𝑃𝑐 = average brake power or energy saved in each field (kWh) 
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 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(%) =
𝐵𝑃𝑐
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐵𝑃 (𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 1)
 × 100 (16) 
The energy saved was calculated in the form of brake power (BP) using equation 15. 
Percentage average energy reduction for each field was calculated as shown in equation 
16. Unit of electricity (kWh) saved per unit time was calculated using the Nebraska 
Pumping Plant Performance Criteria (NPPPCE) motor performance value (Table 2.2) for 
electricity shown in equation 17. 
 𝑘𝑊ℎ
ℎ𝑟
=
𝐵𝑃𝑐 
𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐸
 (17) 
where: 𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐸 = Nebraska Pumping Plant Performance Criteria for an electric motor. 
Table 2.2. Nebraska Pumping Plant Performance Criteria for the energy sources commonly 
used for irrigation pumping plants. 
Energy Source Energy Unit 
Engine or Motor 
Performance 
kW-hr/(unit(1)) (hp-
hr/unit) 
Pumping Plant 
Performance 
WkW-hr(2)/(unit(3)) 
(Whp-hr/unit) 
Electricity Kilowatt-hr (kWh) 1.18(5) 0.885 
Diesel Liter (gal) 3.27 (16.6) 2.46(4) (12.5) 
Natural Gas meters3 (1000 feet3) 2341.1(7) (88.9) 1756.5 (66.7) 
Propane Liter (gal) 1.81 (9.2) 1.36 (6.89) 
Gasoline(6) Liter (gal) 2.27 (11.5) 1.71 (8.66) 
1 KiloWatt hours (kW-hr) is the work accomplished by the power unit including drive losses 
2 Water KiloWatt hours (WkW-hr) is the work produced by the pumping plant per unit of energy at the NPPPC 
3 The NPPPC are based on a 75% pump efficiency 
4 Criteria for diesel revised in 1981 to 2.45 WkW-hr/L 
5 Assumes 88% electric motor efficiency 
6 Taken from Test D of Nebraska Tractor Test Reports. Drive losses are accounted for in the data. Assumes no cooling 
fan. 
7 Manufacturer's data corrected for 5 percent gear-head drive loss and no cooling fan. Assumes natural gas has energy 
content of 1000 Btu per cubic meter. 
The kWh per unit time saved can be used to calculate the savings in monetary terms 
according to the time of operation of the irrigation system and the price of electricity as 
shown in equation 18. 
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 $ 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛
=
𝑘𝑊ℎ
ℎ𝑟
× ℎ𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ×
$
𝑘𝑊ℎ
 (18) 
where:  
$ 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛
 = amount of dollars saved in a season, ℎ𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = no. of hours 
the irrigation system operated in a season, 
$
𝑘𝑊ℎ
 = price of electricity per kWh. 
The operable irrigation hours were calculated individually for each county using net 
irrigation requirement (NIR) values (obtained from Nebraska Department of Natural 
Resources) for each County and the application efficiency of center pivot systems as shown 
in equation 19. 
 
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 =
𝐴 ∗ 𝑁𝐼𝑅
𝑄 ∗ 𝐸𝑎
 (19) 
where: 𝐴 = area of field (m2), 𝑁𝐼𝑅 = net irrigation requirement (m), 𝐸𝑎= center pivot 
application efficiency (85%), 𝑄 = flow rate (m3h-1). 
The radius of 396 m of center pivot irrigates an area of 49 ha. Money saved per hectare of 
area in a season can be calculated by equation 20. 
 
(
$𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)
ℎ𝑎
=
(
$𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)
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(20) 
where: 
(
$𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛
)
ℎ𝑎
 = amount of money saved in a season per ha of irrigated area. 
2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
2.4.1 AVERAGE MAXIMUM ELEVATION DIFFERENCE WITH RESPECT TO PIVOT POINT 
The county average of maximum elevation difference within the field is shown in 
figure 2.5. Cedar (13.6 m) and Custer (13.5 m) were the counties with maximum elevation 
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difference as compared to the other study counties. Antelope County averaged 9 m of 
elevation difference whereas all other counties were less than 5.7 m. Hamilton and Butler 
counties exhibited the minimum elevation difference of 3.5 and 3.6 m, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.5. Average maximum elevation difference with respect to pivot point. 
2.4.2 DESIGN AND REQUIRED PIVOT POINT PRESSURE 
The mean design pressure at the pivot point for each county was calculated using 
Approach 1 shown in table 2.3. This mean design pressure was calculated by taking the 
average of all the design pressures of 100 center pivots in each county. The maximum 
design pressure was observed to be 439 kPa in Cedar County and the minimum mean 
design pressure of 345 kPa was observed in Hamilton County. Though Cedar, Custer and 
Antelope counties exhibited great elevation difference with respect to pivot point within 
the field, counties like Hamilton, Butler and Chase exhibit relatively flat topography thus 
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requiring lower design pressure values (fig. 2.5). The relation between the elevation and 
pressure shows that the pivot point pressure of 9.8 kPa is required for every one meter 
increase in the elevation with respect to the pivot point within the field. 
 
Table 2.3. Mean Design Pivot Point Pressure using Approach 1. 
Counties 
Mean Design Pressure 
(kPa) 
Antelope 395 
Box Butte 361 
Butler 346 
Cedar 439 
Chase 350 
Custer 434 
Hamilton 345 
Keith 365 
Phelps 350 
Thayer 353 
 
Figure 2.6 shows the constant mean design pressure throughout the rotation using 
Approach 1 and the variations of mean minimum required pressure along with standard 
deviation, at each degree progression of the center pivot (ranked from highest (0°) to lowest 
(360°)) averaged over 100 center pivots for each of the ten counties using Approach 2. The 
magnitude of standard deviations at each degree provides a representation of the 
distribution in the pivot point pressure across 100 fields in a specific county. The relative 
narrow mean design pressure range (difference between minimum and maximum pressure 
required in the field) of 58, 58, 60, and 61 kPa was observed in Butler, Chase, Phelps and 
Hamilton counties, respectively. Whereas, Antelope, Cedar and Custer County exhibited a 
large pressure range due to the rolling terrain within the fields. The maximum difference 
between the minimum and maximum required pressure of 188, 154 and 126 kPa was 
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observed in Cedar, Custer and Antelope County, respectively (fig. 2.6). It is evident from 
figure 2.6 that the mean design pressures for center pivot in each county occurred at very 
few locations within the field and this set design pressure (by Approach 1) is not required 
for all positions in the field. To further evaluate the design pressure range, the average 
number of angular positions that lie on or within the 10% of the design pressure was 
calculated for each county shown in table 2.4. 
Table 2.4. Number of mean angular positions on or within 10% of the design pressure in 10 
study counties. 
Counties 
Number of angular positions 
(degrees) on or within 10% of 
the design pressure 
Antelope 90 
Box Butte 139 
Butler 237 
Cedar 58 
Chase 196 
Custer 59 
Hamilton 249 
Keith 131 
Phelps 183 
Thayer 184 
 
In Cedar and Custer County, less than 60° of the full circle lies within 10% of the design 
pressure and about 90° of the pivot lies within 10% of the design pressure in Antelope 
County. The maximum number of angular positions of 249, 237, and 196 was observed in 
Hamilton, Butler, and Chase counties, respectively. However, the remaining 30% to 40% 
of the field area in these three counties do not require the design pressure based upon the 
greatest elevation in the field. Therefore, in order to minimize energy use, it is important 
to vary the center pivot design pressure according to the minimu required to meet the 
sprinkler design pressure. 
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Figure 2.6. Variation in required pivot point pressure ranked from highest (0°) to lowest 
(360°) using Approach 2 for each center pivot in 10 study counties in Nebraska. 
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2.4.3 ENERGY SAVINGS 
Variable frequency drives (VFD) can save energy by reducing the horsepower 
demand of irrigation pumping plants. Energy reduction was calculated by subtracting the 
brake power using two approaches in the form of electricity (eq. 16). In Approach 1, 
constant design pivot point pressure was used to calculate the brake power and in Approach 
2, brake power was calculated separately for individual degree using varying minimum 
required pressure. Figure 2.7 represents the percentage of energy conserved by adopting 
Approach 2 over Approach 1 in each of the 10 counties. Our results illustrate that in the 
counties with large differences in elevation for example, Cedar, Custer and Antelope about 
50% of center pivots saved more than 12%, 8% and 7% of the energy, respectively, 
whereas, in counties with flat topography like Butler and Hamilton County, around 50% 
of the pivots saved no energy. 
 
Figure 2.7. Number of center pivots as function of energy use reduction. 
In Custer County, around 4% of the center pivots lie in the range of 24 to 30% of energy 
reduction which was the maximum estimate of potential energy conservation. The 
percentage of pivots saving no energy in Cedar, Custer and Antelope County was only 3%, 
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7% and 5% respectively whereas this number was greater than 20% in other counties. The 
maximum energy saved by any pivot in Hamilton County was around 8% which was the 
least when compared to all other counties. Overall, 25% of the pivots from 1000 center 
pivot systems in all the ten counties conserved no energy. About 40% of the center pivot 
systems, reduced energy more than 4%.  
Aforementioned results indicate that the implementation of required center pivot 
point pressure at each position in the field can lead to energy conservation as well as 
monetary benefits without compromising water application and management issues in the 
field. The average energy saved by 100 center pivots in each county using Approach 2 
compared with Approach 1 is shown in figure 2.8. The maximum energy conserved was 
 
Figure 2.8. Percentage of energy reduction by using Approach 2 relative to Approach 1 in 
10 study counties. 
11.8% in Cedar County followed by Custer (10.4%) and Antelope County (7.4%). 
However, counties with flat topography/low elevation differences within the field like 
Hamilton and Butler counties conserved the least amount of energy, 0.7% and 0.9% 
respectively. Thus, though nearly every center pivot included in this study would require 
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less energy to pump irrigation water if a VFD or other power supply controller were used, 
the total amount of energy conserved is dependent on the variation in field topography. 
2.4.4 SAVINGS IN MONETARY TERMS 
The kWh per unit time saved can be used to calculate the savings in monetary terms 
according to the time of operation of the irrigation system and the price of electricity. Net 
irrigation requirement values for each county provided by Nebraska Department of Natural 
Resources (http://dnr.nebraska.gov/) and flow rate of 0.049 m3s-1 assumed in this study 
were used to calculate hours of irrigation required in each county (eq. 19) for the fields 
with an area of 49 ha. As expected, the hours of operation are greater in western parts of 
Nebraska when compared to the eastern parts. Cost of electricity for irrigation of 
$0.11/kWh provided by Nebraska Energy Office (http://www.neo.ne.gov/), was used to 
calculate the monetary savings per hour. The results for each county are presented in table 
2.5. The electricity cost can change spatially, temporally as well as among power suppliers.  
Financial savings in a season per pivot was maximum in Custer County ($391) and 
minimum in Hamilton County ($16). The savings (dollars) per season was maximum in 
Custer County, however the maximum energy reduction (percentage) in a field was 
observed in Cedar, this is because of the greater number of irrigation hours in Custer 
County than Cedar County. The energy reduction is the function of elevation difference 
alone but monetary savings in a growing season is also a function of hours of operation. 
Savings (dollars) in Hamilton and Butler County was almost negligible. The savings is also 
directly dependent on the price of electricity (dollars per kWh). High electricity prices can 
further increase the savings to some extent as savings are directly proportional to electricity 
cost. We further calculated the savings (dollars) per ha of the field which can be used to 
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calculate savings for a bigger farm for more comparable estimates (table 2.5). 
Table 2.5. Energy (kWh) and monetary savings (dollars) per season according to hours of 
irrigation applied in 10 study counties. 
Counties 
NIR 
(mm) 
Hours of 
Irrigation 
per 
season 
Energy 
saved 
(kWh) per 
season 
Savings per 
field per 
hour 
(dollars h-1) 
Savings 
(dollars) 
per field 
per season  
Savings per 
ha per season 
(dollars ha-1) 
Antelope 226 617 1880 0.34 209 4.3 
Box Butte 356 970 1330 0.15 148 3.0 
Butler 185 506 170 0.04 19 0.4 
Cedar 216 589 3070 0.58 342 7.0 
Chase 338 921 590 0.07 66 1.3 
Custer 284 776 3510 0.50 391 8.0 
Hamilton 213 582 140 0.03 16 0.3 
Keith 338 921 1460 0.18 163 3.3 
Phelps 267 727 530 0.08 59 1.2 
Thayer 196 533 475 0.10 53 1.1 
 
2.4.5 ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF VFD 
The amount (dollars) that can be spent on the VFD is directly related to the seasonal 
savings from the energy reduction for a specific center pivot system. Considering the time 
value of money, we assumed an interest rate of 7% for 15 years of time period (economic 
life period of a VFD) was used to calculate series present worth factor of 9.11. For this 
analysis, we assumed the initial cost of the VFD as $10,000 for 37.3 kW VFD which was 
enough power to operate in all the counties. It is mentionable that the initial VFD cost 
includes merely its capital cost. Table 2.6 presents the appropriate amount (dollars) to be 
spent on VFD in each county presently. On an average basis, it was not economical to 
install a VFD in any of the ten counties, however, it is possible for VFDs to be economical 
in some individual fields with high topographical differences. 
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Table 2.6. Amount (dollars) to be spent on VFD in each county. 
Counties 
Amount (dollars) feasible to spend 
on VFD 
Antelope 1900 
Box Butte 1350 
Butler 170 
Cedar 3120 
Chase 600 
Custer 3560 
Hamilton 150 
Keith 1490 
Phelps 540 
Thayer 480 
 
2.4.6 PAYBACK PERIODS 
 From the potential investment in a VFD installation, it was known that it 
was not economical to install a VFD on a single center pivot system in any of the ten 
counties. Using series present worth factor of 9.11, the number of years it would take to 
payback the initial cost of VFD was evaluated. It was observed that the time period to 
payback was greater than 50 years for all counties which was considerably greater than the 
economic life of the VFD which was assumed as 15 years. In many counties, the operating 
hours were too low to justify the cost of a VFD from power savings alone. Overall, it was 
found that the cost of the VFD was extremely high to be paid back within theVFD’s 
economic life. 
Though, on average, a VFD installation is not economical in any county, there may 
be individual fields with large elevation changes where it is possible to attain the payback 
period less than 15 years. VFDs can be more beneficial in the cases where two or more 
fields of lower hydraulic demands are nearby and are irrigated from a single well and the 
cost of the VFD can be distributed over more acreage.  
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2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 A novel approach to vary the center pivot design pressure at the pump was proposed 
rather than the generally accepted approach of using the fixed design pressure throughout 
the rotation of a center pivot. This approach aids in providing the precise minimum pressure 
required at each degree of rotation and can be implemented in field situations using a 
variable frequency drive (VFD). The purpose of using a VFD is to change the speed of 
motor to supply the minimum pressure required by the center pivot as it moves across 
undulating topography instead of running the motor at constant speed. In this study, we 
evaluated the benefits that accompany the use of VFD in terms of the energy conserved on 
a revolution and annual basis. This was investigated through a GIS assisted simulation of 
the approach on 100 randomly selected pivots evenly distributed within 10 counties in 
Nebraska while using high resolution DEM datasets. It was concluded that the varying 
topography in each county plays a vital role in governing the design pressure as well as the 
pressure required throughout the field. 
This varying speed approach showed that the maximum energy reduction 
(percentage) was experienced by Cedar County (11.8%), while the minimum energy 
reduction by Hamilton County (0.7%). By using appropriate conversion factors for fuel 
and electricity costs, it was shown that economically speaking, the maximum energy 
savings (dollars) in an average growing season were incurred in Custer County ($391) and 
the minimum energy savings in Hamilton County ($16). This difference in the counties 
representing maximum energy reduction and maximum economic returns arises due to the 
consideration of topographical differences, variable Net Irrigation Requirements (NIR) and 
subsequently, operating hours in our analysis. The corresponding payback periods for all 
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the counties were also estimated considering the initial investment made on the VFD but 
none of the study counties were able to pay back the VFD capital cost within the economic 
lifetime. These differences in behaviors of various counties when subjected to the approach 
was attributed to the varying degree of the elevation differences encountered among the 
counties. 
Major factors contributing to the energy reduction in this study were site-specific 
topographical differences, operable irrigation hours, and the cost of electricity. This study 
provides a holistic approach to quantifying the energy savings over a large study area, 
which provides the producers, water resource managers, planners, and decision and policy 
makers, a clear picture of the widely variable anticipated benefits when aiming at adoption 
of a VFD. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY USING VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
DRIVE FOR CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATION: SYSTEMS EQUIPPED 
WITH CORNER WATERING ATTACHMENTS 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
Corner watering attachments, specifically end gun and corner extensions attached 
to center pivot systems are a common means to gain additional irrigated area by irrigating 
the corners of square fields otherwise not possible through standard center pivot irrigation 
systems. The pumping plant is usually designed at fixed power supply speed for a situation 
when corner attachments are in operation (maximum flow rate) but as the flow rate 
decreases, it results in excess energy use. Variable frequency drives were introduced to 
supply the minimum pressure required at each degree of rotation at any flow rate. In this 
study, three scenarios were analyzed: 1) Scenario 1, end gun attached at end of center pivot 
system, 2) Scenario 2, corner extension attached at end of center pivot system, and 3) 
Scenario 3, center pivot system equipped with corner extension and end gun. This study 
was conducted on 1000 randomly selected center pivot irrigation systems in ten counties 
of Nebraska, USA using GIS based tools. High resolution digital elevation maps were used 
to investigate the topographical variations within the field. The varying topography as well 
as the shape of the pump performance curve at fixed motor speed was found to play a major 
role in energy conservation. The energy reductions obtained through varying speed 
approach, along with annual monetary savings were calculated under each scenario. The 
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major factors contributing to energy savings and annual returns were large topographical 
changes, shape of pump performance curve, duration of the corner attachments operation, 
long irrigation operating hours, and high electricity costs. Average payback periods for the 
cost of VFD were calculated for each county. Scenario 3 resulted in the maximum energy 
reduction, annual monetary savings, and minimum time period to pay back the cost of VFD 
when compared to other scenarios. This approach allows land owners to investigate the 
potential savings associated with the installation of a VFD prior to making the capital 
investment. 
Keywords: Energy savings, End gun, Corner watering attachments, Center pivot irrigation 
systems, Variable frequency drive. 
3.2 INTRODUCTION 
 Center pivot irrigation is one of the most widely used irrigation methods in United 
States. In Nebraska alone, there are around 55,000 center pivot machines in 93 counties 
irrigating 6.7 million acres (Johnson et al. 2011). Since its origination, the center pivot has 
become one of the most efficient irrigation systems suitable for different operating 
conditions, with an ease in management and a potential for high application efficiency. 
Center pivot irrigation machines move in circular pattern around the pivot point irrigating 
the area coming under its radial spans as it completes the circle. Since most of the fields 
are square in shape, a major disadvantage of using center pivot machine is that it leaves 
around 21.5% of area unirrigated due to its rotating nature (Von Bernuth 1983). Center 
pivot manufacturers and the users are concentrating on irrigating the corners of center pivot 
fields by providing various kinds of auxiliary devices like end guns and corner extensions 
to overcome this geometric limitation. 
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The end gun is a single large sprinkler attached at the end of the pivot lateral 
specially designed to irrigate into the corners of the field during the rotation of the machine. 
The major advantage of using end gun is that it not only increases the irrigated area but it 
is also relatively inexpensive compared to the total system cost per irrigated area (Scaloppi 
and Allen 1993a). End guns are turned on in the corners to irrigate the additional area when 
the wetted radius of the end gun plus the distance from the pivot point equals the radial 
distance to the square field boundary (Von Bernuth 1983). Different kinds of end guns are 
available with varying flow rates and wetted diameters at a range of operating pressures. 
End guns require a high pressure to throw water to a distance adding to the energy 
requirements of the irrigation system. When end guns are installed, center pivots are often 
equipped with booster pumps to increase the pressure at the end of the lateral to provide 
the necessary throw radius. 
A corner extension is another corner watering attachment which consists of a swing 
arm attached at the end of last tower of the center pivot to irrigate the corners. This corner 
swing arm has a span and overhang attached by a tower. As the main part of center pivot 
(standard system with seven towers) follows the circular path, corner extensions follow a 
buried cable or other guide device like GPS navigators which cause the swing arm to extend 
out toward the corner of the field and then retract back behind the main machine as the 
system departs from the corner. In this way corner extension systems increases the center 
pivot length to irrigate additional 2.75 hectares at each corner (Davis et al. 1986). 
The end gun can also be attached at the end of the corner extension to irrigate more 
area in the corners. End gun actuates when the corner extension fully extends at each 
corner, increasing the area irrigated. End gun effective radius was calculated to find the 
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area irrigated with optimum water application depth. Catalogue radius was used to decide 
the angle of operation of end gun to make sure, all the water is applied within the field 
boundaries. 
Flow rate in the corner extension varies as the corner extension extends and retracts 
back and is controlled by the sprinklers on the corner extension turning on/off according 
to the degree of extension and retraction. All the sprinklers are on when corner extension 
is fully extended for some time at the corners and the flow rate in the machine is the 
combined flow rate of main machine, the corner extension and the end gun flow rate if it 
is equipped with one and is on at that part of the time.  As the pivot enters the corner there 
is a gradual increase in flow rate as the system extends into the corner and then when the 
end gun is activated there is an instantaneous increase in flow rate.   
Still with end guns and corner extension machines, area at the corners in a square 
field are not fully irrigated. In the square field, the center pivot system without any 
additional corner attachment can irrigate approximately 78.5% of total area. With the 
addition of an end gun, irrigated area increases to 88% and further with the addition of 
corner extension, irrigated area rises to 95% or more depending on whether an end gun is 
operated at the end of corner extension (LaRue et al. 2010). 
The attachment of the corner extensions to standard systems increases the capability 
of the standard system to irrigate by increasing the flow rate in the system. This increase 
in flow rate within the pipeline leads to greater friction losses as flow rate is proportional 
to the friction losses. There is an increase in friction head loss in the lateral due to increase 
in the flow rate when end gun is operating. End gun flow rate is generally 15% of the 
system flow rate depending on its designed area of coverage (Buttermore and Eisenhauer 
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1989). The use of end gun changes the performance of the system and shifts the operating 
point of the pump and system to a new operating point on the impeller characteristic curve, 
reducing the pressure at pivot point because of the large flow rate travelling to the end of 
the pipe lateral (Von Bernuth 1977; Edling 1982). 
 Anwar (2000) extended the friction correction factor and pressure distribution 
factor developed by Chu and Moe (1972) to center pivots with end guns using continuous 
outlet approach. This study further extended the model developed by Reddy and Apolayo 
(1988) for discrete outlets to calculate friction correction factor and pressure distribution 
factors for center pivots with end guns. The study demonstrated that there were no 
significant differences between continuous and discrete outlet conditions for more than ten 
outlets. Scaloppi and Allen (1993b) proposed an equation to find the distribution of 
pressure head along a center pivot lateral when an end gun sprinkler is in operation by 
using the effective irrigated radius (length of pivot plus the effective radius of the end gun 
sprinkler coverage) term. This approach of using effective irrigated radius was used by 
various researchers (Chu and Moe, 1972; Keller and Bliesner 1990). Generally, the ratio 
of the lateral length to the effective irrigated radius was assumed to be less than or equal to 
0.94 for typical center pivot irrigated fields.  
Valiantzas and Dercas (2005) developed a new equation introducing a new term 
equivalent to the lateral length instead of effective irrigated radius which depends on the 
end gun ratio (ratio of the end gun discharge and total system discharge). Using equivalent 
lateral length in place of effective irrigated radius is more suitable as equivalent lateral 
length depends on the end gun ratio eliminating the need to define effective irrigated radius 
and any limiting ratio between lateral length and effective radius (Valiantzas and Dercas 
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2005). They used this new term, equivalent lateral length to calculate the total friction loss 
at any point of the lateral when end gun is in operation for single diameter and multiple 
diameter center pivot laterals. 
Although, the corner attachments can help in irrigating more area, the system 
requires greater pivot operating pressure. This greater operating pressure leads to greater 
energy consumption. The design criteria for the center pivot systems equipped with an end 
gun or corner extension is a situation when the pivot is at the highest elevation in the field 
and the end gun/corner extension is in full operation. As mentioned in Brar (2015), the 
design conditions are not applicable at all the times and do not remain the same when the 
end gun/corner extension turns off or pivot moves downhill. If the pump operates at 
constant speed, turning on/off of the corner attachment shifts the operating point on the 
pump performance curve. Pivot point pressure drops when end gun turns on due to increase 
in flow rate resulting from adding an additional sprinkler. 
 Von Bernuth (1977) suggested that an increase in speed of the pump could 
compensate for the pressure drop at the pivot point due to operation of an end gun. One 
relatively new technology to the irrigation industry is the variable frequency drive (VFD).  
Variable Frequency Drives can increase/decrease the speed of an electric motor according 
to the required conditions as explained in Brar (2015), which can also be possible for an 
end gun/corner extension operations. This method can assist in achieving the minimum 
required pressure for any field condition (elevation difference, end gun/corner extension 
operation) as the pivot rotates instead of setting a single design pressure for the entire 
revolution. 
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 The specific objective of this study was to develop robust estimates of the potential 
energy that can be conserved by adjusting the design pivot point pressure to account for 
topographical differences and the operation of the corner watering attachments. The 
economic aspects of corner attachments were determined such as annual savings and the 
payback period for the initial cost of the VFD. 
3.3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The study was conducted using center pivot information from 10 counties in 
Nebraska (fig. 2.3) in Brar (2015). The counties were selected evenly throughout the state 
with a large population of center pivot systems. The counties included in the study were 
Antelope, Box Butte, Butler, Cedar, Chase, Custer, Hamilton, Keith, Phelps, and Thayer. 
One hundred standard length center pivot systems were selected from each county (1000 
from all counties) for the analysis. 
Digital elevation maps of 10 meter resolution were used in this study. Two different 
corner watering attachments (end gun and corner extension) were used in three different 
scenarios as described below: 
Scenario 1: Center pivot systems were equipped with an end gun at the end of the lateral. 
Scenario 2: Corner extension was attached to the end of the last tower of the center pivot 
system. 
Scenario 3: An end gun was attached to the end of corner extension to the center pivot 
system described in Scenario 2. 
The three scenarios described above were applied on all one thousand center pivot 
systems. It was assumed that the corner watering machines were attached to all the center 
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pivot systems according to the scenarios described above. All the assumptions for the 396 
meter radius center pivot system with seven equally spaced towers were the same as in 
Brar (2015) while additional assumptions for Scenario 1, 2, and 3 described above is 
presented in table 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 respectively. Although it can be argued that a variable 
drawdown may occur among the three scenarios due to increase in the pumping flow rate, 
the analysis considered a constant value of pumping lift. Since, the variable value would 
depend on variable aquifer characteristics and geographical locations, availability of a 
dependable dataset is crucial. It is very likely that the consideration of variable pumping 
lift would result in some differential outcomes, however, it was considered the difficulty 
in estimate the values for each location led us to assume a single fixed value for all the 
three scenarios. 
End Gun selection: End gun was designed and selected according to the design criteria 
provided by Solomon and Kodoma (1978). The end gun is selected to distribute a particular 
application depthsimilar to that of the standard center pivot. However, end guns do not 
provide sufficient application depth at the outside edge of the application pattern leaving 
some area with less than full application. According to the authors, the end gun should be 
designed by taking effective radius of end gun into consideration as shown in figure 3.1. 
Effective end gun radius is the throw distance which provide minimum application depth 
to grow the acceptable crop. The effective radius, after which the application depth is 
unacceptable does not depend on end gun only but is also dependent on the agronomic 
factor p, decided according to the climatic and agronomic factors. Solomon and Kodoma 
(1978) provided the moving application rate curves for various sprinklers used for deciding 
the application rate curve parameter. This application rate curve parameter was used to find 
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the effective radius of the end gun. The details regarding the application rate curves for 
different sprinklers and end guns can be found in Solomon and Kodoma (1978). 
The end guns used in this study were Nelson Big Gun 100 Series equipped with 
straight bore nozzles, which were assumed to have application rate curve very similar to 
the straight bore nozzle Rainbird 105C end gun with angular operation of 135° provided 
by Solomon and Kodoma (1978). The p factor was assumed to be 0.5, considering the 
average aridity of the region in this study. 
 
Figure 3.1. Effective irrigated radius with acceptable application rate. 
Corner extension selection: The Corner extension chosen was 87.5 m in length including 
61 m of span length and 26.5 m overhang with inside pipe diameter of 16 cm.  The corner 
extension was attached at the last tower of a 396 m center pivot (7 towers). The flow rate 
of the corner extension was estimated using Chu and Moe (1972) discharge distribution 
formula (eq. 1).  
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𝑄𝑟 = 𝑄𝑖𝑛 (1 −
𝑟2
𝑅2
) (1) 
where: 𝑄𝑟 = flow rate at distance r (m3s-1), 𝑄𝑖𝑛 = total system flow rate (m3s-1), 𝑟 = distance 
of flow rate calculation (m), 𝑅 = total length of the system (m). 
3.3.1. PROCEDURE 
Geographical Information System (GIS) built tools, ArcGIS 10.2 was used in this 
study and all the datasets like Nebraska center pivot systems files, state and boundary files 
for Nebraska, used for the analysis were imported into the GIS environment similar to Brar 
(2015). Procedure for all the three scenarios was an extension of that presented in Brar 
(2015) except for the calculation of friction loss when end gun/corner extension turns on.  
The corner attachments operation shifts the operating point according to the pump 
performance curve when operating at fixed speed (Approach 1). This shifting of the 
operating point is very pump specific as each pump impeller behaves according to its 
performance curve. To simplify the selection, three pumps were selected, one for each 
scenario for the field with good topography according to the maximum flow rate and the 
head requirement in each scenario. The greatest efficiency for all three pump models was 
standardized to 83% to make a good comparison of the decrease of efficiency with decrease 
in flow rate.  A relation between the total dynamic head and flow rate was developed for 
each selected pump impeller. The pump selected in each scenario was used for all 1000 
center pivot systems in that scenario by moving the pump performance curve vertically 
according to the each field head requirement using a head-flow rate relation developed for 
each impeller. The pump was shifted to the best efficiency point for maximum head at the 
design flow rate. Another relation between the efficiency, head and flow rate was 
developed which was used to calculate the efficiency at any point with the change of head 
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(due to varying speed) and flow rate for each selected pump for each scenario. An algorithm 
presented in Brar (2015) was modified to add end gun and corner extension operation. Both 
the approaches mentioned in Brar (2015) were used to study the energy saved for all the 
three scenarios mentioned above.  
Scenario 1: In this Scenario, an end gun was attached at the end of the overhang and 
actuates for 40° at all four quarters increasing the irrigated area to 54 ha from 49 ha without 
end gun. Figure 3.2 shows the movement of center pivot system for one quarter section of 
the field in Scenario 1.  
The Gould’s line shaft pump model 12CMO (ITT Goulds Pumps, Seneca Falls, 
NY, USA) operating at maximum efficiency of 83% at maximum flow rate of 0.06 m3s-1 
was designed for maximum head requirement. The relation between the head and flow rate 
was developed to fit its pump performance curve for every center pivot system according 
to shape of pump performance curve (fig. 3.3). The efficiency relation with flow rate and 
head was also developed which showed that the efficiency varies from 83% at highest flow 
rate to 80% at minimum flow rate when pump is operated at fixed speed (Approach 1). The 
efficiency in Approach 2 was also calculated using this relation for any head at all flow 
rates. 
The end gun selection was made by looking at nearly the same application depth 
provided by rest of the system. The Nelson Big Gun 100 Series with nozzle size 20.3 mm 
was selected delivering 0.009 m3s-1 at 414 kPa with throw radius of 43 m. The catalogue 
radius was used to find the effective radius of the end gun which was 37 m. The angle for 
which end gun operated was also decided from catalogue radius to make the sure end gun 
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does not throw water out of the field boundaries. The end gun actuates for 40° at each 
corner, providing acceptable application depth up to 37 m of throw distance after the 
seventh tower.  
The specifications of Nelson Big Gun 100 Series (20.3 mm nozzle size) provided 
by Nelson Irrigation (http://www.nelsonirrigation.com/) were used in the orifice equation 
(eq. 4) to develop the relation between flow rate and pressure at the sprinkler. The relation 
between the pressure and flow rate was as shown in equation 5. 
 𝑄 = 𝐶𝑑𝐴√2𝑔𝛥ℎ (4) 
 𝑄 = 0.000448√𝑃 (5) 
where: 𝑄 = flow rate from the sprinkler (m3s-1), 𝐶𝑑 = orifice discharge coefficient, 𝐴 = 
cross-sectional area of the orifice (m2), 𝑔 = gravitational acceleration (ms-2), 𝛥ℎ = pressure 
head at the base of the sprinkler (m), 𝑃 = pressure at end gun (kPa). 
The flow rate of the end gun was calculated using equation 5. The pressure used in 
equation 5 was calculated by assuming 207 kPa of pressure before the end gun along with 
the booster pump pressure (207 kPa) to reach a total pressure at the end gun of 414 kPa. 
The flow rate from equation 5 was added to the system flow rate to calculate the total flow 
rate (𝑄𝑖𝑛), which was further used in equation 10 to calculate the end gun ratio. Then, 
equation 6 was used to calculate friction loss at each tower and a new pressure before the 
end gun, following which the calculations were repeated to calculate new flow rate of end 
gun. Equation 6 was used only for 40° when the end gun was actuated in each quarter of 
the field, whereas for the remainder of the rotation, the same procedure used for standard 
systems in Brar (2015) was implemented. 
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Figure 3.2. Quarter section of the field showing movement of the center pivot system in 
Scenario 1. 
These calculations were iterated until the difference between the continuously 
calculated end gun flow rates was less than 0.00006 m3s-1 which was assumed to be a 
negligible change. The final flow rate was used to compute the friction loss at each tower. 
Friction loss in the case of end gun operation was calculated using the equation 6 developed 
by Valiantzas and Dercas (2005) for a single diameter center pivot lateral. Equivalent 
lateral length (𝐿𝑒𝑞) term is dependent on end gun ratio (𝑔𝑟) which will depend on the end 
gun discharge (𝑄𝑔) at each angle affected by the elevation at that particular angle. 
 
ℎ𝑓(𝑟) = 𝑆𝑓0𝐿𝑒𝑞 [(
𝑟
𝐿𝑒𝑞
) −
𝑚
3
(
𝑟
𝐿𝑒𝑞
)
3
+
(𝑚 − 1)
(7 − 𝑚)
(
𝑟
𝐿𝑒𝑞
)
7−𝑚
] (6) 
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𝑆𝑓0 = 𝐾
𝑄𝑖𝑛
𝑚
𝐷𝑟˳
  (7) 
 
𝐾 =
10.629
𝐶𝑚
 (8) 
 
𝐿𝑒𝑞 =
𝑅
√1 − 𝑔𝑟
 (9) 
End gun ratio can be defined as 
 
𝑔𝑟 =
𝑄𝑔
𝑄𝑖𝑛
,     0 ≤ 𝑔𝑟 ≤ 1  (10) 
where: 𝑔𝑟 = end gun ratio, 𝑄𝑔 = discharge of the end gun, 𝑄𝑖𝑛= total inflow rate (𝑄 + 𝑄𝑔), 
𝐿𝑒𝑞 = equivalent lateral length (m), 𝐾 = friction coefficient based on Hazen-Williams 
friction formula, 𝑆𝑓0 = friction loss slope of a similar fictitious pipe with single diameter D 
transmitting the entire flow 𝑄𝑖𝑛 over its length, velocity exponent (𝑚) = 1.852, diameter 
exponent (𝑟˳) = 4.87. 
Table 3.1. Assumptions made in scenario 1. 
Area irrigated 54 ha 
Pump type selected Goulds 12CMO 
Diameter of pump impeller 
 
 
220 mm 
Design flow rate 0.06 m3s-1 
Nozzle size of end gun 20.3 mm 
End gun actuation angle in each corner 40° 
Catalogue radius at 414 kPa 43 m 
Effective radius at 414 kPa 37 m 
 
The end gun was operated by booster pump of 1.84 kW at all the four corners of 
the field for 40° at each corner. All the assumptions made in scenario 1 are shown in table 
3.1. 
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The steps to determine pivot point pressure, water power and brake power are 
described in detail in Brar (2015). Pivot point pressure was calculated at each degree in 
both approaches as shown in figure 3.6. The difference of pressure in both approaches was 
pressure saved which was further used to calculate brake power saved at each degree.  
 
Figure 3.3. Shape of pump performance curves used in Scenario 1, 2, and 3 with its best 
operating efficiency points. 
Scenario 2: The corner extension was attached to the last tower of the center pivot system. 
In every quarter section of the field, the corner extension traveled through three zones: 
extension zone from 0° to 35°, fully extended zone from 36° to 55° and retraction zone 
from 56° to 90° (figure 3.3). Use of the corner extension increased the area irrigated by 6 
hectares as compared to Scenario 2, irrigating around 60 ha. 
The maximum flow rate in this scenario increased to 0.07 m3s-1 when the corner 
extension is fully extended, the Gould’s line shaft pump model 12RJHO (ITT Goulds 
Pumps, Seneca Falls, NY, USA) was designed for that flow rate with maximum head 
requirement. Again, the relation was developed between head and flow rate of this pump 
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impeller according to shape of pump performance curve (fig. 3.3) to look at the rise of 
pressure as flow rate decreases in Approach 1. The efficiency relationship with head and 
flow rate was developed to calculate the efficiency for varying head and flow rate in 
Approach 1 and 2. 
The flow rate increased continuously as corner extension traveled from 0° in 
extension zone to fully extended zone, remained constant in fully extended zone, and then 
decreased continuously from fully extended zone to 90° in retraction zone. The flow rate 
was calculated using equation 1 and varies from 0 to 0.024 m3s-1 in corner extension from 
0° in extension zone to fully extended zone and reduced to 0 m3s-1 at 90° retraction zone. 
Friction loss in this scenario was calculated using both Valiantzas and Dercas (2005) 
equation (eq. 6) and Chu and Moe (1972) equation (eq. 13). 
Equation 6 was used to calculate friction loss in main center pivot machine 
assuming corner extension flow rate as end gun flow rate. For corner extension friction 
loss, equation 13 was used assuming a hypothetical center pivot system which has uniform 
flow. The flow rate used in equation 15 to calculate  ℎ𝑓(𝑅) was calculated using equation 
1. Friction loss using equation 13 was calculated at three lengths; 1) center pivot length 
without a corner extension, 𝑟 = 396 m; 2) at tower eight, 𝑟 = 457 m; and 3) at end of 
overhang, 𝑟 = 484 m. Friction loss in the span of corner extension and in overhang was 
calculated separately using equation 17 and 18 respectively. 
ℎ𝑓(𝑟) = ℎ𝑓(𝑅) ×
15
8
[𝑥 −
2𝑥3
3
+
𝑥5
5
] (13) 
𝐻 − 𝑊 𝑒𝑞𝑛 = 10.67 ∗ (
1
𝐶
)
1.852
∗
𝑄1.852
𝐷4.87
∗ 𝑅 
(14) 
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Figure 3.4. Quarter section of the field showing movement of the center pivot system in 
Scenario 2. 
ℎ𝑓(𝑅) = 0.548 ∗ 10.67 ∗ (
1
𝐶
)
1.852
∗
𝑄1.852
𝐷4.87
∗ 𝑅      (15) 
𝑥 =
𝑟
𝑅
 (16) 
where: 𝐶 = H-W pipe roughness coefficient, 𝑄 = system flow rate (m3s-1), 𝐷 = pipe inside 
diameter (m), 𝑅 = total length of the pivot lateral (m), 𝑟 = the distance of friction loss 
calculation (m), ℎ𝑓(𝑅) = friction loss at distance R (m), ℎ𝑓(𝑟) = friction loss at distance r 
(m). 
 𝐻𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 = ℎ𝑓(457) − ℎ𝑓(396)  (17) 
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 𝐻𝑓𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔 = ℎ𝑓(484) − ℎ𝑓(457) (18) 
where: 𝐻𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 = friction loss in span of corner extension (m), 𝐻𝑓𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔 = friction loss in 
the overhang of corner extension (m), ℎ𝑓(457) = friction loss in the system till eighth tower (m), 
ℎ𝑓(396) = friction loss in the center pivot system till seventh tower (m), ℎ𝑓(484) = friction loss in 
the system till overhang (m). 
Table 3.2. Assumptions made in Scenario 2. 
Area irrigated 60 ha 
Pump type selected Goulds 12RJHO 
Diameter of pump impeller 
 
 
203 mm 
Design flow rate 0.07 m3s-1 
Length of corner extension 87.5 m 
Flow rate range in corner extension 0-0.024 m3s-1 
 
The friction loss calculated using equation 17 and 18 was added to original friction 
loss calculated in the center pivot system using equation 6 to find total loss due to friction. 
The solenoid valves are usually used before the sprinklers in the corner extension to control 
the flow rate. The friction loss in the hydraulic valves operated by solenoid was accounted 
within the pressure regulator loss of 34 kPa assumed in this study as it generally ranged 
from 13 to 16 kPa. 
All the assumptions made in Scenario 2 are shown in table 3.2. The pivot point 
pressure, water power, brake power and savings were quantified as described in Brar 
(2015). 
Scenario 3: This Scenario was a combination of Scenarios 1 and 2. Corner extension in 
Scenario 2 was equipped with the end gun selected using the same procedure explained in 
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Scenario 1. The straight nozzle Nelson Big Gun 100 Series delivering 0.011 m3s-1 at 414 
kPa with throw radius of 45 m with nozzle size of 22.9 mm was selected. It was sufficient 
to satisfy the effective radius of 38 m found using the catalogue radius. The specifications 
of the Nelson Big Gun 100 Series (22.9 mm nozzle size) provided by Nelson Irrigation 
(http://www.nelsonirrigation.com/) were used in orifice equation (eq. 19) to develop the 
relation between flow rate and pressure at the end gun. 
 𝑄 = 0.000577√𝑃 (19) 
In this Scenario, when the corner extension is fully extended the end gun was 
activated and the flow rate rise to 0.085 m3s-1. A new pump model impeller 13CHC from 
Goulds pumps (ITT Goulds Pumps, Seneca Falls, NY, USA) operating at 83% efficiency 
at maximum required head (94 m) and maximum required flow rate (0.085 m3s-1) in this 
scenario was selected to meet the system requirements. The relationship between head and 
flow rate of the pump selected, according to the shape shown in figure 3.3 for fixed speed, 
and efficiency relation for fixed and varying speed was developed to operate the same 
pump for all the 1000 center pivot systems in 10 study counties. 
Area irrigated in this scenario was 61.5 hectares, a little greater than Scenario 2. 
Corner extension functioning was the same as discussed in Scenario 2 except the 
functioning of end gun which turns on for 9 degrees of each corner (first quarter = 41° to 
49°,  second quarter = 131° to 139°,  third quarter = 221° to 229°,  fourth quarter = 311° to 
319°). The functioning of center pivot system in Scenario 3 is shown in figure 3.5. For the 
duration when end gun is on, (Valiantzas and Dercas 2005) equation (eq. 6) was used to 
calculate friction loss at each tower (including corner extension tower) and at overhang 
assuming the main center pivot and corner extension as one full center pivot machine for  
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Figure 3.5. Quarter section of the field showing movement of the center pivot system in 
Scenario 3. 
9° in all four quarters as described in Scenario 1. Friction loss for other angular positions 
except the end gun operation angles were calculated in the similar fashion as in Scenario 
2. 
Table 3.3. Assumptions made in scenario 3. 
Area irrigated 61.5 ha 
Pump type selected Goulds 13CHC 
Diameter of pump impeller 
 
 
233 mm 
Design flow rate 0.085 m3s-1 
Nozzle size of end gun 22.9 mm 
End gun actuation angle in each corner 9° 
Catalogue radius at 414 kPa 45 m 
Effective radius at 414 kPa 38 m 
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An example of the distribution of center pivot point pressure using Approach 1 
(fixed motor speed) and Approach 2 (varying motor speed using VFD) in all the three 
scenarios is shown in figure 3.6. 
 
Figure 3.6. Center pivot point pressure distribution using both approaches in Scenario 1, 2, 
and 3. The difference in pivot point pressure at each angular position was used 
to calculate energy savings achieved in Approach 2. 
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3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.4.1 MEAN DESIGN PRESSURE 
The pump is designed for the head required at the maximum required flow rate, and 
best efficiency point when pump is operating at fixed speed (Approach 1). As the flow 
decreases the operating head increases according to the pump curve behavior with 
decreased efficiency, thus increasing the design pressure. This increase in the operating 
head is totally pump impeller performance dependent and is different for each impeller. 
The maximum design pressures required for center pivots averaged over each study 
county for Scenario 1, Scenario 2, and Scenario 3 were calculated using Approach 1, as 
discussed in Brar (2015). As expected, the design pressure increased from Scenario 1 to 
Scenario 3 in all ten counties (table 3.4). All calculated mean design pressures were greater 
relative to that of the center pivot without any corner attachments in the corresponding 
counties, a case discussed in Brar (2015). The primary reason behind the increasing design 
pressures with each scenario is the increase in flow rate observed in the system. This 
increased flow rate leads to greater losses incurred due to friction (discussed in Section 
3.2.1) than for the center pivot without attachments which subsequently resulted in extra 
pressure required at the pivot point. The elevation at the corner extension tower can also 
be one of the causes of increased design pressure in Scenario 2 and 3. 
Overall, the increase in mean design pressure was found to be around 30 kPa by 
attaching an end gun to the center pivot (Scenario 1) when compared to a center pivot alone 
in all the ten counties. The pressure increased by an additional 55 kPa with the attachment 
of corner extension (Scenario 2) when compared to only an end gun, except in Custer 
county where the increase was 96 kPa. When analyzing the scenario where an integrated 
use of corner extension and end gun (Scenario 3), a further increase in pivot point pressure 
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of 70 kPa (approx.) was observed in all study counties. In the situations where a producer 
relies on corner extension rather than an end gun, the length of the center pivot is 22% 
longer, which results in even more increase in flow rate than in the case of end gun, thus 
demanding even greater pressures at the pivot point.  
Table 3.4. Mean design pressure (kPa) using Approach 1 in Scenario 1, 2 and 3 in 
study counties. 
 Mean Design Pressure (kPa) 
Counties 
Scenario 1 
(End Gun) 
Scenario 2 
(Corner 
Extension) 
Scenario 3 
(Corner extension 
+ End Gun) 
Antelope 425 512 581 
Box Butte 393 476 549 
Butler 379 464 538 
Cedar 465 552 616 
Chase 383 469 543 
Custer 462 558 620 
Hamilton 378 460 535 
Keith 395 481 554 
Phelps 381 465 538 
Thayer 385 467 541 
 
In Scenario 1, the maximum design pressure was in Cedar County (465 kPa) 
followed with a minimal difference by Custer County (462 kPa). However, in Scenarios 2 
and 3, this order shifted, with the maximum pressure being observed in Custer County 
followed by Cedar County (table 3.4). The magnitude of elevation differences in both the 
counties was extremely close, which resulted in the design pressure for Cedar County being 
surpassed by that of Custer County. The most probable explanation of this behavior might 
be the fact that the elevation at the location of the corner extension in Custer County was 
found to be greater than the preceding towers, unlike Cedar County. The same reasoning 
may be attributed to the similar behavior represented by Thayer and Chase Counties, with 
Chase County displaying greater pressure than Thayer County under Scenario 2 and 3. The 
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minimum mean design pressure was observed in Hamilton County in all the three scenarios 
(table 3.4). 
3.4.2 ACTUAL REQUIRED PRESSURE  
The mean minimum pressures required using Approach 2 for all three scenarios for 
each degree rotation was calculated for all the ten counties. Mean pressure reduced by 
using Approach 2 compared to Approach 1 was calculated for each county. The pressure 
reductions encountered in the all three scenarios were greater than the center pivot without 
a corner attachment (standard systems) discussed in Brar (2015). The high pressure savings 
were due to difference in pivot point pressure among both approaches. The design pressure 
increased with each progressive addition of flow rate, whereas the pivot point pressure in 
Approach 2 increased at those segments of the pivot rotation where corner attachments 
came into play, with it remaining the same for the rest of the angular positions which is 
evident from figure 3.6. Also, in Approach 1, the speed is fixed which increased the 
operating pressure even greater than design pressure when the flow rate decreased 
according to the pump performance curve. Contrary to that in Approach 2, the minimum 
required pressure was achieved by decreasing the speed of the motor.  
The greatest savings were achieved in Scenario 3 followed by Scenario 2 and 
Scenario 1. The mean pressure reduction at each angular position by adopting VFD 
(Approach 2) rather than running the system at constant speed (Approach 1) for all three 
scenarios in ten counties is shown in figure 3.7. The maximum mean pressure reduction 
was 186, 259 and 323 kPa in Cedar County in Scenario 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Custer and 
Antelope were the other two counties following Cedar to show greater pressure reduction 
as compared to other counties. Again, Hamilton was the county to save the least pressure 
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in all three scenarios with Butler being very close to it in magnitude. Overall, the maximum 
pressure reduction at an average from all the ten counties was 98, 177, and 248 kPa in 
Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 respectively (fig. 3.7). 
The ability to monitor and control pressure by VFDs can provide adequate pivot 
point pressure without any unnecessary pressure, which can conserve energythat would be 
wasted when utilizing a constant speed pump installation. 
 
Figure 3.7. Mean pressure conserved at each degree in Scenario 1, 2, and 3 using Approach 
2 over Approach 1. 
3.4.3 ENERGY SAVINGS 
Minimizing the pressure supplied to each center pivot system (Approach 2) often 
leads to energy reduction in the form of electricity (kWh) as the low pressure requirements 
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of such systems can be fulfilled by less energy. Energy reduction as a function of number 
of center pivots in each county for all three scenarios is presented in figure 3.8. In Scenario 
1, use of a VFD on all the pivots in each county reduced the energy requirements by at 
least 6%. VFDs in Antelope County reduced energy by at least 8%. The maximum energy 
saved by any pivot in the study was in Custer County with an energy reduction of 35%. 
About 80% of the center pivots in Cedar County reduced energy needs by more than 14% 
whereas this reduction was achieved by 60% of the center pivots in Custer County and 
55% in Antelope County. However, less than 30% of pivots in other counties were able to 
show similar energy savings. When all 1000 pivots are included, 36% of them were able 
to achieve 14% reduction.  The maximum savings in Hamilton County by any pivot was 
just 15% in Scenario 1. 
 In Scenario 2, every pivot in every county reduced energy by at least 15%. Again, 
maximum savings by any pivot among all the counties was in Custer County (41%) closely 
followed by Chase County (40%). In this scenario, more than 80% of the pivots in Cedar 
County, around 60% in Antelope and Custer County were able to achieve energy 
reductions greater than 22% whereas in the remaining counties less than 25% of the pivots 
were able to show that level of savings. Just 30% of the pivots from all the 1000, reduced 
energy by 22% as shown in figure 3.8. 
In Scenario 3, a minimum of 27% energy was reduced by all the 1000 pivots in ten 
counties which was a huge reduction. The maximum energy reduced by any pivot was in 
Cedar and Chase County with 46% of energy reduction by using VFD as compared to the 
constant speed method. Maximum energy saved by any pivot in Custer, Butler and 
Antelope counties were 45%, 45%, and 43%, respectively. Almost 97% of the center pivots 
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in all the counties except Hamilton were able to reduce energy by 30% whereas in 
Hamilton, number was 94%. Scenario 3 showed exceptionally high magnitudes of savings, 
with 70% of the pivots reducing energy requirements more than 32% in Cedar, Antelope 
and Custer Counties. Around 45% of the pivots from all ten counties, reduced more than 
32% of the energy. Hamilton County provided the least savings with maximum reduction 
of 39% by any pivot. 
It was observed that with the progression of scenarios, the percentage of energy 
reduction was narrowing. The reason behind that was the major dependency of energy 
reduction on the pump performance curve instead of elevation difference as indicated in 
Brar (2015).  
As we proceed from Scenario 1 to 3, the flow rate increases considerably due to bigger 
corner watering attachment. The pump is designed for even higher flow rate in Scenario 3, 
but as the flow rate decreases, the shift of the operating point on the pump curve (constant 
motor speed) is wider as compared to Scenario 1 and 2. This shifting increases the pivot 
point pressure even more than the designed pressure at maximum flow rate, thus greater 
amount of energy being consumed. So, the pressure at the pivot point when corner 
attachments are equipped is much greater than required at many positions in the field. In 
these scenarios, energy reduction is the function of elevation difference as well as the pump 
performance curve. The steeper the performance curve, the greater energy consumption at 
fixed speed (Approach 1) but greater energy reductions in the case of varying speed method 
(Approach 2). So, the pump curve shape is a major driver of energy reductions. 
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Figure 3.8. Number of center pivots as a function of energy reduction in Scenario 1, 2, and 
3. 
Average energy reduction by using Approach 2 in all ten counties in Scenarios 1, 
2, and 3 is presented in figure 3.9. Cedar was the county with maximum energy reductions 
of 18.4% in Scenario 1, 25.7% in Scenario 2, and 35.6% in Scenario 3 followed by Custer 
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in all three scenarios (fig. 3.9). Hamilton and Butler were the counties with minimum 
average energy reduction of 9% in Scenario 1, 18% in Scenario 2, and 31% in Scenario 3. 
The reduction in energy increased by nearly 8% in almost every county by adding an end 
gun to the standard machine (Scenario 1). The increase rose to 17% in most of the counties 
when a corner extension was added to the machine (Scenario 2) with the exception of a 
few counties like Custer and Cedar in which the increase was around 13 to 14% due to 
their greater design pressure. The increase rose to 30% by attaching end gun at the end of 
corner extension (Scenario 3). The average energy reduction in Approach 2 was at least 
9.5%, 18%, and 31% in Scenario 1, 2, and 3 respectively in each county.  
 
Figure 3.9. Average energy reduction in Scenario 1, 2, and 3 in 10 study counties. 
3.4.4 ELECTRICAL ENERGY SAVED 
As discussed earlier, the area of irrigated portion of the fields differed according to 
the three scenarios i.e., 54 ha for Scenario 1, 60 ha for Scenario 2, and 61.5 ha for Scenario 
3. Using the geographically variable net irrigation requirements, a fixed value of center 
pivot application efficiency of 85%, and the average flow rate in each scenario, irrigated 
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hours were calculated as described in equation 19 in Brar (2015a) (table 3.5). Average 
electrical energy (kWh) saved in each county for each scenario was calculated using 
county-specific irrigated hours (ranging from 500 to 1000) in a growing season as shown 
in figure 3.10. The maximum electrical energy saved in a season was found to be 7248 
kWh in Scenario 1, 14,068 kWh in Scenario 2 in Custer County and 25,251 kWh in 
Scenario 3 in Box Butte County. Box Butte, Keith and Chase being the western counties 
of Nebraska, require more hours of irrigation when compared to eastern counties. Hence, 
the irrigated hours were approximately 1000 hours for Box Butte County whereas it was 
just 510 hours for south eastern counties such as Butler, being almost half of western 
counties. In Scenario 1, savings (kWh) in electrical energy varied from 2306 kWh (Butler 
County) to 7248 kWh (Custer County).  
In Scenario 2, the electrical savings (kWh) ranged from 6159 kWh (Butler County) 
to 14,068 kWh (Custer County). In Scenario 3, savings varied from 12,606 kWh (Butler 
County) to 25,251 kWh (Box Butte County). Keith, Chase and Custer County also showed 
high savings which was due to the high hours of operation in the western part of the state 
as compared to southeastern and eastern part of the state (fig. 3.10). 
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Figure 3.10. Seasonal electricity (kWh) saved in Scenario 1, 2 and 3 seasonally in each 
county. 
3.4.5 MONETARY SAVINGS IN RELATION TO OPERABLE HOURS 
The energy savings per growing season, were translated into monetary terms using 
irrigation hours and financial savings per hour (table 3.5) in each county, and are shown in 
table 3.6. In Scenario 1, the maximum monetary savings was observed in Custer County 
($808), followed by Cedar County ($653) (table 3.6). Minimum savings was $257 and 
$229 and was observed in Butler and Hamilton counties, respectively.  
In Scenario 2, Antelope, Box Butte, Cedar, Chase, Custer, Keith, and Phelps 
counties showed savings greater than $1000 in the growing season. In Scenario 3, every 
county was saving more than $1000 in a growing season. Box Butte, Chase, Custer, and 
Keith were the counties nearing $2500 savings in a season, with a maximum of $2815 by 
Box Butte County. Savings in all the counties is shown in table 3.6. Minimum savings in 
Scenario 3 was in Butler County ($1400). Average savings per hectare of area was also 
calculated for each county in each scenario (table 3.6). 
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Table 3.5. Number of hours of irrigation and savings per hour per field in each county in 
Scenarios 1, 2, and 3. 
  Irrigation hours per season Savings (dollars) per field per hour 
Counties 
NIR 
(mm) 
Scenario 1 
(End Gun) 
Scenario 2 
(extension 
Machine) 
Scenario 3 
(Corner 
extension + 
End Gun) 
Scenario 1 
(End Gun) 
Scenario 2 
(Corner 
extension) 
Scenario 3 
(Corner 
extension + 
End Gun) 
Antelope 226 622 609 610 0.84 1.80 3.19 
Box Butte 356 978 958 959 0.65 1.52 2.94 
Butler 185 510 499 500 0.50 1.38 2.81 
Cedar 216 594 581 582 1.10 2.09 3.46 
Chase 338 929 910 911 0.55 1.45 2.87 
Custer 284 782 766 767 1.03 2.05 3.38 
Hamilton 213 587 575 575 0.50 1.35 2.79 
Keith 338 929 910 911 0.66 1.56 2.99 
Phelps 267 734 718 719 0.55 1.42 2.84 
Thayer 196 538 527 527 0.58 1.44 2.88 
 
Table 3.6. Savings (dollars) per field per season along with savings (dollars) per ha per 
season in each county in Scenario 1, 2, and 3. 
 Savings (dollars) per field per season Savings (dollars) per hectare per season 
 
Scenario 1 
(End Gun) 
Scenario 2 
(Corner 
extension) 
Scenario 3 
(Corner 
extension + 
End Gun) 
Scenario 1 
(End Gun) 
Scenario 2 
(Corner 
extension) 
Scenario 3 
(Corner 
extension + 
End Gun) 
Antelope 524 1097 1945 9.5 17.7 30.9 
Box Butte 631 1458 2815 11.4 23.6 44.7 
Butler 257 687 1406 4.7 11.1 22.3 
Cedar 653 1215 2015 11.8 19.6 32.0 
Chase 512 1316 2616 9.3 21.3 41.5 
Custer 808 1569 2596 14.6 25.4 41.2 
Hamilton 292 776 1605 5.3 12.6 25.5 
Keith 614 1422 2721 11.1 23.0 43.2 
Phelps 403 1019 2039 7.3 16.5 32.4 
Thayer 313 760 1517 5.7 12.3 24.1 
3.4.6 ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF VFDS 
 The most important decision is whether it is economical to spend money to install 
a VFD or not. This decision is totally dependent on the annual savings (dollars) from a 
specific center pivot system. The average annual savings in each county was used to 
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calculate the amount that could be spent on a VFD installation average basis in a particular 
county. Series present worth factor of 9.11 from the 7% interest rate and economic life 
period of VFD (15 years) was used to calculate the amount that can be spent on the VFD 
at present time (table 3.7).  
The size of VFD’s which would be appropriate considering the required maximum 
brake power were found to be of the following power specifications: 45 kW, 60 kW, and 
75 kW for Scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The respective initial VFD cost was $12,000, 
$16,000, and $20,000 (only capital cost). On an average county level, no county conserverd 
enough energy to pay back the cost of VFD in 15 years in Scenario 1 and 2.  
In Scenario 3, Box Butte, Chase, Custer, and Keith were the counties in which it 
was profitable to spend on VFD. A two-fold increase in the county averaged amounts was 
observed with the shift from Scenario 2 to Scenario 3. The end gun in this scenario remains 
in operation for very small fraction of time which results in unnecessary increase in the 
operating pressure due to the shape of pump performance curve. 
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Table 3.7. Amount (dollars) that could be spent on a VFD at present time in 
each county in Scenario 1, 2 and 3. 
 
Amount (dollars) that could be spent on 
a VFD 
Counties 
Scenario 1 
(End Gun) 
Scenario 2 
(Corner 
extension) 
Scenario 3 
(Corner 
extension + 
End gun) 
Antelope 4774 9994 17,719 
Box Butte 5748 13,282 25,645 
Butler 2341 6259 12,809 
Cedar 5949 11,069 18,357 
Chase 4664 11,989 23,832 
Custer 7361 14,294 23,650 
Hamilton 2660 7069 14,622 
Keith 5594 12,954 24,788 
Phelps 3671 9283 18,575 
Thayer 2851 6924 13,820 
 
3.4.7 PAYBACK PERIODS 
 The average payback periods for each county were calculated using the average 
annual savings resulting from the energy reductions in that specific county. The interest 
rate of 7% was used, to find the number of years it would take to payback the amount 
borrowed today which was the cost of VFD as shown in table 3.8. The cost of VFD were 
different according to the size of VFD as mentioned in section 3.4.6. 
In Scenario 1, the average payback periods were high enough (more than 50 years) 
in each county not to cover the cost of VFD within its economic life period, which was 
assumed to be 15 years. In Scenario 2, again there was no county from the ten study 
counties which experienced enough annual savings to pay for a VFD in less than 15 years. 
In Scenario 3, Box Butte, Chase, Custer, and Keith showed the pay back periods less than 
15 years. 
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Table 3.8. Average payback periods required to pay back the cost of VFD in each county in 
each scenario. 
 Average Payback period (years) 
Counties 
Scenario 1 
(End gun) 
Scenario 2 
(extension 
machine) 
Scenario 3 
(Corner 
extension + End 
gun) 
Antelope > 50 > 50 19 
Box Butte > 50 21 10 
Butler > 50 > 50 > 50 
Cedar > 50 38 17 
Chase > 50 28 12 
Custer > 50 19 12 
Hamilton > 50 > 50 31 
Keith > 50 23 11 
Phelps > 50 > 50 18 
Thayer > 50 > 50 38 
   
3.4.8 SAVINGS ACCORDING TO THE ELECTRICAL ENERGY COSTS 
Economics of electrical energy is also a directly affecting factor in energy and financial 
savings. Increase in prices of electricity can lead to maximization of the savings and vice-
versa. The savings and payback periods calculated above used $0.11/kWh as the price of 
electricity for all the counties but it is a variable factor which can change temporally as 
well as spatially. The savings are directly proportional to the price of electricity. Figure 
3.11 shows the increase in average of all study county savings with increase in price of 
electrical energy. 
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Figure 3.11. Savings (dollars) as the function of electrical energy cost (dollars per kWh). 
3.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 In this study, the use of VFD to vary the pivot point pressure according the field 
requirements was discussed instead of using the constant design pressure for the full 
rotation as presented in Brar (2015). The same procedure was implemented on center pivots 
equipped with corner attachment. End gun and corner extension were attached in three 
different scenarios and the energy savings were calculated for 1000 center pivots. The 
varying topography within the field played a major role in deciding the required pivot point 
pressure along with the corner attachment function and capacity to irrigate, although its 
contribution diminishes as additional corner attachments are added (Scenario 3). Cedar 
County showed the maximum energy reduction of 18%, 26%, and 36% in Scenario 1, 2, 
and 3, respectively. These energy reductions were a function of elevation difference within 
the field as well as the behavior of the pump performance curve. However, savings in the 
form of electrical energy (kWh) and economics (dollars) were observed to be greatest in 
Custer County for Scenario 1 and 2 and in Box Butte County for Scenario 3 because of the 
operable irrigation hours. Hamilton and Butler County exhibited the minimum savings in 
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energy reductions as well as in monetary savings (kWh and dollars) due to less 
topographical changes and least number of operable irrigation hours.  
The energy savings per hectare of irrigated area in a growing season was also 
calculated to make the estimates more comparable. The operable irrigation hours being 
high on the western side of Nebraska as compared to the eastern side of the state increased 
the energy saved in Box Butte and Keith County using Approach 2. This study also shows 
that the energy savings increase with the progression in Scenarios from 1 to 3 due to high 
design pressure in each scenario from the previous one. The payback periods calculated in 
this study were extremely high but decreased with the increase in irrigated hours as well as 
with the number of corner attachments. 
Large brake power reductions, long irrigation operating hours at reduced brake 
power demand, and high electric energy rates can lead to maximum energy savings and 
annual returns. The savings also is directly dependent on the shape of the pump 
performance curve of the pump being used for irrigation. Steep curves can lead to 
maximization of the savings in VFD operated center pivot system relative to the flat curves. 
Overall, the use of the Variable Frequency Drive has proven to provide significant 
savings in terms of energy conservation. However, there are emerging concerns about the 
cost-effectiveness of the approach posed by the economic analysis carried out in the study. 
The VFD, being a relatively new technology, is associated with high initial investment 
capital. Nevertheless, it can be expected that the payback periods of adoption of this 
approach can be further brought down through efforts to reduce the initial investment cost. 
It is expected that the technology will receive high adoption, specifically in irrigation 
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sector, from producers, research community and industry, if manufacturers are able to 
address economic concerns of the end user.  
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CHAPTER IV 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 The overall objective of this research was to document the energy savings resulting 
by using VFD equipment to vary the speed of the motor and operate the pumping plant at 
the minimum required system operating pressure rather than using a fixed speed pump and 
the maximum design pressure set point throughout the pivot rotation. 
Center pivot irrigation systems from ten counties across the state of Nebraska with 
a range in topographic features were randomly selected to meet the objectives of this 
research.  Two system configurations were observed in this study, with and without the 
addition of corner attachments. Standard center pivot systems without any corner 
attachment were studied before attaching the endgun and corner extensions to the center 
pivot system under three different scenarios: 1) Scenario 1, center pivot system equipped 
with an endgun, 2) Scenario 2, center pivot system equipped with corner extension, and 3) 
Scenario 3, center pivot system equipped with corner extension and end gun. Two pump 
operating approaches were compared within standard systems and each corner attachment 
scenario: 1) operate the pump at fixed speed to run the system at constant design pressure; 
and 2) adjust the pump speed to match the required minimum operating pressure of the 
center pivot. GIS based tools were used for this analysis by uploading the county and center 
pivot system datasets into the GIS environment. The digital elevation model dataset of 10 
× 10 m resolution was imported into the GIS to extract the elevation at each tower position, 
at each angle rotation for each selected center pivot system. Energy reductions were 
obtained resulting from the differences in the two approaches. 
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The resulting energy reductions were presented in the form of electrical energy 
(kWh) as well as in the monetary terms (dollars). For standard systems, when no corner 
attachment was included, topographical changes within the field played the major role in 
energy conservation. In Approach 1, flow rate was fixed due to pressure regulators, 
resulting in a fixed pressure at the pivot point. In Approach 2, pivot point pressure was 
adjusted continuously to the minimum pressure requirement by varying the pump speed 
with the help of a VFD. In the other configuration, when corner attachments were used 
with center pivot irrigation systems, energy reductions resulting from the topographical 
differences as well as the shape of pump curve were determined for each of the three 
scenarios. Average energy reductions were maximum in Cedar County varying from 18% 
to 36% from Scenario 1 to scenario 3. However, economic savings in a season were 
maximum in Custer County in Scenario 1 and 2 and in Box Butte County in Scenario 3 
which were due to greatest irrigation hours of operation. In Scenario 1 to 3, the flow rate 
varied, due to actuation/cessation of endgun and extension/retraction of corner extension 
machine, shifting the operating point on the pump performance curve in Approach 1. This 
shifting of the pump operating point used a lot more pressure than required with less 
efficiency, hence wasting energy. Maximum savings over all were estimated in Scenario 
3, where the shift in the flowrate was the greatest. 
 Although topographical differences were a major contributor to energy reduction 
in standard systems, the pump performance curve played a more substantial role in 
Scenarios 1 to 3. The pump performance curve is very pump specific and is unique for 
every pump model. Steeper pump curves resulted in greater energy reductions when 
compared to the flat pump curve, preferred when the system is not equipped with a VFD. 
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The energy reductions and the monetary savings were expressed for the pump models 
selected to be used in this study. Economic returns were also taken care of and the 
feasibility of investing on VFD was examined on a county basis. It was found that in 
standard systems, when no corner watering attachment was used, no county was able to 
justifiy the initial cost of VFD within its economic life period. In Scenario 3, there were a 
few counties like Box Butte, Chase, Custer, and Keith, in which the investment in a VFD 
monitor and control system produced projected payback periods less than 15 years. The 
cost of electricity also played a role in the savings in the form of electrical energy being 
saved. The higher cost of electrical energy can have a corresponding increase the amount 
of monetary savings. 
 The results of this study can be assessed and verified on an extremely fine scale 
such as a group of fields. This would aid in a real life assessment of the benefits arising 
from the installation of VFD technologies to irrigation pumping plants, used to deliver 
water to center pivots operating on significant topographic variations, which include the 
use of corner attachments such as endguns and corner extensions. In addition to verifying 
the energy conservation aspect of the study, a detailed economic analysis can also be 
carried out keeping in mind the fluctuations in the costs of energy and infrastructure 
involved.  Moreover, the scope of this study can be extended to include multiple pump 
models with different types of pump performance curves to explore the differences in 
energy savings arising from the shape of pump performance curve. The more details can 
also include the wear and tear arising from the pump operating at constant speed motor 
operation. 
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 Overall, the reduced energy costs from reduced energy use should recover the 
capital investment in a variable frequency controller. The major factors on which energy 
cost savings depend are site-specific hydraulic and field conditions causing variations in 
required pressure and flowrate, shape of the pump performance curve, annual operating 
hours, and the energy cost. This study provides a holistic approach aimed at quantifying 
the energy savings over a large study area, which provides the producers, water resource 
managers, planners, and decision and policy makers, a picture of the wide variation in 
benefits when adopting VFD technology under present irrigation scenarios. 
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APPENDIX I 
The details like maximum elevation difference (m), electrical energy (kWh) reductions and 
savings (dollars) per hour in standard systems and each scenario of each pivot in each of 
the study county is given below. The various variables depicted in the table are explained 
below: 
 Elevation difference (m) is the difference between the maximum elevation in the 
field with respect to pivot point. 
 kWh reduction (%) demonstrates the percentage electrical energy reduction by 
adopting Approach 2 over Approach 1. 
 Savings ($ h-1) is the amount of dollars saved per hour in Approach 2. 
Antelope County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 4.18 0.05 0.23 0.14 0.75 0.24 1.81 0.36 3.28 
2 6.78 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.61 0.19 1.47 0.31 2.84 
3 5.99 0.05 0.21 0.13 0.74 0.21 1.60 0.33 3.04 
4 8.00 0.08 0.34 0.16 0.88 0.24 1.88 0.35 3.24 
5 2.60 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.54 0.21 1.53 0.32 2.80 
6 12.35 0.08 0.40 0.16 0.96 0.24 1.97 0.35 3.44 
7 7.16 0.07 0.29 0.15 0.83 0.23 1.78 0.35 3.25 
8 10.67 0.08 0.37 0.16 0.93 0.25 2.03 0.35 3.39 
9 10.11 0.08 0.39 0.15 0.85 0.25 2.01 0.36 3.48 
10 3.28 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.86 
11 1.25 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.28 0.32 2.69 
12 4.19 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.56 0.21 1.52 0.33 2.99 
13 6.74 0.05 0.23 0.14 0.75 0.22 1.68 0.33 3.07 
14 0.24 0.03 0.13 0.13 0.66 0.22 1.53 0.34 2.96 
15 10.31 0.13 0.60 0.21 1.22 0.29 2.32 0.39 3.80 
16 11.33 0.11 0.53 0.19 1.09 0.25 2.00 0.35 3.35 
17 4.37 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.53 0.20 1.44 0.32 2.87 
18 3.57 0.04 0.16 0.13 0.69 0.23 1.70 0.35 3.17 
19 1.26 -0.01 -0.05 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.23 0.31 2.69 
20 12.24 0.14 0.68 0.21 1.29 0.27 2.22 0.36 3.49 
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21 10.94 0.06 0.27 0.12 0.68 0.18 1.43 0.30 2.86 
22 9.42 0.07 0.34 0.15 0.86 0.22 1.67 0.32 2.91 
23 7.31 0.05 0.24 0.14 0.76 0.23 1.81 0.34 3.21 
24 10.94 0.13 0.63 0.21 1.25 0.28 2.21 0.38 3.67 
25 6.76 0.03 0.11 0.10 0.58 0.19 1.43 0.31 2.89 
26 16.41 0.15 0.79 0.22 1.43 0.26 2.21 0.34 3.31 
27 10.32 0.10 0.46 0.17 0.95 0.29 2.21 0.36 3.16 
28 27.73 0.15 0.90 0.17 1.21 0.20 1.83 0.30 3.13 
29 11.72 0.09 0.41 0.17 0.98 0.24 1.93 0.35 3.40 
30 9.79 0.10 0.44 0.18 1.02 0.25 1.98 0.35 3.34 
31 2.23 0.04 0.16 0.11 0.55 0.20 1.38 0.33 2.81 
32 7.71 0.07 0.29 0.16 0.87 0.23 1.74 0.35 3.25 
33 3.06 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.33 0.31 2.77 
34 5.66 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.23 1.71 0.34 3.15 
35 11.25 0.10 0.46 0.17 1.03 0.23 1.84 0.34 3.22 
36 6.98 0.06 0.29 0.15 0.84 0.23 1.71 0.33 2.97 
37 5.91 0.04 0.17 0.13 0.71 0.23 1.78 0.35 3.25 
38 16.95 0.13 0.65 0.20 1.27 0.29 2.53 0.38 3.90 
39 8.97 0.07 0.34 0.15 0.84 0.23 1.84 0.34 3.26 
40 23.78 0.09 0.51 0.16 1.12 0.23 2.16 0.32 3.58 
41 7.69 0.07 0.33 0.13 0.70 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.88 
42 6.16 0.04 0.18 0.12 0.66 0.21 1.59 0.32 2.98 
43 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.49 0.20 1.38 0.33 2.84 
44 6.45 0.03 0.12 0.12 0.64 0.20 1.53 0.32 3.00 
45 6.64 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.59 0.20 1.51 0.31 2.87 
46 8.88 0.07 0.31 0.14 0.79 0.20 1.55 0.32 2.95 
47 2.48 -0.01 -0.02 0.08 0.38 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.72 
48 16.22 0.08 0.39 0.09 0.50 0.19 1.56 0.27 2.59 
49 4.83 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.41 0.31 2.87 
50 2.33 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.57 0.20 1.45 0.33 2.92 
51 8.77 0.04 0.17 0.12 0.69 0.21 1.66 0.33 3.13 
52 9.26 0.11 0.50 0.19 1.09 0.26 2.08 0.37 3.48 
53 11.60 0.08 0.40 0.17 0.96 0.26 2.08 0.35 3.44 
54 2.15 0.04 0.17 0.14 0.70 0.23 1.61 0.34 2.99 
55 8.58 0.07 0.34 0.13 0.74 0.22 1.68 0.34 3.13 
56 8.44 0.06 0.26 0.14 0.81 0.24 1.86 0.35 3.34 
57 5.62 0.07 0.32 0.16 0.87 0.25 1.87 0.36 3.32 
58 3.90 0.04 0.17 0.12 0.66 0.20 1.45 0.32 2.87 
59 3.78 0.05 0.22 0.13 0.70 0.22 1.60 0.34 3.05 
60 6.81 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.64 0.23 1.73 0.34 3.19 
61 6.35 0.12 0.53 0.13 0.65 0.20 1.36 0.32 2.58 
62 14.65 0.12 0.60 0.17 1.03 0.22 1.74 0.33 3.05 
63 12.00 0.06 0.31 0.12 0.70 0.18 1.42 0.30 2.80 
64 19.55 0.12 0.63 0.16 1.03 0.22 1.86 0.32 3.31 
65 3.12 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.49 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.73 
66 8.86 0.06 0.29 0.15 0.83 0.24 1.87 0.34 3.17 
67 10.38 0.08 0.35 0.16 0.91 0.23 1.83 0.34 3.25 
68 14.48 0.11 0.53 0.18 1.12 0.24 1.96 0.34 3.39 
69 10.03 0.08 0.37 0.16 0.93 0.24 1.90 0.33 3.09 
70 15.17 0.11 0.54 0.19 1.13 0.29 2.44 0.36 3.65 
71 17.98 0.18 0.97 0.22 1.36 0.27 2.25 0.36 3.50 
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72 8.87 0.09 0.39 0.13 0.73 0.18 1.27 0.30 2.57 
73 9.10 0.12 0.54 0.20 1.15 0.27 2.08 0.37 3.40 
74 25.06 0.12 0.70 0.16 1.07 0.23 2.13 0.33 3.61 
75 7.68 0.12 0.52 0.17 0.95 0.26 1.95 0.36 3.26 
76 0.91 0.03 0.13 0.13 0.64 0.22 1.55 0.34 2.91 
77 3.99 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.34 0.31 2.79 
78 11.48 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.01 0.28 2.29 0.38 3.77 
79 16.41 0.16 0.82 0.24 1.46 0.32 2.72 0.40 4.03 
80 23.21 0.23 1.28 0.30 2.04 0.35 3.27 0.43 4.76 
81 12.11 0.12 0.58 0.17 0.96 0.25 2.01 0.35 3.43 
82 14.56 0.11 0.57 0.17 1.04 0.24 1.97 0.35 3.45 
83 15.28 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.11 0.26 2.23 0.36 3.62 
84 4.39 0.06 0.27 0.15 0.81 0.23 1.67 0.35 3.04 
85 10.68 0.06 0.28 0.14 0.82 0.25 2.02 0.35 3.45 
86 5.34 0.05 0.21 0.12 0.66 0.22 1.64 0.34 3.09 
87 5.39 0.05 0.22 0.13 0.72 0.23 1.74 0.35 3.22 
88 9.06 0.09 0.42 0.17 0.99 0.24 1.81 0.34 3.15 
89 10.70 0.10 0.49 0.18 1.05 0.24 1.92 0.35 3.34 
90 14.10 0.07 0.32 0.15 0.88 0.28 2.37 0.37 3.77 
91 3.99 0.07 0.28 0.16 0.82 0.25 1.83 0.36 3.27 
92 2.11 0.04 0.16 0.14 0.70 0.25 1.77 0.37 3.25 
93 11.12 0.14 0.67 0.22 1.30 0.30 2.43 0.40 3.90 
94 17.41 0.11 0.60 0.16 0.97 0.24 2.06 0.32 3.08 
95 1.94 0.05 0.19 0.14 0.72 0.25 1.84 0.37 3.31 
96 8.91 0.10 0.44 0.16 0.87 0.22 1.62 0.34 3.02 
97 10.38 0.10 0.48 0.18 1.06 0.25 1.98 0.36 3.45 
98 15.33 0.04 0.21 0.12 0.75 0.23 1.92 0.32 3.26 
99 3.73 0.00 0.02 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.35 0.31 2.81 
100 7.87 0.07 0.31 0.15 0.82 0.25 1.94 0.35 3.35 
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Box Butte County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 3.05 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.76 
2 2.92 0.01 0.06 0.11 0.57 0.20 1.45 0.33 2.89 
3 15.94 0.15 0.78 0.23 1.49 0.27 2.20 0.35 3.44 
4 1.25 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.30 0.32 2.77 
5 1.88 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.45 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.74 
6 4.44 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.57 0.19 1.40 0.32 2.84 
7 2.01 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.57 0.20 1.43 0.33 2.89 
8 3.24 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.20 1.43 0.32 2.87 
9 3.56 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.59 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.86 
10 6.09 0.06 0.25 0.13 0.71 0.25 1.89 0.36 3.36 
11 4.55 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.45 0.32 2.86 
12 2.78 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.71 
13 2.57 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.63 0.21 1.53 0.34 3.00 
14 9.49 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.57 0.18 1.45 0.31 2.92 
15 14.35 0.12 0.61 0.20 1.22 0.26 2.14 0.35 3.43 
16 7.47 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.59 0.20 1.50 0.30 2.78 
17 3.18 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.54 0.19 1.35 0.31 2.77 
18 8.02 0.09 0.41 0.17 0.93 0.25 1.90 0.35 3.34 
19 13.66 0.14 0.71 0.21 1.24 0.26 2.07 0.33 3.14 
20 10.89 0.04 0.20 0.13 0.73 0.22 1.77 0.33 3.16 
21 10.81 0.07 0.34 0.16 0.91 0.26 2.08 0.36 3.56 
22 4.83 0.05 0.21 0.14 0.73 0.21 1.49 0.33 2.96 
23 1.74 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.51 0.19 1.33 0.32 2.77 
24 9.53 0.07 0.30 0.15 0.85 0.25 2.02 0.36 3.46 
25 2.45 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.57 0.19 1.32 0.31 2.71 
26 21.28 0.20 1.12 0.24 1.56 0.28 2.44 0.37 3.69 
27 7.87 0.06 0.28 0.09 0.47 0.17 1.24 0.30 2.65 
28 7.98 0.09 0.43 0.18 0.99 0.23 1.70 0.33 2.92 
29 3.51 0.05 0.21 0.14 0.74 0.22 1.62 0.35 3.10 
30 12.52 0.09 0.44 0.17 0.97 0.26 2.12 0.36 3.55 
31 2.21 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.66 
32 0.92 -0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.61 
33 4.38 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.48 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.79 
34 1.22 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.21 0.31 2.67 
35 4.25 0.07 0.30 0.16 0.85 0.24 1.78 0.36 3.23 
36 7.33 0.05 0.21 0.14 0.75 0.24 1.89 0.36 3.36 
37 2.00 0.03 0.14 0.12 0.63 0.20 1.36 0.32 2.70 
38 3.99 0.02 0.08 0.09 0.44 0.19 1.40 0.32 2.84 
39 2.10 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.31 0.31 2.72 
40 2.33 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.78 
41 1.98 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.52 0.20 1.47 0.33 2.93 
42 1.00 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.30 0.32 2.76 
43 3.03 0.05 0.22 0.14 0.73 0.24 1.72 0.35 3.05 
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44 13.05 0.06 0.29 0.15 0.84 0.27 2.26 0.37 3.70 
45 0.95 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.65 
46 3.53 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.54 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.88 
47 9.51 0.05 0.23 0.13 0.77 0.22 1.72 0.33 3.15 
48 3.03 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.53 0.20 1.42 0.32 2.85 
49 3.97 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.49 0.19 1.38 0.31 2.84 
50 5.07 0.04 0.17 0.13 0.69 0.21 1.57 0.33 3.02 
51 6.62 0.05 0.21 0.11 0.61 0.21 1.58 0.31 2.75 
52 5.05 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.60 0.21 1.58 0.33 3.02 
53 6.53 0.03 0.14 0.12 0.64 0.20 1.52 0.32 2.95 
54 1.55 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.32 0.32 2.77 
55 2.13 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.74 
56 6.52 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.51 0.17 1.31 0.30 2.74 
57 5.74 0.05 0.24 0.14 0.74 0.21 1.59 0.33 3.00 
58 3.00 0.03 0.14 0.13 0.66 0.21 1.55 0.33 2.97 
59 6.11 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.65 0.19 1.44 0.32 2.90 
60 2.13 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.49 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.70 
61 5.49 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.41 0.31 2.84 
62 3.05 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.51 0.19 1.39 0.32 2.81 
63 0.90 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.72 
64 0.91 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.19 0.31 2.65 
65 2.34 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.75 
66 3.40 0.03 0.11 0.10 0.54 0.19 1.32 0.32 2.79 
67 4.56 0.04 0.19 0.13 0.70 0.21 1.58 0.33 2.99 
68 2.83 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.55 0.19 1.33 0.31 2.69 
69 2.14 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.56 0.20 1.42 0.33 2.86 
70 2.13 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.48 0.19 1.35 0.32 2.82 
71 4.57 0.05 0.22 0.13 0.69 0.21 1.52 0.33 2.95 
72 2.49 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.49 0.19 1.34 0.32 2.81 
73 3.20 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.58 0.20 1.48 0.33 2.91 
74 14.78 0.13 0.66 0.21 1.28 0.30 2.49 0.39 3.97 
75 9.45 0.06 0.28 0.14 0.79 0.21 1.58 0.32 2.97 
76 5.59 0.06 0.27 0.15 0.81 0.24 1.79 0.36 3.27 
77 0.71 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.61 
78 3.45 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.51 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.74 
79 9.49 0.07 0.32 0.15 0.86 0.24 1.89 0.34 3.19 
80 2.16 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.45 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.67 
81 3.05 -0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.64 
82 5.18 0.04 0.16 0.11 0.61 0.18 1.29 0.30 2.65 
83 7.92 0.04 0.20 0.09 0.50 0.20 1.54 0.31 2.89 
84 5.80 0.06 0.27 0.15 0.81 0.23 1.72 0.34 3.16 
85 3.39 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.55 0.18 1.25 0.31 2.69 
86 3.05 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.45 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.71 
87 2.75 0.05 0.19 0.14 0.72 0.22 1.59 0.33 2.86 
88 11.68 0.15 0.73 0.23 1.36 0.30 2.41 0.39 3.82 
89 10.96 0.11 0.50 0.18 1.07 0.20 1.50 0.32 2.85 
90 6.42 0.05 0.23 0.14 0.77 0.18 1.31 0.29 2.54 
91 6.13 0.04 0.17 0.12 0.64 0.20 1.46 0.32 2.92 
92 12.52 0.10 0.49 0.18 1.07 0.26 2.11 0.35 3.38 
93 3.67 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.59 0.21 1.57 0.33 3.04 
94 6.15 0.04 0.17 0.13 0.69 0.20 1.49 0.32 2.92 
98 
 
95 3.06 -0.01 -0.04 0.07 0.38 0.16 1.16 0.30 2.60 
96 11.12 0.09 0.45 0.17 1.00 0.24 1.96 0.35 3.43 
97 1.83 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.73 
98 4.43 0.04 0.15 0.13 0.67 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.91 
99 1.28 -0.02 -0.09 0.08 0.38 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.67 
100 0.77 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.37 0.18 1.22 0.31 2.62 
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Butler County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 0.91 -0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.64 
2 3.98 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.76 
3 25.89 0.18 0.95 0.24 1.57 0.38 3.67 0.45 5.17 
4 1.20 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.64 
5 7.58 0.04 0.16 0.12 0.66 0.20 1.55 0.31 2.91 
6 9.17 0.07 0.35 0.16 0.90 0.22 1.73 0.33 3.14 
7 1.35 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.43 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.70 
8 1.10 -0.01 -0.04 0.07 0.32 0.16 1.12 0.30 2.53 
9 1.44 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.38 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.60 
10 5.27 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.55 0.19 1.44 0.32 2.88 
11 1.19 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.70 
12 1.98 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.20 0.30 2.64 
13 1.15 -0.02 -0.08 0.07 0.38 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.64 
14 2.38 -0.01 -0.05 0.07 0.37 0.16 1.16 0.30 2.63 
15 0.61 -0.03 -0.14 0.06 0.32 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.62 
16 4.81 0.04 0.16 0.12 0.64 0.20 1.50 0.32 2.86 
17 5.20 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.38 0.31 2.80 
18 3.54 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.68 
19 3.40 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.46 0.17 1.26 0.30 2.68 
20 3.83 0.03 0.14 0.13 0.66 0.21 1.50 0.33 2.95 
21 0.36 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.69 
22 2.82 -0.01 -0.04 0.07 0.34 0.16 1.12 0.29 2.58 
23 1.44 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.16 0.31 2.58 
24 1.79 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.38 0.17 1.21 0.31 2.68 
25 0.73 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.18 0.31 2.63 
26 0.53 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.34 0.17 1.23 0.30 2.64 
27 1.76 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.70 
28 1.31 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.65 
29 1.29 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.49 0.18 1.22 0.32 2.74 
30 2.75 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.49 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.88 
31 1.14 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.19 0.31 2.65 
32 0.94 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.73 
33 2.51 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.51 0.19 1.39 0.32 2.81 
34 0.41 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.14 0.30 2.59 
35 1.45 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.36 0.16 1.14 0.30 2.59 
36 3.72 0.08 0.35 0.17 0.92 0.25 1.85 0.37 3.30 
37 4.89 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.57 0.20 1.46 0.31 2.78 
38 1.51 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.73 
39 1.91 0.02 0.06 0.11 0.55 0.19 1.33 0.32 2.77 
40 0.95 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.62 
41 3.05 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.39 0.32 2.83 
42 3.60 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.50 0.18 1.33 0.31 2.73 
43 1.05 -0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.35 0.16 1.14 0.30 2.58 
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44 5.65 0.03 0.14 0.12 0.65 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.88 
45 17.87 0.16 0.84 0.19 1.20 0.28 2.40 0.37 3.87 
46 0.98 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.34 0.16 1.14 0.30 2.59 
47 7.55 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.47 0.19 1.43 0.31 2.90 
48 4.17 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.50 0.19 1.37 0.31 2.84 
49 1.21 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.22 0.30 2.64 
50 4.94 0.04 0.19 0.13 0.67 0.22 1.61 0.33 3.00 
51 2.14 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.54 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.71 
52 8.71 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.53 0.22 1.70 0.31 2.91 
53 1.01 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.33 0.16 1.15 0.30 2.60 
54 4.29 0.02 0.07 0.09 0.48 0.19 1.36 0.31 2.82 
55 2.90 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.51 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.72 
56 4.99 0.04 0.18 0.13 0.70 0.21 1.60 0.33 3.07 
57 3.61 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.46 0.20 1.46 0.32 2.91 
58 4.90 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.59 0.20 1.51 0.33 2.97 
59 2.51 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.45 0.19 1.36 0.32 2.82 
60 1.55 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.61 
61 0.31 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.63 
62 3.83 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.41 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.77 
63 2.74 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.72 
64 2.43 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.75 
65 7.41 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.48 0.17 1.26 0.29 2.71 
66 1.83 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.67 
67 1.55 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.23 0.30 2.66 
68 3.01 0.04 0.17 0.11 0.54 0.21 1.50 0.34 2.97 
69 2.47 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.42 0.20 1.41 0.32 2.87 
70 2.42 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.81 
71 17.57 0.08 0.40 0.14 0.92 0.20 1.67 0.30 3.09 
72 1.82 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.40 0.16 1.17 0.30 2.62 
73 0.84 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.60 
74 0.05 -0.04 -0.17 0.06 0.29 0.16 1.08 0.30 2.55 
75 2.21 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.46 0.19 1.33 0.31 2.76 
76 4.83 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.63 0.20 1.44 0.32 2.87 
77 1.87 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.69 
78 1.45 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.21 0.31 2.67 
79 3.08 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.74 
80 5.12 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.54 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.83 
81 0.96 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.51 0.21 1.44 0.34 2.92 
82 1.65 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.75 
83 1.48 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.22 0.31 2.68 
84 1.19 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.41 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.84 
85 2.46 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.83 
86 19.19 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.16 0.29 2.64 0.38 4.06 
87 9.55 0.06 0.29 0.13 0.74 0.23 1.76 0.32 2.92 
88 2.17 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.54 0.20 1.46 0.33 2.87 
89 7.41 0.07 0.31 0.16 0.87 0.23 1.71 0.34 3.14 
90 1.60 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.53 0.20 1.43 0.32 2.73 
91 0.88 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.45 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.70 
92 5.51 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.41 0.31 2.88 
93 1.83 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.27 0.30 2.67 
94 23.51 0.10 0.58 0.16 1.11 0.23 2.06 0.33 3.53 
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95 4.89 0.02 0.10 0.10 0.56 0.20 1.47 0.32 2.86 
96 0.62 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.32 0.16 1.15 0.30 2.57 
97 2.16 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.35 0.32 2.80 
98 1.20 -0.04 -0.15 0.06 0.31 0.16 1.13 0.30 2.57 
99 0.91 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.62 
100 1.91 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.38 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.68 
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Cedar County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 23.90 0.20 1.15 0.20 1.26 0.22 1.83 0.33 3.20 
2 2.31 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.34 0.16 1.14 0.30 2.60 
3 1.65 -0.01 -0.04 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.58 
4 5.61 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.66 0.21 1.57 0.33 3.00 
5 9.56 0.13 0.59 0.21 1.20 0.27 2.11 0.36 3.29 
6 7.82 0.14 0.61 0.20 1.06 0.24 1.69 0.36 3.08 
7 22.01 0.14 0.73 0.21 1.39 0.32 2.92 0.40 4.41 
8 12.10 0.13 0.62 0.19 1.07 0.32 2.69 0.41 4.17 
9 27.66 0.21 1.28 0.20 1.33 0.24 2.02 0.34 3.43 
10 21.45 0.17 0.93 0.24 1.61 0.31 2.81 0.37 3.97 
11 14.56 0.14 0.65 0.22 1.27 0.37 3.21 0.46 4.74 
12 11.86 0.15 0.71 0.22 1.28 0.26 2.03 0.36 3.30 
13 15.40 0.11 0.58 0.18 1.10 0.27 2.29 0.37 3.78 
14 18.19 0.12 0.64 0.19 1.26 0.24 2.02 0.34 3.51 
15 8.95 0.10 0.45 0.19 1.05 0.27 2.10 0.37 3.47 
16 18.03 0.11 0.58 0.18 1.20 0.26 2.24 0.35 3.61 
17 1.44 0.03 0.13 0.13 0.65 0.20 1.36 0.33 2.78 
18 7.87 0.09 0.42 0.18 1.00 0.24 1.88 0.36 3.36 
19 15.14 0.12 0.61 0.18 1.11 0.25 2.11 0.32 3.12 
20 15.32 0.13 0.68 0.21 1.35 0.26 2.17 0.37 3.74 
21 22.87 0.12 0.64 0.19 1.27 0.29 2.73 0.37 4.13 
22 16.90 0.07 0.36 0.15 0.91 0.21 1.77 0.31 3.13 
23 0.94 0.07 0.29 0.15 0.75 0.26 1.87 0.38 3.35 
24 5.81 0.10 0.41 0.13 0.65 0.25 1.73 0.37 3.16 
25 6.93 0.17 0.75 0.24 1.34 0.33 2.46 0.41 3.70 
26 17.77 0.16 0.86 0.23 1.46 0.26 2.18 0.35 3.50 
27 0.55 0.05 0.20 0.14 0.71 0.24 1.68 0.36 3.11 
28 24.96 0.19 1.11 0.20 1.30 0.23 1.99 0.34 3.56 
29 11.87 0.08 0.36 0.15 0.83 0.25 2.03 0.34 3.17 
30 5.49 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.52 0.21 1.59 0.33 3.06 
31 7.13 0.04 0.19 0.14 0.74 0.23 1.75 0.35 3.25 
32 8.96 0.11 0.51 0.19 1.10 0.26 2.01 0.37 3.50 
33 28.32 0.21 1.26 0.27 2.02 0.32 3.12 0.40 4.60 
34 17.01 0.13 0.64 0.20 1.25 0.28 2.44 0.36 3.57 
35 9.84 0.12 0.56 0.20 1.15 0.27 2.12 0.35 3.23 
36 0.31 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.42 0.20 1.24 0.33 2.64 
37 10.00 0.08 0.36 0.16 0.92 0.26 2.11 0.37 3.56 
38 8.79 0.10 0.48 0.18 1.00 0.27 2.15 0.37 3.50 
39 19.05 0.12 0.66 0.19 1.25 0.23 2.00 0.34 3.48 
40 17.94 0.19 0.99 0.26 1.66 0.23 1.85 0.32 2.95 
41 7.06 0.06 0.28 0.15 0.81 0.21 1.55 0.33 2.99 
42 6.73 0.07 0.32 0.15 0.82 0.22 1.66 0.33 3.03 
43 10.55 0.11 0.51 0.19 1.12 0.25 1.99 0.36 3.48 
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44 21.62 0.15 0.86 0.22 1.52 0.26 2.38 0.36 3.82 
45 14.48 0.16 0.78 0.23 1.43 0.32 2.73 0.39 3.89 
46 20.47 0.14 0.77 0.21 1.42 0.25 2.21 0.35 3.59 
47 24.58 0.17 0.94 0.24 1.63 0.32 3.01 0.40 4.51 
48 3.61 0.06 0.27 0.15 0.77 0.23 1.66 0.35 3.14 
49 14.58 0.19 0.94 0.23 1.33 0.28 2.14 0.38 3.48 
50 7.10 0.04 0.16 0.11 0.60 0.19 1.42 0.32 2.89 
51 8.69 0.07 0.31 0.11 0.61 0.19 1.41 0.31 2.83 
52 18.03 0.14 0.72 0.11 0.67 0.20 1.58 0.31 3.03 
53 24.09 0.15 0.81 0.22 1.46 0.32 3.00 0.40 4.45 
54 19.38 0.23 1.23 0.26 1.61 0.30 2.47 0.40 3.95 
55 8.32 0.08 0.38 0.16 0.88 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.79 
56 7.59 0.06 0.27 0.12 0.65 0.22 1.68 0.32 2.88 
57 21.73 0.18 1.02 0.26 1.76 0.31 2.74 0.39 4.17 
58 12.85 0.14 0.71 0.22 1.36 0.28 2.24 0.37 3.55 
59 20.06 0.08 0.41 0.14 0.91 0.19 1.69 0.30 3.04 
60 12.90 0.16 0.77 0.23 1.38 0.27 2.16 0.36 3.34 
61 27.16 0.19 1.11 0.26 1.86 0.29 2.80 0.36 4.00 
62 8.05 0.09 0.41 0.18 1.01 0.25 1.94 0.36 3.40 
63 15.91 0.09 0.47 0.17 1.06 0.24 1.99 0.34 3.43 
64 5.66 0.10 0.42 0.19 1.01 0.30 2.23 0.40 3.72 
65 10.71 0.13 0.60 0.20 1.10 0.30 2.47 0.39 3.78 
66 13.93 0.06 0.30 0.12 0.70 0.22 1.88 0.33 3.36 
67 11.01 0.08 0.40 0.17 0.99 0.23 1.84 0.35 3.34 
68 14.41 0.17 0.85 0.24 1.45 0.31 2.59 0.40 4.04 
69 24.38 0.12 0.67 0.19 1.29 0.27 2.56 0.34 3.73 
70 14.30 0.06 0.27 0.14 0.83 0.20 1.56 0.32 3.04 
71 13.23 0.18 0.90 0.26 1.59 0.30 2.42 0.39 3.79 
72 13.53 0.14 0.67 0.21 1.27 0.27 2.25 0.37 3.68 
73 14.41 0.13 0.66 0.20 1.20 0.27 2.24 0.36 3.39 
74 9.03 0.16 0.72 0.22 1.26 0.31 2.42 0.38 3.41 
75 13.59 0.13 0.63 0.21 1.25 0.32 2.68 0.41 4.16 
76 15.59 0.07 0.35 0.14 0.88 0.20 1.69 0.31 3.13 
77 16.85 0.12 0.63 0.19 1.22 0.23 1.97 0.33 3.36 
78 13.64 0.12 0.58 0.16 0.95 0.23 1.81 0.33 3.17 
79 10.96 0.07 0.32 0.12 0.69 0.21 1.72 0.31 2.91 
80 19.29 0.21 1.10 0.28 1.82 0.35 3.06 0.42 4.36 
81 14.19 0.11 0.54 0.16 0.97 0.25 2.09 0.35 3.56 
82 19.49 0.07 0.37 0.14 0.94 0.19 1.59 0.29 2.99 
83 6.96 0.12 0.54 0.14 0.69 0.24 1.70 0.36 3.17 
84 14.03 0.11 0.54 0.18 1.13 0.22 1.78 0.32 3.01 
85 19.61 0.08 0.46 0.16 1.05 0.22 1.92 0.32 3.40 
86 9.75 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.66 0.20 1.59 0.32 3.05 
87 18.80 0.14 0.76 0.16 1.02 0.28 2.45 0.36 3.79 
88 24.20 0.23 1.30 0.30 2.07 0.34 3.12 0.41 4.44 
89 21.68 0.14 0.75 0.20 1.32 0.26 2.33 0.35 3.76 
90 20.72 0.18 0.97 0.22 1.35 0.34 3.06 0.40 4.17 
91 7.63 0.09 0.38 0.16 0.86 0.24 1.79 0.35 3.19 
92 8.02 0.14 0.64 0.22 1.26 0.29 2.16 0.38 3.51 
93 9.10 0.09 0.43 0.17 0.96 0.25 2.03 0.35 3.35 
94 8.60 0.08 0.35 0.15 0.85 0.23 1.75 0.35 3.22 
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95 13.39 0.07 0.34 0.15 0.89 0.27 2.27 0.37 3.74 
96 7.95 0.08 0.37 0.16 0.90 0.24 1.75 0.33 2.86 
97 25.06 0.19 1.13 0.16 0.99 0.26 2.37 0.36 3.85 
98 19.01 0.15 0.83 0.22 1.40 0.28 2.51 0.37 3.81 
99 9.06 0.08 0.37 0.15 0.81 0.20 1.49 0.32 2.85 
100 6.08 0.08 0.34 0.16 0.86 0.24 1.77 0.35 3.14 
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Chase County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 6.63 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.56 0.19 1.43 0.31 2.87 
2 2.35 0.09 0.37 0.18 0.93 0.25 1.71 0.37 3.18 
3 8.49 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.65 0.18 1.34 0.30 2.78 
4 8.62 0.06 0.25 0.14 0.79 0.24 1.88 0.34 3.23 
5 8.84 0.04 0.18 0.13 0.70 0.24 1.93 0.35 3.40 
6 14.63 0.11 0.54 0.19 1.12 0.28 2.40 0.37 3.63 
7 3.95 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.39 0.32 2.86 
8 3.34 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.62 0.20 1.39 0.32 2.80 
9 4.96 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.58 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.73 
10 3.85 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.39 0.30 2.71 
11 6.04 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.54 0.21 1.57 0.33 3.02 
12 6.03 0.05 0.21 0.11 0.56 0.22 1.60 0.30 2.62 
13 1.84 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.75 
14 3.97 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.21 1.54 0.33 3.01 
15 2.12 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.80 
16 2.13 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.34 0.32 2.79 
17 3.95 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.55 0.19 1.40 0.32 2.86 
18 2.08 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.43 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.69 
19 1.28 -0.02 -0.08 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.65 
20 3.05 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.34 0.31 2.80 
21 2.15 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.39 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.66 
22 2.09 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.84 
23 3.67 0.04 0.16 0.12 0.64 0.19 1.33 0.31 2.72 
24 1.83 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.38 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.67 
25 23.81 0.17 0.91 0.24 1.57 0.34 3.23 0.41 4.62 
26 16.33 0.12 0.60 0.20 1.20 0.30 2.61 0.38 3.96 
27 4.96 0.04 0.15 0.12 0.65 0.22 1.61 0.33 3.04 
28 1.74 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.23 0.30 2.64 
29 1.23 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.70 
30 2.44 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.77 
31 2.66 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.85 
32 3.32 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.84 
33 1.53 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.33 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.60 
34 2.07 0.01 0.04 0.11 0.55 0.20 1.42 0.32 2.84 
35 1.53 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.66 
36 2.00 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.64 
37 1.50 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.73 
38 2.44 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.26 0.31 2.71 
39 1.52 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.68 
40 1.84 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.38 0.17 1.20 0.30 2.67 
41 7.02 0.04 0.17 0.13 0.72 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.85 
42 2.75 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.43 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.77 
43 3.77 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.44 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.71 
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44 1.53 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.68 
45 1.95 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.75 
46 0.83 -0.03 -0.12 0.06 0.32 0.17 1.16 0.30 2.62 
47 1.53 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.74 
48 2.15 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.69 
49 5.03 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.59 0.19 1.42 0.32 2.89 
50 2.13 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.71 
51 2.96 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.79 
52 3.05 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.43 0.19 1.33 0.30 2.65 
53 2.43 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.83 
54 3.66 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.23 0.30 2.68 
55 2.13 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.34 0.32 2.77 
56 3.97 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.48 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.60 
57 3.05 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.57 0.19 1.35 0.32 2.77 
58 3.05 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.26 0.30 2.64 
59 5.72 0.04 0.19 0.11 0.58 0.19 1.39 0.30 2.57 
60 3.06 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.23 0.31 2.65 
61 2.09 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.25 0.31 2.69 
62 3.36 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.61 0.20 1.44 0.33 2.91 
63 1.83 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.24 0.31 2.68 
64 3.89 0.01 0.06 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.83 
65 11.79 0.05 0.24 0.12 0.74 0.19 1.48 0.30 2.90 
66 3.67 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.33 0.31 2.73 
67 6.41 0.06 0.25 0.14 0.79 0.21 1.59 0.33 2.99 
68 4.26 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.49 0.21 1.53 0.32 2.89 
69 3.05 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.35 0.32 2.81 
70 6.10 0.03 0.13 0.10 0.56 0.21 1.62 0.32 2.87 
71 19.93 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.51 0.40 3.86 0.46 5.16 
72 4.85 0.05 0.24 0.14 0.74 0.22 1.64 0.34 3.11 
73 4.28 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.45 0.18 1.30 0.30 2.72 
74 3.48 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.57 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.75 
75 4.36 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.54 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.90 
76 3.45 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.57 0.21 1.50 0.33 2.90 
77 1.25 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.45 0.18 1.30 0.32 2.75 
78 5.11 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.38 0.18 1.38 0.31 2.85 
79 6.50 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.62 0.23 1.80 0.35 3.26 
80 2.15 0.02 0.08 0.12 0.61 0.20 1.43 0.32 2.82 
81 8.85 0.03 0.16 0.12 0.67 0.19 1.41 0.31 2.93 
82 1.59 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.64 
83 3.53 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.45 0.17 1.27 0.31 2.73 
84 1.60 -0.02 -0.09 0.08 0.38 0.17 1.20 0.30 2.66 
85 6.82 0.05 0.22 0.12 0.66 0.22 1.64 0.33 3.09 
86 7.59 0.05 0.20 0.13 0.73 0.22 1.66 0.33 3.08 
87 7.65 0.06 0.27 0.15 0.81 0.23 1.78 0.34 3.23 
88 2.50 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.77 
89 3.62 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.55 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.81 
90 3.64 0.10 0.41 0.19 0.98 0.26 1.87 0.38 3.28 
91 4.38 0.04 0.18 0.13 0.69 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.77 
92 2.14 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.54 0.19 1.31 0.32 2.77 
93 5.21 0.05 0.21 0.14 0.74 0.21 1.56 0.33 3.01 
94 5.12 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.64 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.79 
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95 3.33 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.57 0.20 1.42 0.32 2.81 
96 2.28 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.35 0.31 2.73 
97 3.34 0.05 0.23 0.10 0.47 0.18 1.23 0.32 2.70 
98 4.64 0.04 0.16 0.11 0.60 0.21 1.52 0.33 2.95 
99 5.62 0.02 0.11 0.11 0.62 0.18 1.33 0.31 2.72 
100 2.14 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.78 
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Custer County 
Custer 
County 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 19.50 0.17 0.86 0.24 1.53 0.29 2.58 0.39 4.05 
2 12.48 0.09 0.44 0.17 1.01 0.28 2.39 0.35 3.42 
3 2.58 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.74 
4 17.33 0.11 0.59 0.17 1.10 0.24 2.01 0.34 3.48 
5 14.13 0.05 0.26 0.12 0.77 0.19 1.56 0.31 3.01 
6 3.34 0.02 0.09 0.09 0.44 0.19 1.34 0.31 2.75 
7 11.57 0.12 0.56 0.19 1.15 0.26 2.07 0.35 3.31 
8 20.45 0.11 0.59 0.19 1.20 0.27 2.48 0.36 3.91 
9 14.96 0.18 0.93 0.23 1.38 0.30 2.50 0.38 3.61 
10 19.76 0.13 0.62 0.20 1.23 0.33 3.00 0.40 4.23 
11 7.30 0.04 0.19 0.12 0.66 0.22 1.73 0.33 3.01 
12 26.59 0.21 1.24 0.22 1.43 0.33 3.27 0.41 4.76 
13 3.66 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.37 0.31 2.82 
14 4.58 0.03 0.13 0.10 0.53 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.73 
15 5.08 0.05 0.19 0.13 0.72 0.19 1.36 0.31 2.76 
16 7.12 0.04 0.19 0.11 0.60 0.23 1.81 0.35 3.28 
17 31.65 0.19 1.14 0.26 1.87 0.34 3.49 0.41 4.80 
18 15.22 0.08 0.41 0.16 1.00 0.25 2.06 0.34 3.41 
19 7.00 0.06 0.25 0.14 0.79 0.20 1.46 0.31 2.78 
20 2.33 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.59 0.20 1.40 0.33 2.89 
21 4.55 0.04 0.17 0.11 0.59 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.86 
22 10.15 0.06 0.26 0.13 0.71 0.23 1.81 0.34 3.29 
23 5.23 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.53 0.18 1.33 0.31 2.75 
24 6.45 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.46 0.18 1.36 0.30 2.83 
25 1.82 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.21 0.31 2.68 
26 2.05 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.55 0.21 1.51 0.34 2.98 
27 9.04 0.07 0.32 0.15 0.86 0.24 1.88 0.35 3.35 
28 3.12 0.04 0.15 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.23 0.31 2.71 
29 7.81 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.45 0.24 1.93 0.34 3.25 
30 10.91 0.05 0.23 0.13 0.78 0.20 1.53 0.30 2.72 
31 15.57 0.10 0.48 0.17 1.07 0.28 2.36 0.37 3.85 
32 11.36 0.09 0.39 0.17 0.96 0.27 2.25 0.37 3.67 
33 9.42 0.15 0.69 0.20 1.11 0.25 1.88 0.36 3.21 
34 3.55 0.06 0.26 0.15 0.79 0.23 1.70 0.35 3.17 
35 18.12 0.14 0.67 0.21 1.29 0.34 3.05 0.39 4.03 
36 6.54 0.04 0.17 0.12 0.64 0.21 1.56 0.33 3.02 
37 7.19 0.04 0.20 0.12 0.65 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.95 
38 10.95 0.05 0.24 0.14 0.77 0.25 1.99 0.35 3.46 
39 39.99 0.30 2.00 0.35 2.85 0.36 3.71 0.39 4.35 
40 23.14 0.11 0.60 0.14 0.96 0.18 1.53 0.30 3.12 
41 19.94 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.21 0.21 1.82 0.32 3.41 
42 10.81 0.10 0.45 0.18 1.02 0.27 2.23 0.35 3.36 
43 25.37 0.12 0.70 0.19 1.34 0.21 1.92 0.31 3.41 
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44 21.66 0.13 0.72 0.18 1.22 0.21 1.84 0.30 3.10 
45 18.36 0.13 0.64 0.15 0.90 0.29 2.57 0.36 3.85 
46 30.99 0.18 1.11 0.25 1.86 0.26 2.59 0.35 4.08 
47 4.48 0.11 0.49 0.18 0.95 0.26 1.84 0.37 3.30 
48 32.51 0.23 1.49 0.30 2.33 0.28 2.68 0.35 3.95 
49 10.66 0.08 0.39 0.17 0.97 0.24 1.90 0.33 3.13 
50 9.76 0.08 0.35 0.14 0.77 0.24 1.89 0.32 3.01 
51 4.23 0.02 0.10 0.10 0.54 0.19 1.38 0.31 2.74 
52 5.64 0.05 0.23 0.12 0.62 0.20 1.47 0.32 2.89 
53 2.91 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.79 
54 5.77 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.60 0.21 1.58 0.33 3.05 
55 7.98 0.09 0.40 0.17 0.98 0.24 1.80 0.35 3.32 
56 14.42 0.12 0.60 0.20 1.21 0.22 1.79 0.32 3.06 
57 10.36 0.13 0.59 0.21 1.21 0.26 2.03 0.36 3.40 
58 9.20 0.05 0.23 0.13 0.76 0.21 1.60 0.32 2.96 
59 18.39 0.14 0.73 0.22 1.35 0.32 2.81 0.39 4.12 
60 3.06 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.45 0.19 1.42 0.32 2.86 
61 29.51 0.25 1.51 0.31 2.34 0.30 2.75 0.35 3.52 
62 10.14 0.08 0.40 0.17 0.98 0.24 1.96 0.35 3.43 
63 29.71 0.22 1.38 0.24 1.64 0.26 2.32 0.34 3.59 
64 28.79 0.18 1.01 0.23 1.61 0.35 3.50 0.41 4.81 
65 27.51 0.20 1.13 0.26 1.84 0.30 2.73 0.37 3.93 
66 16.33 0.12 0.59 0.16 0.94 0.25 2.13 0.32 3.16 
67 7.94 0.05 0.21 0.11 0.64 0.19 1.43 0.31 2.93 
68 10.37 0.20 0.92 0.28 1.58 0.30 2.14 0.38 3.08 
69 12.57 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.65 0.23 1.97 0.31 3.10 
70 8.39 0.12 0.54 0.20 1.13 0.30 2.34 0.39 3.79 
71 18.09 0.08 0.43 0.15 0.97 0.25 2.19 0.32 3.24 
72 24.51 0.21 1.19 0.16 1.01 0.23 1.87 0.32 3.10 
73 11.59 0.07 0.35 0.16 0.91 0.26 2.11 0.35 3.43 
74 32.47 0.22 1.39 0.28 2.19 0.32 3.19 0.39 4.57 
75 32.83 0.22 1.40 0.28 2.20 0.30 3.00 0.38 4.54 
76 16.77 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.16 0.29 2.49 0.35 3.36 
77 12.16 0.16 0.78 0.23 1.41 0.28 2.19 0.38 3.67 
78 4.05 0.04 0.16 0.12 0.63 0.22 1.61 0.34 3.07 
79 4.91 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.56 0.18 1.34 0.32 2.84 
80 26.83 0.14 0.78 0.20 1.38 0.26 2.38 0.30 3.00 
81 20.50 0.19 0.95 0.26 1.63 0.37 3.40 0.44 4.80 
82 10.90 0.07 0.35 0.16 0.91 0.24 1.96 0.35 3.42 
83 13.38 0.11 0.54 0.14 0.79 0.15 1.06 0.29 2.50 
84 21.40 0.06 0.29 0.11 0.68 0.29 2.75 0.35 3.72 
85 29.64 0.18 1.07 0.25 1.81 0.31 3.18 0.39 4.61 
86 22.95 0.22 1.25 0.29 2.01 0.29 2.48 0.38 3.83 
87 1.76 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.25 0.31 2.71 
88 1.76 -0.01 -0.05 0.07 0.33 0.16 1.10 0.30 2.56 
89 5.50 0.04 0.19 0.13 0.72 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.86 
90 33.16 0.24 1.42 0.30 2.18 0.41 4.31 0.45 5.31 
91 9.57 0.07 0.30 0.15 0.85 0.25 2.02 0.36 3.50 
92 9.15 0.06 0.27 0.14 0.82 0.22 1.74 0.33 3.15 
93 6.40 0.07 0.33 0.16 0.87 0.23 1.75 0.34 3.14 
94 12.03 0.07 0.31 0.15 0.87 0.25 2.06 0.36 3.54 
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95 13.51 0.09 0.41 0.17 0.96 0.32 2.71 0.39 3.82 
96 4.30 0.02 0.10 0.12 0.61 0.22 1.62 0.34 3.10 
97 34.48 0.28 1.75 0.34 2.62 0.40 4.17 0.44 5.13 
98 4.79 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.85 
99 1.34 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.51 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.84 
100 9.22 0.08 0.39 0.14 0.80 0.21 1.60 0.33 3.07 
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Hamilton County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 2.32 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.53 0.20 1.42 0.32 2.79 
2 2.93 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.74 
3 1.37 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.45 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.66 
4 1.73 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.45 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.72 
5 5.22 -0.01 -0.06 0.07 0.40 0.16 1.20 0.29 2.67 
6 5.47 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.62 0.19 1.44 0.32 2.90 
7 1.88 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.69 
8 4.89 0.04 0.19 0.12 0.62 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.78 
9 3.29 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.20 1.49 0.33 2.95 
10 2.63 -0.01 -0.02 0.08 0.44 0.18 1.26 0.30 2.67 
11 10.10 0.09 0.41 0.12 0.65 0.21 1.57 0.33 3.04 
12 9.66 0.01 0.07 0.10 0.55 0.17 1.33 0.29 2.79 
13 8.34 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.51 0.18 1.42 0.30 2.88 
14 4.08 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.57 0.21 1.53 0.33 2.96 
15 4.34 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.43 0.32 2.88 
16 0.16 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.68 
17 1.63 0.05 0.20 0.14 0.73 0.23 1.65 0.35 3.05 
18 1.38 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.40 0.19 1.32 0.32 2.77 
19 3.38 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.83 
20 6.80 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.17 1.25 0.29 2.69 
21 1.44 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.38 0.17 1.22 0.30 2.66 
22 1.90 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.20 0.30 2.63 
23 1.47 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.64 
24 2.45 0.00 0.02 0.09 0.44 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.85 
25 1.92 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.22 0.30 2.67 
26 2.59 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.82 
27 1.86 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.62 0.20 1.45 0.33 2.90 
28 1.70 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.20 0.30 2.66 
29 3.71 0.03 0.12 0.10 0.54 0.19 1.34 0.31 2.78 
30 1.69 0.03 0.10 0.12 0.59 0.20 1.39 0.32 2.81 
31 2.74 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.43 0.20 1.43 0.30 2.64 
32 2.65 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.46 0.19 1.36 0.32 2.80 
33 1.48 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.71 
34 3.06 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.26 0.30 2.72 
35 6.45 0.07 0.30 0.15 0.84 0.23 1.71 0.34 3.16 
36 5.86 0.04 0.17 0.13 0.70 0.21 1.60 0.32 2.94 
37 2.10 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.43 0.18 1.25 0.31 2.68 
38 7.33 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.58 0.19 1.47 0.31 2.94 
39 7.45 0.06 0.27 0.13 0.74 0.22 1.66 0.33 3.08 
40 2.83 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.51 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.73 
41 6.82 -0.01 -0.03 0.07 0.40 0.16 1.24 0.29 2.70 
42 2.27 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.44 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.56 
43 0.09 -0.03 -0.12 0.07 0.34 0.17 1.15 0.30 2.62 
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44 0.84 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.69 
45 0.37 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.23 0.31 2.69 
46 1.54 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.72 
47 2.39 0.02 0.09 0.12 0.60 0.21 1.51 0.34 2.98 
48 2.93 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.22 0.30 2.66 
49 0.47 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.62 
50 2.15 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.25 0.30 2.63 
51 10.46 0.06 0.26 0.13 0.73 0.21 1.68 0.32 3.14 
52 4.67 0.03 0.12 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.43 0.32 2.89 
53 1.21 -0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.16 0.30 2.63 
54 1.64 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.69 
55 0.82 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.60 
56 3.77 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.37 0.31 2.78 
57 6.07 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.47 0.17 1.30 0.30 2.77 
58 1.65 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.37 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.70 
59 3.18 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.29 0.30 2.70 
60 12.92 0.03 0.15 0.11 0.68 0.19 1.60 0.31 3.07 
61 3.27 0.02 0.08 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.68 
62 4.44 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.65 0.20 1.46 0.32 2.82 
63 2.31 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.53 0.20 1.45 0.33 2.92 
64 4.84 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.65 0.20 1.50 0.32 2.90 
65 0.84 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.39 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.71 
66 2.93 0.02 0.09 0.12 0.59 0.22 1.63 0.34 3.08 
67 2.28 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.35 0.16 1.16 0.30 2.61 
68 2.65 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.62 
69 1.86 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.48 0.20 1.46 0.33 2.92 
70 2.42 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.42 0.19 1.35 0.31 2.79 
71 3.42 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.73 
72 1.08 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.22 0.30 2.65 
73 0.47 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.27 0.32 2.73 
74 3.43 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.44 0.17 1.23 0.30 2.64 
75 0.32 0.01 0.04 0.11 0.54 0.21 1.41 0.33 2.85 
76 3.10 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.38 0.16 1.18 0.30 2.64 
77 1.98 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.61 
78 3.05 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.54 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.85 
79 2.79 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.61 
80 4.95 0.04 0.16 0.13 0.68 0.21 1.53 0.33 3.00 
81 6.38 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.59 0.21 1.61 0.33 3.08 
82 8.20 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.66 0.22 1.73 0.34 3.18 
83 5.04 0.05 0.23 0.15 0.78 0.28 2.13 0.39 3.60 
84 3.80 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.49 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.84 
85 1.38 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.70 
86 8.11 0.07 0.31 0.13 0.73 0.23 1.77 0.34 3.20 
87 3.91 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.59 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.80 
88 7.78 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.52 0.18 1.38 0.30 2.78 
89 1.24 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.70 
90 0.85 -0.03 -0.12 0.07 0.35 0.16 1.13 0.30 2.59 
91 4.67 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.49 0.18 1.28 0.30 2.71 
92 1.19 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.30 0.32 2.72 
93 0.37 0.00 0.02 0.11 0.52 0.20 1.34 0.32 2.74 
94 2.06 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.61 
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95 1.26 -0.02 -0.08 0.07 0.37 0.16 1.14 0.30 2.59 
96 6.13 0.04 0.16 0.12 0.68 0.19 1.44 0.31 2.83 
97 2.18 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.23 0.30 2.69 
98 2.66 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.44 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.70 
99 10.13 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.61 0.19 1.52 0.31 2.99 
100 7.56 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.43 0.16 1.26 0.29 2.72 
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Keith County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 6.28 0.09 0.41 0.18 0.96 0.24 1.73 0.35 3.08 
2 2.16 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.73 
3 6.94 0.08 0.34 0.17 0.92 0.26 1.95 0.36 3.25 
4 4.09 0.08 0.34 0.12 0.58 0.21 1.51 0.33 2.79 
5 11.75 0.08 0.37 0.16 0.92 0.27 2.20 0.36 3.60 
6 9.23 0.10 0.48 0.18 1.05 0.25 2.01 0.36 3.42 
7 6.89 0.05 0.21 0.11 0.58 0.19 1.30 0.32 2.75 
8 7.91 0.07 0.29 0.14 0.80 0.21 1.60 0.33 3.02 
9 6.15 0.05 0.20 0.13 0.67 0.23 1.71 0.34 3.14 
10 8.89 0.08 0.36 0.15 0.84 0.22 1.64 0.32 2.96 
11 4.42 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.57 0.20 1.44 0.32 2.87 
12 5.87 0.04 0.16 0.10 0.53 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.55 
13 1.93 0.04 0.17 0.13 0.68 0.20 1.41 0.33 2.86 
14 2.57 0.05 0.21 0.12 0.59 0.24 1.75 0.36 3.22 
15 5.97 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.58 0.18 1.33 0.30 2.67 
16 7.66 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.56 0.20 1.58 0.31 2.89 
17 10.52 0.06 0.29 0.10 0.55 0.18 1.35 0.30 2.82 
18 2.66 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.33 0.31 2.74 
19 6.30 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.45 0.31 2.86 
20 3.40 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.75 
21 2.47 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.36 0.32 2.80 
22 3.70 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.48 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.76 
23 2.64 0.05 0.21 0.15 0.77 0.25 1.82 0.37 3.28 
24 5.52 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.34 0.31 2.79 
25 11.82 0.08 0.38 0.13 0.74 0.20 1.55 0.30 2.80 
26 7.46 0.04 0.19 0.13 0.72 0.22 1.69 0.33 3.13 
27 14.03 0.08 0.40 0.16 0.97 0.22 1.84 0.33 3.31 
28 5.22 0.05 0.23 0.15 0.79 0.20 1.48 0.33 2.95 
29 14.66 0.07 0.34 0.13 0.73 0.30 2.61 0.39 4.03 
30 4.68 0.04 0.18 0.14 0.72 0.23 1.67 0.35 3.21 
31 1.32 -0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.61 
32 11.56 0.08 0.39 0.16 0.95 0.23 1.82 0.34 3.29 
33 2.48 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.39 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.72 
34 11.42 0.10 0.46 0.17 1.03 0.25 2.00 0.36 3.48 
35 1.46 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.68 
36 12.60 0.10 0.51 0.17 1.01 0.26 2.16 0.36 3.62 
37 6.87 0.04 0.20 0.12 0.67 0.20 1.51 0.33 3.03 
38 5.25 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.55 0.21 1.58 0.33 3.05 
39 3.08 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.50 0.22 1.62 0.34 3.02 
40 7.15 0.11 0.48 0.19 1.05 0.25 1.93 0.36 3.38 
41 3.24 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.59 0.19 1.32 0.32 2.79 
42 7.47 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.64 0.19 1.42 0.31 2.88 
43 4.16 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.48 0.19 1.38 0.31 2.81 
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44 1.43 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.34 0.32 2.73 
45 0.96 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.72 
46 1.23 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.38 0.17 1.22 0.30 2.65 
47 1.87 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.46 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.64 
48 10.17 0.12 0.54 0.18 1.07 0.24 1.85 0.35 3.33 
49 5.15 0.07 0.29 0.13 0.72 0.21 1.56 0.32 2.79 
50 8.64 0.08 0.35 0.16 0.91 0.24 1.88 0.35 3.30 
51 12.71 0.10 0.46 0.17 1.05 0.23 1.88 0.33 3.29 
52 11.93 0.18 0.83 0.23 1.33 0.27 2.01 0.37 3.31 
53 4.65 0.02 0.11 0.11 0.59 0.20 1.51 0.32 2.93 
54 12.66 0.14 0.71 0.19 1.12 0.28 2.26 0.38 3.74 
55 6.07 0.05 0.22 0.14 0.75 0.22 1.68 0.34 3.13 
56 5.19 0.05 0.23 0.13 0.71 0.22 1.63 0.34 3.07 
57 3.47 0.05 0.20 0.11 0.59 0.20 1.45 0.33 2.90 
58 0.93 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.38 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.65 
59 4.30 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.55 0.19 1.43 0.32 2.89 
60 2.48 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.49 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.72 
61 0.65 0.00 -0.02 0.07 0.36 0.16 1.10 0.30 2.55 
62 2.63 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.25 0.30 2.69 
63 2.09 0.02 0.08 0.12 0.59 0.20 1.37 0.32 2.72 
64 15.73 0.09 0.44 0.17 1.01 0.26 2.23 0.36 3.71 
65 3.41 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.53 0.19 1.42 0.32 2.81 
66 4.01 0.00 -0.01 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.26 0.30 2.73 
67 4.62 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.61 0.18 1.26 0.30 2.58 
68 3.97 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.38 0.31 2.81 
69 6.12 0.08 0.33 0.16 0.89 0.26 1.99 0.37 3.47 
70 1.25 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.38 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.63 
71 3.69 -0.03 -0.10 0.07 0.34 0.20 1.49 0.31 2.79 
72 2.05 0.05 0.20 0.13 0.62 0.27 1.94 0.38 3.41 
73 13.14 0.12 0.60 0.20 1.21 0.25 1.98 0.34 3.22 
74 5.97 0.04 0.17 0.11 0.62 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.68 
75 13.43 0.10 0.47 0.18 1.05 0.26 2.19 0.36 3.66 
76 2.54 0.08 0.32 0.17 0.88 0.27 1.96 0.38 3.39 
77 4.58 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.34 0.31 2.80 
78 3.69 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.54 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.62 
79 4.45 0.03 0.14 0.12 0.66 0.20 1.50 0.33 2.97 
80 2.50 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.34 0.31 2.77 
81 5.52 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.57 0.19 1.43 0.31 2.87 
82 2.41 -0.01 -0.02 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.78 
83 6.06 0.02 0.11 0.11 0.60 0.22 1.65 0.33 3.00 
84 5.21 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.61 0.20 1.51 0.32 2.95 
85 7.44 0.14 0.61 0.23 1.27 0.33 2.52 0.42 4.00 
86 1.22 -0.01 -0.03 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.15 0.30 2.62 
87 0.90 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.31 0.32 2.72 
88 2.76 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.33 0.32 2.80 
89 21.31 0.11 0.57 0.18 1.18 0.26 2.35 0.35 3.81 
90 8.74 0.07 0.30 0.15 0.84 0.24 1.87 0.35 3.27 
91 5.28 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.59 0.21 1.59 0.33 3.02 
92 5.56 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.67 0.21 1.59 0.33 3.01 
93 1.53 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.24 0.30 2.66 
94 4.01 0.04 0.17 0.11 0.58 0.21 1.52 0.33 2.92 
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95 2.15 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.77 
96 4.01 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.58 0.19 1.34 0.31 2.75 
97 7.26 0.05 0.21 0.13 0.74 0.21 1.60 0.33 3.07 
98 2.47 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.75 
99 13.78 0.12 0.59 0.14 0.83 0.21 1.69 0.33 3.14 
100 0.67 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.67 
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Phelps County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 2.63 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.74 
2 3.02 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.38 0.31 2.78 
3 2.67 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.35 0.31 2.71 
4 7.59 0.07 0.29 0.14 0.78 0.23 1.76 0.34 3.11 
5 2.05 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.77 
6 4.91 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.61 0.21 1.60 0.33 3.05 
7 14.29 0.10 0.49 0.16 0.96 0.21 1.66 0.32 3.02 
8 2.35 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.65 
9 5.94 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.60 0.21 1.59 0.33 3.06 
10 6.10 0.03 0.14 0.12 0.66 0.22 1.68 0.32 2.89 
11 3.44 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.51 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.66 
12 4.16 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.77 
13 9.10 0.08 0.38 0.16 0.94 0.24 1.86 0.35 3.31 
14 5.32 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.57 0.19 1.41 0.31 2.82 
15 0.83 0.00 -0.02 0.08 0.39 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.69 
16 0.14 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.26 0.32 2.69 
17 7.78 0.04 0.18 0.13 0.71 0.21 1.66 0.33 3.07 
18 14.52 0.15 0.72 0.22 1.35 0.31 2.65 0.40 4.03 
19 7.98 0.06 0.29 0.14 0.80 0.22 1.67 0.34 3.14 
20 3.13 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.53 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.73 
21 15.74 0.04 0.19 0.10 0.60 0.19 1.63 0.30 3.09 
22 2.49 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.57 0.19 1.39 0.32 2.85 
23 2.78 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.43 0.17 1.26 0.30 2.70 
24 4.88 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.58 0.19 1.35 0.31 2.74 
25 2.70 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.50 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.70 
26 3.60 0.02 0.06 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.41 0.32 2.86 
27 1.09 0.00 -0.02 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.22 0.31 2.66 
28 4.48 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.61 0.20 1.44 0.32 2.90 
29 0.49 -0.02 -0.06 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.22 0.31 2.67 
30 1.28 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.34 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.63 
31 3.87 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.73 
32 0.73 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.65 
33 3.18 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.50 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.76 
34 4.69 0.01 0.06 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.77 
35 0.75 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.68 
36 2.99 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.75 
37 2.19 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.54 0.19 1.36 0.32 2.80 
38 1.72 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.17 0.30 2.62 
39 4.31 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.77 
40 1.08 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.68 
41 4.48 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.59 0.19 1.37 0.31 2.76 
42 5.46 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.58 0.19 1.40 0.31 2.77 
43 4.44 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.54 0.20 1.48 0.32 2.94 
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44 3.36 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.51 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.72 
45 3.73 0.04 0.18 0.12 0.61 0.21 1.51 0.33 2.95 
46 0.33 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.33 0.16 1.13 0.30 2.58 
47 3.54 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.45 0.17 1.26 0.30 2.65 
48 1.83 -0.02 -0.09 0.08 0.39 0.16 1.16 0.30 2.59 
49 10.62 0.06 0.27 0.14 0.81 0.27 2.16 0.36 3.55 
50 1.83 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.32 0.30 2.65 
51 4.18 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.31 0.30 2.76 
52 4.52 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.50 0.19 1.43 0.31 2.83 
53 1.08 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.35 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.66 
54 1.78 0.09 0.38 0.16 0.76 0.25 1.69 0.37 3.08 
55 11.77 0.08 0.40 0.16 0.93 0.25 2.04 0.34 3.36 
56 5.84 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.58 0.21 1.56 0.33 3.03 
57 4.28 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.45 0.18 1.28 0.30 2.66 
58 3.13 0.04 0.15 0.11 0.57 0.19 1.37 0.31 2.72 
59 3.51 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.57 0.19 1.38 0.32 2.85 
60 1.36 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.29 0.32 2.73 
61 3.95 0.03 0.13 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.22 0.31 2.65 
62 6.83 0.06 0.26 0.14 0.79 0.22 1.64 0.34 3.16 
63 4.02 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.62 0.24 1.75 0.32 2.82 
64 2.06 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.43 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.71 
65 3.91 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.59 0.22 1.64 0.33 2.88 
66 11.34 0.07 0.31 0.13 0.76 0.23 1.80 0.34 3.28 
67 7.66 0.04 0.20 0.13 0.71 0.21 1.60 0.32 2.94 
68 8.14 0.06 0.27 0.15 0.83 0.19 1.46 0.31 2.85 
69 10.13 0.08 0.37 0.16 0.93 0.21 1.63 0.29 2.57 
70 7.92 0.04 0.19 0.09 0.48 0.19 1.41 0.31 2.89 
71 1.72 0.03 0.13 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.24 0.32 2.67 
72 1.68 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.37 0.19 1.27 0.32 2.74 
73 1.22 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.34 0.32 2.80 
74 0.78 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.34 0.17 1.18 0.30 2.64 
75 1.55 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.48 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.71 
76 2.11 0.02 0.09 0.12 0.61 0.20 1.43 0.33 2.87 
77 1.29 0.00 -0.01 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.22 0.31 2.68 
78 5.97 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.59 0.21 1.59 0.33 3.01 
79 2.57 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.49 0.20 1.41 0.32 2.86 
80 2.51 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.47 0.17 1.21 0.31 2.66 
81 9.12 0.03 0.16 0.10 0.56 0.21 1.64 0.32 3.02 
82 1.24 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.34 0.17 1.21 0.30 2.68 
83 2.17 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.77 
84 1.18 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.36 0.16 1.15 0.30 2.60 
85 2.43 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.58 0.20 1.43 0.32 2.87 
86 7.06 0.06 0.25 0.14 0.76 0.20 1.50 0.32 2.93 
87 4.74 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.63 0.19 1.39 0.31 2.81 
88 6.31 0.04 0.18 0.12 0.68 0.22 1.65 0.33 3.03 
89 1.82 -0.01 -0.04 0.07 0.38 0.16 1.16 0.30 2.62 
90 1.16 -0.02 -0.10 0.07 0.36 0.16 1.15 0.30 2.62 
91 2.27 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.47 0.20 1.45 0.33 2.91 
92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.42 0.17 1.19 0.31 2.59 
93 3.15 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.49 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.83 
94 4.20 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.55 0.21 1.56 0.33 3.02 
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95 3.55 0.08 0.34 0.16 0.83 0.27 1.99 0.38 3.39 
96 5.00 0.05 0.20 0.13 0.71 0.21 1.59 0.33 3.04 
97 4.65 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.56 0.20 1.44 0.31 2.77 
98 3.46 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.73 
99 2.61 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.49 0.19 1.34 0.31 2.71 
100 1.73 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.70 
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Thayer County 
 
Standard      
Systems 
Scenario 1          
End Gun 
Scenario 2     
Corner Machine 
Scenario 3                     
Corner Machine + 
End Gun 
Serial 
No. 
Elev. 
Diff 
(m) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
kWh 
Reduction 
(%) 
Savings 
($/hr) 
1 3.20 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.31 0.31 2.75 
2 3.23 0.02 0.11 0.12 0.62 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.72 
3 13.29 0.09 0.43 0.16 0.97 0.25 2.11 0.36 3.59 
4 0.46 -0.01 -0.05 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.22 0.31 2.65 
5 1.52 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.67 
6 1.30 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.31 0.32 2.77 
7 1.63 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.45 0.18 1.27 0.31 2.69 
8 1.58 0.01 0.04 0.11 0.54 0.19 1.33 0.32 2.73 
9 3.29 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.62 0.21 1.46 0.33 2.93 
10 4.34 0.02 0.10 0.07 0.35 0.20 1.52 0.31 2.74 
11 1.07 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.44 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.60 
12 0.50 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.66 
13 1.99 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.41 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.75 
14 1.06 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.71 
15 0.37 -0.01 -0.04 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.24 0.31 2.70 
16 2.19 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.44 0.18 1.32 0.31 2.78 
17 4.77 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.56 0.18 1.33 0.31 2.79 
18 11.64 0.14 0.66 0.18 1.03 0.30 2.50 0.40 3.98 
19 2.91 0.04 0.17 0.14 0.71 0.23 1.68 0.35 3.15 
20 3.86 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.62 0.19 1.36 0.32 2.75 
21 20.60 0.20 1.07 0.25 1.66 0.31 2.83 0.39 4.18 
22 1.26 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.49 0.19 1.33 0.32 2.78 
23 2.46 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.41 0.17 1.24 0.30 2.68 
24 2.41 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.40 0.17 1.19 0.30 2.66 
25 4.85 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.43 0.17 1.26 0.30 2.71 
26 4.01 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.59 0.19 1.36 0.31 2.77 
27 1.03 -0.02 -0.09 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.69 
28 2.23 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.56 0.19 1.37 0.32 2.83 
29 2.30 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.46 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.73 
30 2.45 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.50 0.20 1.39 0.32 2.85 
31 4.00 0.03 0.14 0.12 0.64 0.19 1.38 0.31 2.66 
32 2.17 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.18 1.30 0.31 2.73 
33 1.36 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.23 0.31 2.67 
34 0.33 -0.02 -0.07 0.07 0.36 0.17 1.16 0.30 2.62 
35 1.10 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.45 0.17 1.13 0.30 2.56 
36 3.70 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.17 1.26 0.30 2.70 
37 1.90 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.53 0.22 1.56 0.34 3.03 
38 5.66 0.09 0.38 0.17 0.94 0.25 1.86 0.36 3.34 
39 1.38 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.50 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.71 
40 12.96 0.06 0.29 0.14 0.85 0.22 1.79 0.33 3.26 
41 1.43 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.51 0.20 1.43 0.33 2.87 
42 15.99 0.15 0.76 0.21 1.34 0.29 2.46 0.38 3.94 
43 3.11 0.00 0.01 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.33 0.31 2.78 
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44 7.15 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.44 0.16 1.23 0.29 2.70 
45 2.37 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.20 0.30 2.61 
46 2.82 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.49 0.19 1.37 0.31 2.74 
47 1.25 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.21 0.31 2.67 
48 3.18 0.00 -0.02 0.09 0.45 0.17 1.22 0.30 2.65 
49 3.91 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.58 0.20 1.45 0.32 2.87 
50 0.25 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.19 1.28 0.32 2.73 
51 1.10 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.33 0.16 1.13 0.30 2.60 
52 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.43 0.22 1.51 0.33 2.82 
53 1.80 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.50 0.19 1.33 0.32 2.80 
54 4.93 0.04 0.18 0.13 0.71 0.21 1.54 0.33 3.00 
55 2.94 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.51 0.19 1.33 0.32 2.76 
56 7.40 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.50 0.17 1.33 0.30 2.79 
57 1.39 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.53 0.19 1.35 0.31 2.70 
58 10.09 0.03 0.16 0.12 0.68 0.20 1.55 0.31 2.94 
59 1.33 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 0.43 0.18 1.29 0.31 2.74 
60 4.47 0.06 0.24 0.15 0.79 0.25 1.82 0.36 3.30 
61 2.46 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.52 0.19 1.39 0.32 2.85 
62 6.23 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.53 0.17 1.27 0.30 2.72 
63 8.04 0.01 0.07 0.10 0.58 0.20 1.53 0.32 2.99 
64 1.06 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.42 0.17 1.16 0.30 2.62 
65 3.21 0.08 0.35 0.16 0.83 0.22 1.51 0.34 2.93 
66 3.29 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.53 0.21 1.50 0.33 2.95 
67 4.91 0.07 0.28 0.15 0.82 0.23 1.64 0.34 2.98 
68 4.29 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.60 0.19 1.35 0.31 2.80 
69 5.03 0.05 0.21 0.14 0.74 0.22 1.59 0.33 2.98 
70 0.23 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.29 0.32 2.74 
71 0.75 0.02 0.09 0.12 0.59 0.21 1.49 0.34 2.91 
72 9.52 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.64 0.20 1.58 0.32 3.02 
73 11.70 0.04 0.19 0.12 0.72 0.22 1.78 0.33 3.25 
74 0.46 -0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.22 0.31 2.69 
75 0.89 -0.01 -0.03 0.08 0.43 0.17 1.19 0.31 2.66 
76 4.27 0.04 0.18 0.13 0.71 0.21 1.57 0.33 2.96 
77 2.68 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.49 0.19 1.36 0.32 2.79 
78 2.17 0.03 0.13 0.13 0.65 0.22 1.57 0.34 3.03 
79 5.41 0.00 -0.01 0.09 0.47 0.18 1.33 0.30 2.79 
80 16.86 0.11 0.55 0.18 1.11 0.23 1.94 0.34 3.42 
81 3.97 0.03 0.13 0.10 0.48 0.22 1.56 0.33 2.86 
82 3.04 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.59 0.20 1.45 0.33 2.90 
83 12.39 0.10 0.50 0.17 1.02 0.26 2.16 0.37 3.62 
84 2.78 0.03 0.11 0.12 0.61 0.21 1.52 0.34 2.99 
85 1.12 -0.02 -0.07 0.08 0.40 0.18 1.26 0.31 2.73 
86 12.44 0.12 0.57 0.19 1.13 0.25 2.02 0.35 3.32 
87 0.98 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.43 0.18 1.25 0.31 2.65 
88 3.33 0.00 -0.02 0.08 0.44 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.74 
89 9.83 0.11 0.51 0.16 0.91 0.23 1.74 0.34 3.09 
90 14.61 0.11 0.53 0.15 0.90 0.19 1.51 0.31 2.89 
91 13.73 0.08 0.41 0.16 0.99 0.23 1.90 0.34 3.38 
92 4.71 0.09 0.39 0.17 0.91 0.27 1.96 0.38 3.39 
93 2.82 -0.01 -0.03 0.09 0.45 0.19 1.35 0.32 2.81 
94 3.22 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.55 0.18 1.25 0.30 2.57 
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95 4.64 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.61 0.19 1.37 0.31 2.83 
96 0.90 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.39 0.17 1.20 0.31 2.66 
97 1.92 -0.01 -0.05 0.08 0.42 0.18 1.28 0.31 2.75 
98 11.73 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.55 0.17 1.41 0.29 2.88 
99 0.39 -0.03 -0.11 0.07 0.34 0.16 1.13 0.30 2.59 
100 1.15 -0.02 -0.08 0.07 0.37 0.17 1.16 0.30 2.62 
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APPENDIX II 
The following Python script was developed to perform the iterations and calculations 
involved in the study. 
# Python code to get elevation information from selected county 
# Get necessary Python modules 
import arcpy.sa, csv, math, random, string, Tkinter, tkMessageBox 
 
# Set active directory 
dir = "Directory here" 
 
# Run information 
# TestRun1 is NED 
# TestRun2 is LiDAR 
run = "TestRun1" 
 
# only used when sampling new pivots 
sampleSize = 100 
 
# List of counties to be sampled 
counties = ["Antelope", "BoxButte", "Butler", "Cedar",  
 "Chase", "Custer", "Hamilton", "Keith", "Phelps", "Thayer"] 
county = counties[0] 
 
# Friction loss along lateral with no end gun  
# Chu and Moe (1972) 
def HfChuMoe_ft(Qsys_gpm, ID_in, C_hz, r_m, R_m): 
 x = r_m / R_m 
 return (0.548 * 0.207 * (100 / float(C_hz)) ** 1.852 * Qsys_gpm ** 1.852 / ID_in **    
4.87* R_m * 3.28 / 100) * (float(15) / 8 * (x - 2 * x ** 3 / 3 + x ** 5 / 5)) 
 
# Friction loss along lateral with end gun 
# Valiantzas and Dercas (2005) 
def HfVD_ft(Qb_gpm, Qg_gpm, ID_in, C_hz, x_m, L_m): 
 Leq_m = float(L_m) / math.sqrt(1 - Qg_gpm / float(Qb_gpm + Qg_gpm)) 
 return ((0.207 * (100 / float(C_hz)) ** 1.852 * (Qb_gpm + Qg_gpm) ** 1.852 / ID_in ** 
4.87 / 100) * (Leq_m * 3.28) * ((x_m / Leq_m) - float(1.852) / 3 * (x_m / Leq_m) ** 3 + 
float(1.852 - 1) / (7 - 1.852) * (x_m / Leq_m) ** (7 - 1.852))) 
 
# Friction loss across the overhang 
def Hfoverhang_ft(Q_gpm, ID_in, C_hz, L_ft): 
 return (0.207 * (100 / C_hz) ** 1.852 * Q_gpm ** 1.852 / ID_in ** 4.87 * L_ft / 100) 
 
# End gun flow vs. pressure relationship 
# Constant obtained from non-linear regression with Nelson data for 100 series taper nozzle Big 
Gun 
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# End gun with 0.8" nozzle size  
def Qendgun_gpm(P_psi): 
 
# 100 Big Gun with 0.7" nozzle 
 return (18.5 * math.sqrt(P_psi)) 
 
# Corner machine end gun with 0.9" nozzle size 
def QCorendgun_gpm(P_psi): 
 
# 100 Big Gun with 0.7" nozzle 
 return (23.5 * math.sqrt(P_psi)) 
 
# EG 
def EGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(Pc_psi, Q_gpm): 
 return ((2.31 * Pc_psi + Lift_ft) - (-0.15402 * Q_gpm + 142.74)) 
def EGDesignPumpCurve_psi(Q_gpm, maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft): 
 return ((((-0.15402 * Q_gpm + 142.74) + maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft) - Lift_ft) / 2.31) 
def EGEff(Q_gpm, maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft, TDH_ft): 
 return ((0.86 + ((0.0000000137 * Q_gpm ** 2 - 0.00002541 * Q_gpm + 0.01180) * 
(maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft - TDH_ft) + (-0.0000014036 * Q_gpm ** 2 + 0.0025438 * Q_gpm - 
1.1522))) * (Eff_BasePump / 0.86)) 
 
# CorNoEG 
def CorNoEGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(Pc_psi, Q_gpm): 
 return ((2.31 * Pc_psi + Lift_ft) - (-0.000103 * Q_gpm ** 2 + 0.086 * Q_gpm + 39.52)) 
def CorNoEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(Q_gpm, maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft): 
 return ((((-0.000103 * Q_gpm ** 2 + 0.086 * Q_gpm + 39.52) + maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft) - 
Lift_ft) / 2.31) 
def CorNoEGEff(Q_gpm, maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft, TDH_ft): 
 return ((0.845 + ((0.0000000005 * Q_gpm ** 2 - 0.00000245 * Q_gpm + 0.00214) * 
(maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft - TDH_ft) + (-0.0000006646 * Q_gpm ** 2 + 0.0015168 * Q_gpm - 
0.8648))) * (Eff_BasePump / 0.845)) 
 
# CorEG 
def CorEGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(Pc_psi, Q_gpm): 
 return ((2.31 * Pc_psi + Lift_ft) - (-0.000115 * Q_gpm ** 2 + 0.117 * Q_gpm + 49.61)) 
def CorEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(Q_gpm, maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft): 
 return ((((-0.000115 * Q_gpm ** 2 + 0.117 * Q_gpm + 49.61) + maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft) - 
Lift_ft) / 2.31) 
def CorEGEff(Q_gpm, maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft, TDH_ft): 
 return ((0.829 + ((0.000000000025 * Q_gpm ** 2 - 0.00000086572 * Q_gpm + 0.00099) 
* (maxTDHAtMaxQ_ft - TDH_ft) + (-0.0000003449 * Q_gpm ** 2 + 0.0008686 * Q_gpm - 
0.5440))) * (Eff_BasePump / 0.829)) 
  
# Pivot parameters 
Preg_psi = 25 
C = 130.0 
pipeID_in = 6.375 
riser_ft = 11 
EGangle_deg = 40 
corEGangle_deg = 9 
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towerDist_m = [0, 56.62, 113.24, 169.86, 226.46, 283.08, 339.70, 396.34] 
overhang_ft = 20 
overhangID_in = 4 
cornerSpan_ft = 200 
cornerOverhang_ft = 87 
QsysNoEG_gpm = 780 
HftsNoEG_ft = [0]  
for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
 HftsNoEG_ft.append(HfChuMoe_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, pipeID_in, C, 
towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1])) 
Pbooster_psi = 30 
fullCornerLength_m = (cornerSpan_ft + cornerOverhang_ft) / 3.28 
fullmachineLength_m = towerDist_m[-1] + fullCornerLength_m 
angleExtension_deg = math.degrees(math.acos(towerDist_m[-1] / fullmachineLength_m)) 
angleRetraction_deg = angleExtension_deg 
angleFull_deg = 90 - angleRetraction_deg - angleExtension_deg 
fullCornerStartRelX_m = [towerDist_m[-1],fullCornerLength_m,-towerDist_m[-1],-
fullCornerLength_m] 
fullCornerStartRelY_m = [-fullCornerLength_m,towerDist_m[-1],fullCornerLength_m,-
towerDist_m[-1]] 
extensionOHDistPerDeg_m = (math.sqrt(fullmachineLength_m ** 2 - towerDist_m[-1] ** 2) + 
fullCornerLength_m)/angleExtension_deg 
retractionOHDistPerDeg_m = (math.sqrt(fullmachineLength_m ** 2 - towerDist_m[-1] ** 2) - 
fullCornerLength_m)/angleRetraction_deg 
QsysCorNoEG_gpm = QsysNoEG_gpm * (fullmachineLength_m ** 2 / towerDist_m[-1] ** 2) 
cornerTowerXYs_m = [] 
corPrjDist_m = [] 
QcorNoEG_gpm = [] 
HftsCorNoEG_ft = [] 
 
#Corner tower position 
for degree in xrange(1,361): 
 quadrant = int(degree / 90) + 1  
 equivalentAngle_deg = degree % 90 
 # extension zone 
 if equivalentAngle_deg < angleExtension_deg:   
  if quadrant == 1: 
   overhangRelX_m = fullCornerStartRelX_m[0] 
   overhangRelY_m = fullCornerStartRelY_m[0] + equivalentAngle_deg * 
extensionOHDistPerDeg_m 
  elif quadrant == 2: 
   overhangRelX_m = fullCornerStartRelX_m[1] - equivalentAngle_deg * 
extensionOHDistPerDeg_m 
   overhangRelY_m = fullCornerStartRelY_m[1] 
  elif quadrant == 3: 
   overhangRelX_m = fullCornerStartRelX_m[2] 
   overhangRelY_m = fullCornerStartRelY_m[2] - equivalentAngle_deg * 
extensionOHDistPerDeg_m 
  else: 
   overhangRelX_m = fullCornerStartRelX_m[3] + equivalentAngle_deg * 
extensionOHDistPerDeg_m 
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   overhangRelY_m = fullCornerStartRelY_m[3] 
  
# fully extended zone 
 elif equivalentAngle_deg < angleExtension_deg + angleFull_deg: 
  overhangRelX_m = fullmachineLength_m * math.cos(math.radians(degree)) 
  overhangRelY_m = fullmachineLength_m * math.sin(math.radians(degree)) 
  
# retraction zone 
 else: 
  overhangRelX_m = fullmachineLength_m * math.cos(math.radians((90 * 
(quadrant - 1)) + angleExtension_deg + angleFull_deg)) 
  overhangRelY_m = fullmachineLength_m * math.sin(math.radians((90 * 
(quadrant - 1)) + angleExtension_deg + angleFull_deg)) 
  if quadrant == 1: 
   overhangRelX_m += -(equivalentAngle_deg - (angleExtension_deg + 
angleFull_deg)) * retractionOHDistPerDeg_m 
   overhangRelY_m += 0 
  elif quadrant == 2: 
   overhangRelX_m += 0 
   overhangRelY_m += -(equivalentAngle_deg - (angleExtension_deg + 
angleFull_deg)) * retractionOHDistPerDeg_m 
  elif quadrant == 3: 
   overhangRelX_m += (equivalentAngle_deg - (angleExtension_deg + 
angleFull_deg)) * retractionOHDistPerDeg_m 
   overhangRelY_m += 0 
  else: 
   overhangRelX_m += 0 
   overhangRelY_m += (equivalentAngle_deg - (angleExtension_deg + 
angleFull_deg)) * retractionOHDistPerDeg_m 
 lastTowerRelX_m = towerDist_m[-1] * math.cos(math.radians(degree)) 
 lastTowerRelY_m = towerDist_m[-1] * math.sin(math.radians(degree)) 
 cornerTowerXYs_m.append([lastTowerRelX_m + (overhangRelX_m - 
lastTowerRelX_m) * ((cornerSpan_ft / 3.28) / fullCornerLength_m),lastTowerRelY_m + 
(overhangRelY_m - lastTowerRelY_m) * ((cornerSpan_ft / 3.28) / fullCornerLength_m)]) 
corPrjDist_m.append(math.cos(math.radians(degree)) * (overhangRelX_m - towerDist_m[-1] * 
math.cos(math.radians(degree))) +math.sin(math.radians(degree)) * (overhangRelY_m - 
towerDist_m[-1] * math.sin(math.radians(degree)))) 
QcorNoEG_gpm.append(max(QsysNoEG_gpm * ((towerDist_m[-1]+corPrjDist_m[-
1])**2/towerDist_m[-1]**2 - 1), float(0))) # flow in lateral after tower 7 
 HftsCorNoEG_ft.append([0]) 
 for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
  HftsCorNoEG_ft[-1].append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, QcorNoEG_gpm[-1], 
pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1])) 
HftsCorNoEG_ft[-1].append(HftsCorNoEG_ft[-1][-1] + (HfChuMoe_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[-1]/(1-
towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft 
/ 3.28, fullmachineLength_m) - 
HfChuMoe_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[-1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1], fullmachineLength_m)))HftsCorNoEG_ft[-
1].append(HftsCorNoEG_ft[-1][-1] + (HfChuMoe_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[-1]/(1-towerDist_m[-
1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), pipeID_in, C, fullmachineLength_m, fullmachineLength_m) - 
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HfChuMoe_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[-1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m))) 
 
file = open(dir + "/Cornerflowrate/Cornerflowrate.csv", "wb") 
writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
writer.writerow(["Degree","corPrjDist_m","QcorNoEG_gpm"] + [("Hft" + str(i) + 
"CorNoEG_ft") for i in xrange(1,9)] + ["HfOHCorNoEG_ft"]) 
for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
 writer.writerow([degree, corPrjDist_m[degree - 1], QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]] + 
HftsCorNoEG_ft[degree - 1][1:]) 
file.close() 
   
# Energy parameters 
Lift_ft = 72.0 
Eff_BasePump = 0.83 
Eff_VFD = 0.96 
Eff_booster = 0.9 
NPPPC_elec = 1.18 
cost_elec = 0.1115 
 
# Stores current map document as variable mxd for adding/removing layers 
mxd = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument("CURRENT") 
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxd, "Layers")[0] 
 
# Display all Nebraska pivots 
addLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(dir + 
"INPUT/2005_NE_Center_PivotsR_m/center_pivot_2005_nebraskaRad.shp") 
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df, addLayer) 
 
# Select all pivots more than area of 121 acres (filtering out wipers and suspiciously small pivots) 
arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("center_pivot_2005_nebraskaRad", 
"NEW_SELECTION", "\"ACRES\" >= 121") 
 
# Select all pivots more than radius of 1300 ft to 1330 ft in the county of interest (filtering out 
wipers and suspiciously small & big pivots) and copy them into a new shapefile 
arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("center_pivot_2005_nebraskaRad", 
"SUBSET_SELECTION", "(\"Radius\" >= 1300) And (\"Radius\" <= 1330)") 
arcpy.CopyFeatures_management("center_pivot_2005_nebraskaRad", dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + 
run + "/Filtered_Pivots.shp") 
 
# Display all Nebraska counties 
addLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(dir + "INPUT/County_UTM/County_UTM.shp") 
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df, addLayer) 
 
# Ask user whether he/she wants to use NED or LiDAR 
topo = tkMessageBox.askyesno("Elevation Rasters", "Click \"Yes\" for NED and \"No\" for 
LiDAR!") 
# Use NED 
if topo == True: 
 # Get list of rasters in county's MosaicDEM folder 
 arcpy.env.workspace = dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/MosaicDEM" 
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 rasters = arcpy.ListRasters(county + "_Elevation.tif", "TIF") 
 # If county's elevation raster is found 
 if len(rasters) != 0: 
  # add county's elevation raster to ArcMap 
  addLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + 
"/MosaicDEM/" + county + "_Elevation.tif") 
  arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df, addLayer) 
# Otherwise 
 else: 
# Combine all DEM tiles for the county of interest into a single DEM in the NAD 1983 UTM 
Zone 14N projection 
  arcpy.env.workspace = dir + "INPUT/" + county + "/" + county + "_DEM" 
  rasters = arcpy.ListRasters("*", "IMG") 
  arcpy.MosaicToNewRaster_management(rasters, dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + 
"/" + county + "/MosaicDEM/", county + "_Elevation.tif",  
   arcpy.SpatialReference("NAD 1983 UTM Zone 14N"), 
"32_BIT_FLOAT", "", "1", "BLEND") 
# Use LiDAR 
else: 
 
# add county's elevation raster to ArcMap 
 addLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(dir + "INPUT/" + county + "/" + county + 
"_DEM(2m2m)/" + county + "2m") 
 arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df, addLayer) 
 
# Select the county of interest 
arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("County_UTM", "NEW_SELECTION", "\"NAME\" 
= \'" + county + "\'") 
 
# Select all pivots in the county of interest            
arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management("Filtered_Pivots", "WITHIN", "County_UTM", 0, 
"NEW_SELECTION") 
 
# Store ID, centroid position, and radius info for each filtered pivot in county 
countyPivots = [] 
pivots = arcpy.SearchCursor("Filtered_Pivots", "", "", "ID; X_Coordina; Y_Coordina; Radius", 
"ID A") 
for pivot in pivots: 
 countyPivots.append([pivot.ID, pivot.X_Coordina, pivot.Y_Coordina, pivot.Radius]) 
 
# Ask user whether he/she wants to sample new pivots 
newSample = tkMessageBox.askyesno("Random Sampling", "Do you want to sample new 
pivots?") 
 
# New sample 
if newSample == True: 
 
# Create a randomly generated list of row numbers indicating which filtered pivots will be 
sampled 
 sampledRowNums = sorted(random.sample(xrange(len(countyPivots)), sampleSize)) 
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# Old sample 
else: 
 
# Read in pivot IDs from county summary 
 file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/TestRun1/" + county + "/Summary/" + county + 
"Summary.csv", "rb") 
 reader = csv.reader(file, delimiter = ",") 
 sampledPivotIDs = [] 
 rowNum = 1 
 for row in reader: 
  if rowNum > 2: 
   sampledPivotIDs.append(row[0]) 
  rowNum += 1 
 file.close() 
 sampledPivotIDs.pop() 
 # Find row numbers of pivots in old sample 
 p = 0 
 sampledRowNums = [] 
 for p in xrange(len(countyPivots)): 
  if str(countyPivots[p][0]) in sampledPivotIDs: 
   sampledRowNums.append(p) 
  p += 1 
 
# Blank lists to store info for county 
sampledPivotIDs = [] 
maxElev_ft = [] 
centerElev_ft = [] 
elevDiff_ft = [] 
avgBHPNoEGVFD = [] 
avgBHPNoEGNoVFD = [] 
avgBHPsavedNoEG = [] 
avgBHPEGVFD = [] 
avgBHPEGNoVFD = [] 
avgBHPsavedEG = [] 
avgBHPsavedEGbooster = [] 
avgBHPCorNoEGVFD = [] 
avgBHPCorNoEGNoVFD = [] 
avgBHPsavedCorNoEG = [] 
avgBHPCorEGVFD = [] 
avgBHPCorEGNoVFD = [] 
avgBHPsavedCorEG = [] 
avgBHPsavedCorEGbooster = [] 
ElecSaved = [] 
ElecCostSaved = [] 
allPcreqsNoEG_psi = [[degree] for degree in xrange(1, 361)] 
allPcreqsEG_psi = [[degree] for degree in xrange(1, 361)] 
allPcreqsCorNoEG_psi = [[degree] for degree in xrange(1, 361)] 
allPcreqsCorEG_psi = [[degree] for degree in xrange(1, 361)] 
 
# for each filtered pivot 
for rowNum in xrange(len(countyPivots)): 
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 # if selected for sampling 
 if rowNum in sampledRowNums: 
  # Add pivot ID to list 
  sampledPivotIDs.append(countyPivots[rowNum][0]) 
 
  # Store coordinates of pivot centroid 
  sampledLocs = [] 
  centroid = [countyPivots[rowNum][1], countyPivots[rowNum][2]] 
  sampledLocs.append(["Center", centroid[0], centroid[1]]) 
 
# Calculate location of each tower for each degree and write coordinates to csv file  
  for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
   for tower in xrange(7): 
    sampledLocs.append([string.zfill(degree,3) + "T" + str(tower + 
1), centroid[0] + towerDist_m[tower + 1] * math.cos(math.radians(degree)), centroid[1] + 
towerDist_m[tower + 1] * math.sin(math.radians(degree))]) 
sampledLocs.append([string.zfill(degree,3) + "T8", centroid[0] + cornerTowerXYs_m[degree - 
1][0], centroid[1] + cornerTowerXYs_m[degree - 1][1]]) 
  file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Coordinates/ID" + 
str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]) + ".csv", "wb") 
  writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
  writer.writerow(["Name","X_Coordina","Y_Coordina"]) 
  writer.writerows(sampledLocs) 
  file.close() 
 
# Create event file using coordinates csv and extract elevation for those coordinates 
  arcpy.MakeXYEventLayer_management(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + 
county + "/Coordinates/ID" + str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]) + ".csv",  
   "X_Coordina", "Y_Coordina", "ID" + str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]), 
arcpy.SpatialReference("NAD 1983 UTM Zone 14N")) 
   
# Using NED 
  if topo == True: 
   arcpy.sa.ExtractValuesToPoints("ID" + str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]), 
county + "_Elevation.tif", dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Coordinates/ID" + 
str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]) + "Elevs", "NONE", "VALUE_ONLY") 
   
# Using LiDAR 
  else: 
arcpy.sa.ExtractValuesToPoints("ID" + str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]), county + "2m", dir + 
"OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Coordinates/ID" + str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]) + 
"Elevs", "NONE", "VALUE_ONLY") 
 
# Store elevation values into 2D list; 1st dimension is degrees and 2nd dimension is towers 
  maxElev_ft.append(-9999) 
  elevs = arcpy.SearchCursor("ID" + str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]) + "Elevs", "", 
"", "RASTERVALU") 
  locNum = 0 
  for elev in elevs: 
   sampledLocs[locNum].append(elev.RASTERVALU) 
   if elev.RASTERVALU * 3.28 > maxElev_ft[-1]: 
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    maxElev_ft[-1] = elev.RASTERVALU * 3.28 
   locNum += 1 
  centerElev_ft.append(sampledLocs[0][-1] * 3.28) 
  elevDiff_ft.append(maxElev_ft[-1] - centerElev_ft[-1]) 
   
  # losses to towers and pressure requirements for no end gun 
  towersLossNoEG_psi = [] 
  PcreqsNoEG_psi = [] 
  for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
   locNum = 1 + (degree - 1) * 8 
   towersLossNoEG_psi.append([]) 
    
# calculate losses to each tower using elevation change with respect to center, riser height, and 
friction loss 
   for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
    towersLossNoEG_psi[-1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum + 
tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsNoEG_ft[tower]) / 2.31) 
    
# find center pressure requirement using regulator pressure, 5 psi extra, and maximum loss to 
towers 
   PcreqsNoEG_psi.append(Preg_psi + 5 + max(towersLossNoEG_psi[-
1])) 
    
# find maximum center pressure to satisfy pressure requirements at all degrees 
  maxPcreqNoEG_psi = max(PcreqsNoEG_psi) 
   
# losses to towers and pressure requirements for end gun with VFD 
  towersLossEGVFD_psi = [] 
  LossToEGVFD_psi = [] 
  QEGVFD_gpm = [] 
  PcreqsEG_psi = [] 
  Pend_psi = 30 
  EGDesignTDH_ft = -9999 
  for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
   locNum = 1 + (degree - 1) * 8 
   towersLossEGVFD_psi.append([]) 
# end gun on 
   if (degree + (90 - EGangle_deg) / 2.0) % 90 > 90 - EGangle_deg: 
# Guess end gun flow rate using previous Pend_psi 
    QEG1_gpm = Qendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
     
# Estimate span friction losses and losses to each tower 
    HftsEG_ft = [0] 
    for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
     HftsEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1])) 
towersLossEGVFD_psi[-1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) 
* 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
    
# Estimate overhang friction losses and losses to end gun 
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    HftsEG_ft.append(HftsEG_ft[-1] + Hfoverhang_ft(QEG1_gpm, 
overhangID_in, C, overhang_ft)) 
    LossToEGVFD_psi.append((((sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3] + 
(sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 5][3]) * (overhang_ft / 3.28) / 
(towerDist_m[-1] - towerDist_m[-2])) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsEG_ft[-1]) / 
2.31) 
     
# Estimate center pressure requirement using regulator pressure, 5 psi extra, and maximum loss 
to towers 
    PcreqsEG_psi.append(Preg_psi + 5 + 
max(towersLossEGVFD_psi[-1])) 
     
# Find resultant end pressure and end gun flow rate 
    Pend_psi = PcreqsEG_psi[-1] - LossToEGVFD_psi[-1] 
    QEG2_gpm = Qendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
     
# Recalculate until estimated and resultant end gun flow rates are within 1 gpm of each other 
    while abs(QEG2_gpm - QEG1_gpm) > 1: 
     QEG1_gpm = QEG2_gpm 
     HftsEG_ft = [0] 
     for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
      HftsEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1])) 
      towersLossEGVFD_psi[-1][tower - 1] = 
((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + 
HftsEG_ft[tower]) / 2.31 
     HftsEG_ft.append(HftsEG_ft[-1] + 
Hfoverhang_ft(QEG1_gpm, overhangID_in, C, overhang_ft)) 
     LossToEGVFD_psi[-1] = (((sampledLocs[locNum + 
6][3] + (sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 5][3]) * (overhang_ft / 3.28) / 
(towerDist_m[-1] - towerDist_m[-2])) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsEG_ft[-1]) / 
2.31 
     PcreqsEG_psi[-1] = Preg_psi + 5 + 
max(towersLossEGVFD_psi[-1]) 
     Pend_psi = PcreqsEG_psi[-1] - LossToEGVFD_psi[-1] 
     QEG2_gpm = Qendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
    QEGVFD_gpm.append(QEG2_gpm) 
   # end gun off 
   else: 
    # same as no end gun 
    towersLossEGVFD_psi[-1] = towersLossNoEG_psi[degree - 1] 
    PcreqsEG_psi.append(Preg_psi + 5 + 
max(towersLossEGVFD_psi[-1])) 
    QEGVFD_gpm.append(0) 
   if EGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(PcreqsEG_psi[-1], QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QEGVFD_gpm[-1]) > EGDesignTDH_ft: 
    EGDesignTDH_ft = EGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(PcreqsEG_psi[-1], 
QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGVFD_gpm[-1]) 
   
# losses to towers and pressure requirements for end gun with no VFD 
  towersLossEGNoVFD_psi = [] 
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  LossToEGNoVFD_psi = [] 
  QEGNoVFD_gpm = [] 
  Pend_psi = 30 
  for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
   locNum = 1 + (degree - 1) * 7 
   towersLossEGNoVFD_psi.append([]) 
   # end gun on 
   if (degree + (90 - EGangle_deg) / 2.0) % 90 > 90 - EGangle_deg: 
# Guess end gun flow rate using previous Pend_psi 
    QEG1_gpm = Qendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
     
# Estimate span friction losses and losses to each tower 
    HftsEG_ft = [0] 
    for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
     HftsEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1])) 
     towersLossEGNoVFD_psi[-
1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + 
HftsEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
     
# Estimate overhang friction losses and losses to end gun 
    HftsEG_ft.append(HftsEG_ft[-1] + Hfoverhang_ft(QEG1_gpm, 
overhangID_in, C, overhang_ft)) 
    LossToEGNoVFD_psi.append((((sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3] 
+ (sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 5][3]) *  
     (overhang_ft / 3.28) / (towerDist_m[-1] - towerDist_m[-
2])) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
     
# Find resultant end pressure and end gun flow rate 
    Pend_psi = EGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QEG1_gpm, EGDesignTDH_ft) - LossToEGNoVFD_psi[-1] 
    QEG2_gpm = Qendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
     
# Recalculate until estimated and resultant end gun flow rates are within 1 gpm of each other 
    while abs(QEG2_gpm - QEG1_gpm) > 1: 
     QEG1_gpm = QEG2_gpm 
     HftsEG_ft = [0] 
     for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
      HftsEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1]))    
  towersLossEGNoVFD_psi[-1][tower - 1] = ((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 
1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsEG_ft[tower]) / 2.31 
     HftsEG_ft.append(HftsEG_ft[-1] + 
Hfoverhang_ft(QEG1_gpm, overhangID_in, C, overhang_ft)) 
     LossToEGNoVFD_psi[-1] = (((sampledLocs[locNum + 
6][3] + (sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 5][3]) * (overhang_ft / 3.28) / 
(towerDist_m[-1] - towerDist_m[-2])) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsEG_ft[-1]) / 
2.31 
     Pend_psi = EGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm 
+ QEG1_gpm, EGDesignTDH_ft) - LossToEGNoVFD_psi[-1] 
     QEG2_gpm = Qendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
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    QEGNoVFD_gpm.append(QEG2_gpm) 
   # end gun off 
   else: 
    # same as no end gun 
   towersLossEGNoVFD_psi[-1] = towersLossNoEG_psi[degree - 1] 
    QEGNoVFD_gpm.append(0) 
   
# losses to towers and pressure requirements for corner system with no end gun 
  towersLossCorNoEG_psi = [] 
  PcreqsCorNoEG_psi = [] 
  CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft = -9999 
  for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
   locNum = 1 + (degree - 1) * 8 
   towersLossCorNoEG_psi.append([]) 
    
# calculate losses to each tower using elevation change with respect to center, riser height, and 
friction loss 
   for tower in xrange(1, 9): 
    towersLossCorNoEG_psi[-1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum + 
tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorNoEG_ft[degree - 1][tower]) / 
2.31) 
   towersLossCorNoEG_psi[-1].append((((sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] + 
(sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3]) * (cornerOverhang_ft / 3.28) / 
(cornerSpan_ft / 3.28)) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorNoEG_ft[degree - 
1][tower]) / 2.31) 
    
# find center pressure requirement using regulator pressure, 5 psi extra, and maximum loss to 
towers 
   PcreqsCorNoEG_psi.append(Preg_psi + 5 + 
max(towersLossCorNoEG_psi[-1])) 
   if CorNoEGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(PcreqsCorNoEG_psi[-1], QsysNoEG_gpm 
+ QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]) > CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft: 
    CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft = 
CorNoEGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(PcreqsCorNoEG_psi[-1], QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree 
- 1]) 
    
# losses to towers and pressure requirements for corner system with end gun and VFD 
  towersLossCorEGVFD_psi = [] 
  LossToCorEGVFD_psi = [] 
  QcorEGVFD_gpm = [] 
  PcreqsCorEG_psi = [] 
  Pend_psi = 30 
  CorEGDesignTDH_ft = -9999 
  for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
   locNum = 1 + (degree - 1) * 8 
   towersLossCorEGVFD_psi.append([]) 
   # end gun on 
   if (degree + (90 - corEGangle_deg) / 2.0) % 90 > 90 - corEGangle_deg: 
    # Guess end gun flow rate using previous Pend_psi 
    QEG1_gpm = QCorendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
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    # Estimate span friction losses and losses to each tower 
    HftsCorEG_ft = [0] 
    for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
     HftsCorEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, 
QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-
1])) 
     towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-
1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + 
HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
    HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m) - 
HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1], fullmachineLength_m))) 
    towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum 
+ 7][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
     
# Estimate overhang friction losses and losses to end gun 
    HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, fullmachineLength_m, fullmachineLength_m) -
HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m)))  
    towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1].append((((sampledLocs[locNum 
+ 7][3] + (sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3]) *(cornerOverhang_ft / 
3.28) / (cornerSpan_ft / 3.28)) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
    LossToCorEGVFD_psi.append(towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-
1][-1]) 
     
# Estimate center pressure requirement using regulator pressure, 5 psi extra, and maximum loss 
to towers 
    PcreqsCorEG_psi.append(Preg_psi + 5 + 
max(towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1])) 
     
# Find resultant end pressure and end gun flow rate 
    Pend_psi = PcreqsCorEG_psi[-1] - LossToCorEGVFD_psi[-1] 
    QEG2_gpm = QCorendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
     
# Recalculate until estimated and resultant end gun flow rates are within 1 gpm of each other 
    while abs(QEG2_gpm - QEG1_gpm) > 1: 
     QEG1_gpm = QEG2_gpm 
     HftsCorEG_ft = [0] 
     for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
  HftsCorEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1])) 
towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1][tower - 1] = ((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 1][3] - 
sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31 
     HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m) - 
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HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1], fullmachineLength_m))) 
     towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1][7] = 
((sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31 
     HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, fullmachineLength_m, fullmachineLength_m) -
HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m)))  
     towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1][8] = 
(((sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] + (sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3]) 
* (cornerOverhang_ft / 3.28) / (cornerSpan_ft / 3.28)) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + 
HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31 
     LossToCorEGVFD_psi[-1] = 
towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1][-1] 
     PcreqsCorEG_psi[-1] = Preg_psi + 5 + 
max(towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1]) 
     Pend_psi = PcreqsCorEG_psi[-1] - 
LossToCorEGVFD_psi[-1] 
     QEG2_gpm = QCorendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + 
Pbooster_psi) 
    QcorEGVFD_gpm.append(QEG2_gpm) 
   # end gun off 
   else: 
    # same as no end gun 
    towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1] = 
towersLossCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1] 
    PcreqsCorEG_psi.append(Preg_psi + 5 + 
max(towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[-1])) 
    QcorEGVFD_gpm.append(0) 
   if CorEGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(PcreqsCorEG_psi[-1], QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QcorEGVFD_gpm[-1]) > CorEGDesignTDH_ft: 
    CorEGDesignTDH_ft = 
CorEGTDHAtMaxQ_ft(PcreqsCorEG_psi[-1], QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QcorEGVFD_gpm[-1]) 
   
# losses to towers and pressure requirements for corner system with end gun and no VFD 
  towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi = [] 
  LossToCorEGNoVFD_psi = [] 
  QcorEGNoVFD_gpm = [] 
  Pend_psi = 30 
  for degree in xrange(1, 361): 
   locNum = 1 + (degree - 1) * 8 
   towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi.append([]) 
   # end gun on 
   if (degree + (90 - corEGangle_deg) / 2.0) % 90 > 90 - corEGangle_deg: 
    # Guess end gun flow rate using previous Pend_psi 
    QEG1_gpm = QCorendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
 
    # Estimate span friction losses and losses to each tower 
    HftsCorEG_ft = [0] 
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    for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
     HftsCorEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, 
QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-
1])) 
     towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[ 
1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + 
HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
    HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m) - 
     HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-
1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1], 
fullmachineLength_m))) 
    towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-
1].append(((sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + 
HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31) 
     
# Estimate overhang friction losses and losses to end gun 
    HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, fullmachineLength_m, fullmachineLength_m) - 
HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m))) 
    towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-
1].append((((sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] + (sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - 
sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3]) * (cornerOverhang_ft / 3.28) / (cornerSpan_ft / 3.28)) - 
sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31)  
 LossToCorEGNoVFD_psi.append(towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1][-1]) 
     
# Find resultant end pressure and end gun flow rate 
    Pend_psi = CorEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QEG1_gpm, CorEGDesignTDH_ft) - 
LossToCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1] 
    QEG2_gpm = QCorendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + Pbooster_psi) 
     
# Recalculate until estimated and resultant end gun flow rates are within 1 gpm of each other 
    while abs(QEG2_gpm - QEG1_gpm) > 1: 
     QEG1_gpm = QEG2_gpm 
     HftsCorEG_ft = [0] 
     for tower in xrange(1, 8): 
  HftsCorEG_ft.append(HfVD_ft(QsysNoEG_gpm, QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[tower], towerDist_m[-1])) 
      towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1][tower - 1] = 
((sampledLocs[locNum + tower - 1][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorEG_ft[-
1]) / 2.31 
     HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m) - 
HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1], fullmachineLength_m))) 
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     towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1][7] = 
((sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31 
     HftsCorEG_ft.append(HftsCorEG_ft[-1] + 
(HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, fullmachineLength_m, fullmachineLength_m) - 
HfVD_ft(QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]/(1-towerDist_m[-1]**2/fullmachineLength_m**2), 
QEG1_gpm, pipeID_in, C, towerDist_m[-1] + cornerSpan_ft / 3.28, fullmachineLength_m)))  
     towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1][8] = 
(((sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] + (sampledLocs[locNum + 7][3] - sampledLocs[locNum + 6][3]) 
* (cornerOverhang_ft / 3.28) / (cornerSpan_ft / 3.28)) - sampledLocs[0][3]) * 3.28 + riser_ft + 
HftsCorEG_ft[-1]) / 2.31 
     LossToCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1] = 
towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1][-1] 
     Pend_psi = 
CorEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QEG1_gpm, 
CorEGDesignTDH_ft) - LossToCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1] 
     QEG2_gpm = QCorendgun_gpm(Pend_psi + 
Pbooster_psi) 
    QcorEGNoVFD_gpm.append(QEG2_gpm) 
   # end gun off 
   else: 
    # same as no end gun 
    towersLossCorEGNoVFD_psi[-1] = 
towersLossCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1] 
    QcorEGNoVFD_gpm.append(0) 
   
# Pressure and energy savings with no end gun 
  WHPNoEGVFD = [] 
  WHPNoEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPNoEGVFD = [] 
  BHPNoEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPsavedNoEG = [] 
  for degree in xrange(1,361): 
   WHPNoEGVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsNoEG_psi[degree - 1]) 
* QsysNoEG_gpm / 3960) 
   WHPNoEGNoVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * maxPcreqNoEG_psi) * 
QsysNoEG_gpm / 3960) 
   BHPNoEGVFD.append(WHPNoEGVFD[-1] / Eff_BasePump / 
Eff_VFD) 
  BHPNoEGNoVFD.append(WHPNoEGNoVFD[-1] / Eff_BasePump) 
  BHPsavedNoEG.append(BHPNoEGNoVFD[-1] - BHPNoEGVFD[-1]) 
  avgBHPNoEGVFD.append(sum(BHPNoEGVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPNoEGNoVFD.append(sum(BHPNoEGNoVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPsavedNoEG.append(sum(BHPsavedNoEG) / float(360)) 
   
  # Pressure and energy savings with end gun 
  WHPEGVFD = [] 
  WHPEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPEGVFD = [] 
  BHPEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPsavedEG = [] 
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  WHPsavedEGbooster = [] 
  BHPsavedEGbooster = [] 
  for degree in xrange(1,361): 
   WHPEGVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1]) * 
(QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
   WHPEGNoVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
EGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
EGDesignTDH_ft)) * (QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
   BHPEGVFD.append(WHPEGVFD[-1] / EGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1], EGDesignTDH_ft, Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1]) / 
Eff_VFD) 
   BHPEGNoVFD.append(WHPEGNoVFD[-1] / EGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm 
+ QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], EGDesignTDH_ft,  
     Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
EGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
EGDesignTDH_ft))) 
   BHPsavedEG.append(BHPEGNoVFD[-1] - BHPEGVFD[-1]) 
   WHPsavedEGbooster.append(2.31 * Pbooster_psi * 
(QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1] - QEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
  BHPsavedEGbooster.append(WHPsavedEGbooster[-1] / Eff_booster) 
  avgBHPEGVFD.append(sum(BHPEGVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPEGNoVFD.append(sum(BHPEGNoVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPsavedEG.append(sum(BHPsavedEG) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPsavedEGbooster.append(sum(BHPsavedEGbooster) / float(360)) 
   
# Pressure and energy savings with corner system and no end gun 
  WHPCorNoEGVFD = [] 
  WHPCorNoEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPCorNoEGVFD = [] 
  BHPCorNoEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPsavedCorNoEG = [] 
  for degree in xrange(1,361): 
   WHPCorNoEGVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
PcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1]) * (QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
   WHPCorNoEGNoVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
CorNoEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], 
CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft)) * (QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
   BHPCorNoEGVFD.append(WHPCorNoEGVFD[-1] / 
CorNoEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft, Lift_ft 
+ 2.31 * PcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1]) / Eff_VFD) 
   BHPCorNoEGNoVFD.append(WHPCorNoEGNoVFD[-1] / 
CorNoEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft,  
     Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
CorNoEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], 
CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft))) 
   BHPsavedCorNoEG.append(BHPCorNoEGNoVFD[-1] - 
BHPCorNoEGVFD[-1]) 
  avgBHPCorNoEGVFD.append(sum(BHPCorNoEGVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPCorNoEGNoVFD.append(sum(BHPCorNoEGNoVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPsavedCorNoEG.append(sum(BHPsavedCorNoEG) / float(360)) 
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# Pressure and energy savings with corner system and end gun 
  WHPCorEGVFD = [] 
  WHPCorEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPCorEGVFD = [] 
  BHPCorEGNoVFD = [] 
  BHPsavedCorEG = [] 
  WHPsavedCorEGbooster = [] 
  BHPsavedCorEGbooster = [] 
  for degree in xrange(1,361): 
   WHPCorEGVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsCorEG_psi[degree - 1]) 
* (QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QcorEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
   WHPCorEGNoVFD.append((Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
CorEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], CorEGDesignTDH_ft)) * (QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
   BHPCorEGVFD.append(WHPCorEGVFD[-1] /  
    CorEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QcorEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1], CorEGDesignTDH_ft, Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsCorEG_psi[degree 
- 1]) / Eff_VFD) 
   BHPCorEGNoVFD.append(WHPCorEGNoVFD[-1] / 
CorEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
CorEGDesignTDH_ft,  
     Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
CorEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], CorEGDesignTDH_ft))) 
   BHPsavedCorEG.append(BHPCorEGNoVFD[-1] - BHPCorEGVFD[-
1]) 
   WHPsavedCorEGbooster.append(2.31 * Pbooster_psi * 
(QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1] - QcorEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1]) / 3960) 
   BHPsavedCorEGbooster.append(WHPsavedCorEGbooster[-1] / 
Eff_booster) 
  avgBHPCorEGVFD.append(sum(BHPCorEGVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPCorEGNoVFD.append(sum(BHPCorEGNoVFD) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPsavedCorEG.append(sum(BHPsavedCorEG) / float(360)) 
  avgBHPsavedCorEGbooster.append(sum(BHPsavedCorEGbooster) / float(360)) 
   
# Fuel and cost savings for well with and without end gun 
  ElecSaved.append([avgBHPsavedNoEG[-1] / NPPPC_elec, (avgBHPsavedEG[-
1] + avgBHPsavedEGbooster[-1]) / NPPPC_elec,  
   avgBHPsavedCorNoEG[-1] / NPPPC_elec, (avgBHPsavedCorEG[-1] + 
avgBHPsavedCorEGbooster[-1]) / NPPPC_elec]) 
  ElecCostSaved.append([ElecSaved[-1][0] * cost_elec, ElecSaved[-1][1] * 
cost_elec,  
   ElecSaved[-1][2] * cost_elec, ElecSaved[-1][3] * cost_elec]) 
   
  # Output degree by degree info 
  file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Pivots/ID" + 
str(countyPivots[rowNum][0]) + ".csv", "wb") 
  writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
  writer.writerow(["","NoEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(17)] + ["EG"] + ["" for i in 
xrange(21)] +["CorNoEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(19)] + ["CorEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(22)]) 
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  writer.writerow(["Degree"] + [("T" + str(i) + "LossPsi") for i in xrange(1,8)] +  
["MaxLossPsi", "PcVFDPsi", "WHPVFD", "EffVFD","PcNoVFDPsi", "WHPNoVFD", 
"EffNoVFD","BHPVFD", "BHPNoVFD", "BHPsaved", ""] +[("T" + str(i) + "LossPsi") for i in 
xrange(1,8)] + ["MaxLossPsi", "PcVFDPsi", "WHPVFD", "EffVFD","PcNoVFDPsi", 
"WHPNoVFD", "EffNoVFD","BHPVFD", "BHPNoVFD", "BHPsaved", "QEGVFDGpm", 
"QEGNoVFDGpm", "BoosterWHPSaved", "BoosterBHPSaved", ""] +[("T" + str(i) + "LossPsi") 
for i in xrange(1,9)] + ["OHLossPsi", "MaxLossPsi", "PcVFDPsi", "WHPVFD", "EffVFD", 
"PcNoVFDPsi", "WHPNoVFD", "EffNoVFD","BHPVFD", "BHPNoVFD", "BHPsaved", ""] + 
[("T" + str(i) + "LossPsi") for i in xrange(1,9)] + ["OHLossPsi", "MaxLossPsi", "PcVFDPsi", 
"WHPVFD", "EffVFD","PcNoVFDPsi", "WHPNoVFD", "EffNoVFD","BHPVFD", 
"BHPNoVFD", "BHPsaved", "QEGVFDGpm", "QEGNoVFDGpm", "BoosterWHPSaved", 
"BoosterBHPSaved"]) 
  table = [] 
  for degree in xrange(1,361): 
   table.append([degree] + towersLossNoEG_psi[degree - 1] +  
    [max(towersLossNoEG_psi[degree - 1]), 
PcreqsNoEG_psi[degree - 1], WHPNoEGVFD[degree - 1], Eff_BasePump * Eff_VFD, 
    maxPcreqNoEG_psi, WHPNoEGNoVFD[degree - 1], 
Eff_BasePump,BHPNoEGVFD[degree - 1], BHPNoEGNoVFD[degree - 1], 
BHPsavedNoEG[degree - 1], ""] + towersLossEGVFD_psi[degree - 1] + 
[max(towersLossEGVFD_psi[degree - 1]), PcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1], WHPEGVFD[degree - 1],  
    EGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
EGDesignTDH_ft, Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1]) * Eff_VFD, 
EGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
EGDesignTDH_ft), WHPEGNoVFD[degree - 1], EGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], EGDesignTDH_ft,  
     Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
EGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
EGDesignTDH_ft)), 
    BHPEGVFD[degree - 1], BHPEGNoVFD[degree - 1], 
BHPsavedEG[degree - 1],  
    QEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1], QEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
WHPsavedEGbooster[degree - 1], BHPsavedEGbooster[degree - 1], ""] + 
towersLossCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1] + [max(towersLossCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1]), 
PcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1], WHPCorNoEGVFD[degree - 1],  
    CorNoEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], 
CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft, Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1]) * Eff_VFD, 
    CorNoEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + 
QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft), WHPCorNoEGNoVFD[degree - 1],  
    CorNoEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], 
CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft,  
     Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
CorNoEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1], 
CorNoEGDesignTDH_ft)), 
    BHPCorNoEGVFD[degree - 1], BHPCorNoEGNoVFD[degree - 
1], BHPsavedCorNoEG[degree - 1], ""] +  
    towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[degree - 1] +  
    [max(towersLossCorEGVFD_psi[degree - 1]), 
PcreqsCorEG_psi[degree - 1], WHPCorEGVFD[degree - 1],  
    CorEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QcorEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1], CorEGDesignTDH_ft, Lift_ft + 2.31 * PcreqsCorEG_psi[degree 
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- 1]) * Eff_VFD,CorEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] 
+ QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], CorEGDesignTDH_ft), WHPCorEGNoVFD[degree - 1],  
CorEGEff(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
CorEGDesignTDH_ft,  
     Lift_ft + 2.31 * 
CorEGDesignPumpCurve_psi(QsysNoEG_gpm + QcorNoEG_gpm[degree - 1] + 
QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], CorEGDesignTDH_ft)),BHPCorEGVFD[degree - 1], 
BHPCorEGNoVFD[degree - 1], BHPsavedCorEG[degree - 1], QcorEGVFD_gpm[degree - 1], 
QcorEGNoVFD_gpm[degree - 1], WHPsavedCorEGbooster[degree - 1], 
BHPsavedCorEGbooster[degree - 1]]) 
  writer.writerows(table) 
  file.close() 
   
  PcreqsNoEG_psi.sort(reverse = True) 
  PcreqsEG_psi.sort(reverse = True) 
  PcreqsCorNoEG_psi.sort(reverse = True) 
  PcreqsCorEG_psi.sort(reverse = True) 
  for degree in xrange(1,361): 
   allPcreqsNoEG_psi[degree - 1].append(PcreqsNoEG_psi[degree - 1]) 
   allPcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1].append(PcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1]) 
   allPcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1].append(PcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree 
- 1]) 
   allPcreqsCorEG_psi[degree - 1].append(PcreqsCorEG_psi[degree - 1]) 
   
  # Remove pivot specific layers from ArcMap 
  for f in arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxd): 
   for lyr in arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd,"",f): 
    if "id" in lyr.name.lower(): 
     arcpy.mapping.RemoveLayer(f, lyr) 
  print "Done with pivot ID " + str(sampledPivotIDs[-1]) + " in " + county + " 
County!" 
for degree in xrange(1,361): 
 meanNoEG = sum(allPcreqsNoEG_psi[degree - 1]) / float(sampleSize) 
 meanEG = sum(allPcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1]) / float(sampleSize) 
 meanCorNoEG = sum(allPcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1]) / float(sampleSize) 
 meanCorEG = sum(allPcreqsCorEG_psi[degree - 1]) / float(sampleSize) 
 sdNoEG = 0 
 sdEG = 0 
 sdCorNoEG = 0 
 sdCorEG = 0 
 for pivot in xrange(sampleSize): 
  sdNoEG += (allPcreqsNoEG_psi[degree - 1][pivot + 1] - meanNoEG) ** 2 
  sdEG += (allPcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1][pivot + 1] - meanEG) ** 2 
  sdCorNoEG += (allPcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1][pivot + 1] - meanCorNoEG) 
** 2 
  sdCorEG += (allPcreqsCorEG_psi[degree - 1][pivot + 1] - meanCorEG) ** 2 
 sdNoEG = math.sqrt(sdNoEG / float(sampleSize - 1)) 
 sdEG = math.sqrt(sdEG / float(sampleSize - 1)) 
 sdCorNoEG = math.sqrt(sdCorNoEG / float(sampleSize - 1)) 
 sdCorEG = math.sqrt(sdCorEG / float(sampleSize - 1)) 
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 allPcreqsNoEG_psi[degree - 1].extend([meanNoEG - sdNoEG, meanNoEG, meanNoEG 
+ sdNoEG]) 
 allPcreqsEG_psi[degree - 1].extend([meanEG - sdEG, meanEG, meanEG + sdEG]) 
 allPcreqsCorNoEG_psi[degree - 1].extend([meanCorNoEG - sdCorNoEG, 
meanCorNoEG, meanCorNoEG + sdCorNoEG]) 
 allPcreqsCorEG_psi[degree - 1].extend([meanCorEG - sdCorEG, meanCorEG, 
meanCorEG + sdCorEG]) 
 
# Output degree by degree info overall NoEG 
file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Overall/" + county + 
"OverallNoEG.csv", "wb") 
writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
writer.writerow(["", "NoEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(102)])  
writer.writerow(["Degree"] + sampledPivotIDs + ["Mean-SD", "Mean", "Mean+SD"]) 
writer.writerows(allPcreqsNoEG_psi) 
file.close() 
 
# Output degree by degree info overall EG 
file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Overall/" + county + 
"OverallEG.csv", "wb") 
writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
writer.writerow(["", "EG"] + ["" for i in xrange(102)])  
writer.writerow(["Degree"] + sampledPivotIDs + ["Mean-SD", "Mean", "Mean+SD"]) 
writer.writerows(allPcreqsEG_psi) 
file.close() 
 
# Output degree by degree info overall CorNoEG 
file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Overall/" + county + 
"OverallCorNoEG.csv", "wb") 
writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
writer.writerow(["", "CorNoEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(102)])  
writer.writerow(["Degree"] + sampledPivotIDs + ["Mean-SD", "Mean", "Mean+SD"]) 
writer.writerows(allPcreqsCorNoEG_psi) 
file.close() 
 
# Output degree by degree info overall CorEG 
file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Overall/" + county + 
"OverallCorEG.csv", "wb") 
writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
writer.writerow(["", "CorEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(102)])  
writer.writerow(["Degree"] + sampledPivotIDs + ["Mean-SD", "Mean", "Mean+SD"]) 
writer.writerows(allPcreqsCorEG_psi) 
file.close() 
  
# Output county summary 
file = open(dir + "OUTPUT(old)/" + run + "/" + county + "/Summary/" + county + 
"SummaryNEW.csv", "wb") 
writer = csv.writer(file, delimiter = ",") 
writer.writerow(["" for i in xrange(4)] + ["NoEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(6)] + ["EG"] + ["" for i in 
xrange(7)] +["CorNoEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(6)] + ["CorEG"] + ["" for i in xrange(6)]) 
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writer.writerow(["PivotID", "MaxElev_ft", "CenterElev_ft", "ElevDiff_ft","BHPNoEGVFD", 
"BHPNoEGNoVFD", "BHPSaved", "BHP%Red.", "ElecSaved(kWh/hr)", "ElecSaved($/hr)", "",  
"BHPEGVFD", "BHPEGNoVFD", "BHPSaved", "BHP%Red.", "ElecSaved(kWh/hr)", 
"ElecSaved($/hr)", "AvgBHPSavedBooster", "","BHPCorNoEGVFD", "BHPCorNoEGNoVFD", 
"BHPSaved", "BHP%Red.", "ElecSaved(kWh/hr)", "ElecSaved($/hr)", "", "BHPCorEGVFD", 
"BHPCorEGNoVFD", "BHPSaved", "BHP%Red.", "ElecSaved(kWh/hr)", "ElecSaved($/hr)", 
"AvgBHPSavedBooster"]) 
table = [] 
for pivot in xrange(len(sampledPivotIDs)): 
 table.append([sampledPivotIDs[pivot], maxElev_ft[pivot], centerElev_ft[pivot], 
elevDiff_ft[pivot], 
  avgBHPNoEGVFD[pivot], avgBHPNoEGNoVFD[pivot], 
avgBHPsavedNoEG[pivot],  
  avgBHPsavedNoEG[pivot] / float(avgBHPNoEGNoVFD[pivot]), 
ElecSaved[pivot][0], ElecCostSaved[pivot][0], "",  
  avgBHPEGVFD[pivot], avgBHPEGNoVFD[pivot], avgBHPsavedEG[pivot], 
avgBHPsavedEG[pivot] / float(avgBHPEGNoVFD[pivot]), 
  ElecSaved[pivot][1], ElecCostSaved[pivot][1], avgBHPsavedEGbooster[pivot], 
"", 
  avgBHPCorNoEGVFD[pivot], avgBHPCorNoEGNoVFD[pivot], 
avgBHPsavedCorNoEG[pivot], avgBHPsavedCorNoEG[pivot] / 
float(avgBHPCorNoEGNoVFD[pivot]), 
  ElecSaved[pivot][2], ElecCostSaved[pivot][2], "",  
  avgBHPCorEGVFD[pivot], avgBHPCorEGNoVFD[pivot], 
avgBHPsavedCorEG[pivot], avgBHPsavedCorEG[pivot] / float(avgBHPCorEGNoVFD[pivot]),  
  ElecSaved[pivot][3], ElecCostSaved[pivot][3], 
avgBHPsavedCorEGbooster[pivot]]) 
table.append(["CountyAvg", sum(maxElev_ft)/ float(sampleSize), sum(centerElev_ft)/ 
float(sampleSize), sum(elevDiff_ft)/ float(sampleSize), 
 sum(avgBHPNoEGVFD) / float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPNoEGNoVFD) / 
float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPsavedNoEG) / float(sampleSize),  
 sum(avgBHPsavedNoEG) / float(sum(avgBHPNoEGNoVFD)), sum(p[0] for p in 
ElecSaved) / float(sampleSize), sum(p[0] for p in ElecCostSaved) / float(sampleSize), "",  
 sum(avgBHPEGVFD) / float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPEGNoVFD) / float(sampleSize), 
sum(avgBHPsavedEG) / float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPsavedEG) / 
float(sum(avgBHPEGNoVFD)), sum(p[1] for p in ElecSaved) / float(sampleSize), sum(p[1] for p 
in ElecCostSaved) / float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPsavedEGbooster) / float(sampleSize), 
"",sum(avgBHPCorNoEGVFD) / float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPCorNoEGNoVFD) / 
float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPsavedCorNoEG) / float(sampleSize), 
sum(avgBHPsavedCorNoEG) / float(sum(avgBHPCorNoEGNoVFD)), sum(p[2] for p in 
ElecSaved) / float(sampleSize), sum(p[2] for p in ElecCostSaved) / float(sampleSize), "", 
sum(avgBHPCorEGVFD) / float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPCorEGNoVFD) / float(sampleSize), 
sum(avgBHPsavedCorEG) / float(sampleSize),  sum(avgBHPsavedCorEG) / 
float(sum(avgBHPCorEGNoVFD)), sum(p[3] for p in ElecSaved) / float(sampleSize), sum(p[3] 
for p in ElecCostSaved) / float(sampleSize), sum(avgBHPsavedCorEGbooster) / 
float(sampleSize)]) 
writer.writerows(table) 
file.close() 
 
# Done!!! 
print "Done with " + county + " County!" 
